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ABSTRACT

This report presents the evaluation of the potential safety concerns for pressurized water reactors
(PWRs) identified in Generic Safety Issue 106, Piping and the Use of Highly Combustible Gases in Vital
Areas. A Westinghouse four-loop PWR plant was analyzed for the risk due to the use of combustible
gases (predominantly hydrogen) within the plant. The analysis evaluated an actual hydrogen distribution
configuration and conducted several sensitivity studies to determine the potential variability among PWRs.
The sensitivity studies were based on hydrogen and safety-related equipment configurations observed at
other PWRs within the United States. Several options for improving the hydrogen distribution system
design were identified and evaluated for their effect on risk and core damage frequency. A cost/benefit
analysis was performed to determine whether alternatives considered were justifiable based on the safety
improvement and economics of each possible improvement.

FIN No. D6198 Generic Safety Issue I06, Piping and the Use of Highly Combustible Gases in
Vital Areas
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Generic Safety Issue 106 addresses the risk impact of the use of highly combustible gases within
nuclear power plants. In the context of Generic Safety Issue 106 in pressurized water reactors (PWRs),
combustible gases can be released in six basic areas: station batteries, portable gas bottle storage areas,
gaseous waste systems, the volume control tank (VCT), the main generator cooling system, and in large
onsite hydrogen storage facilities. Based on an extensive survey of the US PWRs, the existing hydrogen
system configurations, although comprised of similar type components, are very plant-specific. Hydrogen
gas tank farm locations with respect to various safety-related structures varies from plant to plant.
Analogous conclusions can be drawn for hydrogen system lines inside the turbine and auxiliary buildings.

This report documents the risk analysis of these gases (predominantly hydrogen) in PWRs. To
conduct a realistic risk assessment, an actual plant configuration was analyzed. The plant chosen for the
base case in this study was a Westinghouse four-loop PWR that went into commercial operation in 1974.
This choice was based on the availability of a completed Level III probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)
with a fire analysis, and a nuclear steam supply system design that represented a large fraction of the
PWR population.

To address different reactor vendordesigns and balance of plant arrangements, the plant-specific
PRA analysis was supplemented with a comprehensive series of sertsitivity analyses.

The technical findings of this evaluation are summarized for both the qualitative and quantitative
aspects of this generic safety issue:

• Based on a screening analysis and other considerations, station batteries, portable gas
bottle storage areas, and gaseous waste systems pose a negligible level of risk when
compared to other sources.

• Based on the Westinghouse plant (base case) analysis, the effects of hydrogen releases
and subsequent burns are relatively small contributors to the overall core melt risk.
Table ES-1 summarizes the full power (Mode 1) base case core melt frequencies (mean
values) due to internal events, seismic events, fires, etc., and the additional core melt
frequency due to various hydrogen release scenarios. The consideration of a hydrogen
release during reactor shutdown (Modes 2-5) is not expected to be significant to risk
because of a number of operational considerations.

• The relatively 10w core melt frequency risk (base case analysis) is attributed to the
following features:

- The location of the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system away from
possible hydrogen sources..

- The feasibility of feed and bleed core cooling in the event AFW became
unavailable.

- The quantity of hydrogen that can empty inside the auxiliary building is limited.
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Table ES-1. Comparison of base case analysis results.

Core Damage Frequency
Document Scenarios (/ry)

Internal events 7.9 x 10"5

Seismic events 7.7 × 106

Licensee's PRA Fire events 1.4 × 10-5

High winds 3.6 × 10-5

Total 1.4 × 10-4

This base case study Hydrogen Fire/Explosions 7.1 × 10-7

- The location of vital support systems or auxiliaries [diesels, component
cooling water (CCW), service water (SW)] in different locations away
from possible hydrogen sources.

• Recognizing the specific issues that caused the low risk for the base case plant analysis,
it was possible to identify different reactor vendor design features and balance of plant
equipment arrangements that would pose significantly larger risks. These include:

- ' PWR plants with the AFW system physically located in the turbine building or
auxiliary building.

- Combustion Engineering PWRs that have either marginal or no
capabilities of using feed and bleed core cooling in the event AFW
becomes unavailable.

- PWR plants with diesels, component cooling water, or other vital support
systems located near major potential hydrogen sources.

• The core melt frequency risks associated with hydrogen release scenarios for the above
design features are summarized in Table ES-2. These risks are clearly larger than found
in th,ebase case analysis.

• To address the hydrogen-related risks a number of possible alternatives were considered.
These included:

Turbine Building Alternatives

Alternative 1" Install an excess flow cheok valve on the hydrogen line header and a
check valve on the hydrogen supply line at the generator. This hydrogen system
alternative would require the placement of one excess flow check valve just downstream
of the pressure regulator, and one check valve on the hydrogen supply line at the
generator. If properly sized, an exce's,sflow check valve would limit the amount of

xii
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Table ES-2. Generic plant configurations.
Core

Damage

Important Accident Scenarios Frequency

Configuration Plant Applicability Applicable to Configuration (/ry)

I Ali PWRs with AFW and vital T/DHR" 3.4 x 10-8

equipment outside of turbine and T/LOCA b
auxiliary buildings

II Babcock & Wilcox and T/DHR 7.3 x 10-7
Westinghouse with AFW in turbine (Feed and bleed credited)
building distribution system level

III t2ombustion Engineering with AFW T/DHR 9.4 × 10 -6
in turbine building distribution (Feed and bleed not credited)

system level

IV Ali PWRs with vital equipment in T/LOCA 9.4 x 10-6
turbine building distribution system (Station ac blackout, or loss of
level CCW, SV¢)

V Ali PWRs with vital equipment in T/LOCA 5.2 x 10-6
turbine building generator floor level (Station ac blackout, or loss of

CCW, SW)

VI Babcock & Wilcox and T/DHR 2.0 x lfr -]
Westinghouse with AFW in auxiliary (Feed and bleed credited)
building

VII Combustion Engineering with AFW T/DHR 4.7 X 10-6

in auxiliary building (Feed and bleed not credited)

VIII Ali PWRs with vital equipment in T/LOCA 4.7 x 10-6
auxiliary building (Loss of CCW, SW)

a T/DHR means "transient-induced loss of decay heat removal."
b T/LOCA means "transient-induced loss-of-coolant accident."
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hydrogen released due to a pipe break to a concentration level easily dissipated, either
by outside air or by building ventilation. The check valve on the hydrogen line at the
generator will prevent backflow out of the generator given a hydrogen supply line pipe
break.

Alternative 2: Periodic hydrogen makeup to the generator. This hydrogen system
alternative would require changing plant procedures to allow periodic hydrogen makeup
to the generator. This procedure was estimated to be an approximately l/2-hour task tbr
two people each day. This alternative would allow the isolation of the hydrogen supply
from the turbine building to the generator for the remaining 23-1/2 hours of the day.

Alternative 3: Enclose the safet.v-related equipment in a blast-proof structure. This
hydrogen system alternative is for those plants whose turbine building configuration is
considered at higher risk from hydrogen-initiated events, lt includes the cost of the
engineering evaluation and the cost of performance of an alternative identified by the
evaluation.

Auxiliary Building Alternatives

Alternative 1: Install an excess flow check valve in the hydrogen supply line leading to
the VCT. This hydrogen system alternative would require the placement of one excess
flow check valve (sized for 150% of the maximum daily hydrogen flow) downstream of
the pressure regulator in the hydrogen distribution line for the VCT. The excess flow
check valve (if properly sized) would restrict hydrogen flow out of a broken line to a
level that could be easily dissipated by the building ventilation.

Alternative 2: Limit the hydrogen supply to a three 250-scf hydrogen storage facility
for the VCT. This hydrogen system alternative would require the removal of three of the
six existing 250 scf hydrogen tanks present in the auxiliary building and the removal of
the supply piping connection to the main hydrog,m storage facility. The three remaining
250 scf tank would be reconnected to form a limited supply day tank for the VCT.
Limiting the amount of hydrogen in the auxiliary building would reduce the potential of
a hydrogen storage facility emptying a large volume of hydrogen inside safety-related
structures.

Alternative 3: Periodic hydrogen makeup to VCT. This. hydrogen system alternative
would require changing plant procedures to allow periodic hydrogen makeup to the VCT.
This procedure was estimated to be an approximately l/2-hour task for two people each
day. This alternative would allow the isolation of the hydrogen supply from the auxiliary
building to the VCT for the remaining 23-1/2 hours of the day.

Hydrogen Storage Facility Alternatives

Alternative 1: Relocate the hydrogen storage facility to a distance within EPRI NP-
5283-SR-A guidelines. This hydrogen system alternative would relocate the storage
facility to a distance meeting EPRI NP-5283-SR-A safe separation criteria. This would
eliminate any potential of damage to safety-related equipment presently located near the
hydrogen storage facility.
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Alternative 2: Install a hydrogen blast wave deflection shield. This hydrogen system
alternative would install a blast wave deflection shield. By deflecting the blast wave from
a hydrogen detonation, a blast shield can greatly lessen the blast impact.

Alternative 3: Install hydrogen analyzer-actuated air intake louvers. This hydrogen
system alternative would require the installation of automatic shutters controlled by
hydrogen analyzers. This alternative would eliminate the ingress of a flammable (or
detonable) hydrogen mixture into safety-related structures via air intake pathways.

I

• When averted onsite costs were factored into the cost/benefit analysis, dollar-to-person-
rem averted ratio (DPR) results were obtained. Table ES-3 presents these DPR values.
A r,.egativeDPR value for an alternative indicates an overall cost saving. Table ES-4
presents the DPR values for the case where the averted onsite cost was not factored into
the cost/benefit analysis.
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RISK ANALYSIS OF HIGHLY COMBUSTIBLE GAS
STORAGE, SUPPLY, AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

IN PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR PLANTS

1. INTRODUCTION

t

1.1 Background

Combustible gases such as hydrogen, propane, acetylene, and methane are used in various
capacities during normal operation of nuclear power plants. Hydrogen is the most prevalent combustible
gas. lt is used as a coolant for th,_.main electrical generator in both pressurized water reactors (PWRs)
and boiling water reactors (BWRs). In PWRs, it is fed to the volume control tank (VCT) in the chemical
volume and control system to control the dissolved oxygen )concentration in the reactor coolant system
(RCS). In BWRs, hydrogen water chemistry control systems are being installed for the same purpose.
Hydrogen is also present in the waste gas systems (WGS) as a product of water dissociation during
operation.

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 106, entitled Piping dnd the Use of Highly Combustible Gases in Vital
Areas, was identified in NUREG-0705. l This GSI addresses the safety issue resulting from the use of
hydrogen, propane, acetylene, methane, and other combustible gases in operating nuclear power plants.
While the distribution and storage systems for these gases are not typically safety related (e.g., seismic
category 1), it became apparent that leakage resulting from failures of these systems (e.g., leaks, breaks)
in areas containing or adjacent to safety-related equipment have the potential to significantly impact safety
system operability and overall plant risk.

This analysis investigates the potential impact of failure of combustible gas systems on the core
damage frequency (CDF) for PWRs, identifies possible improvements, and assesses their cost/benefit.

1.2 Previous Regulation and Analysis

GSI-106 was first identified in 1981. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), following a
prioritization evaluation in November 1987, directed its staff to resolve GSI-106. Originally, GSI-106
technical work was focused only on the hydrogen piping inside safety-related (vital) areas. The scope
was later expanded to include additional concerns like the hydrogen storage facilities.

On April 20, 1987, the NRC issued Information Notice 87-20. 2 This notice addressed the
discovery of a hydrogen leak in the auxiliary building at the Vogtle Nuclear Power Plant. The leak was
due to the use of a conventionally designed globe valve instead of a valve designed specifically for
hydrogen use. The recipients of the notice were expected to review the information for applicability to
their facilities and consider actions if applicable. No specific action or written response was required.

The potential safety problems associated with nuclear plant hydrogen storage facilities became
more apparent during an NRC team visit at the Trojan Nuclear Plant on April 17, 1989. The NRC



inspectors identified 'that the hydrogen storage facility (composed of four tanks,, each containing 8000
standard cubic feet of hydrogen gas) was located on the roof of the control building. This finding
escalated concerns about similar hazards in the storage of hydrogen at other nuclear plants. The NRC
issued Information Notice 89-4a, 3 entitled "Hydrogen Storage on the Reef of the Control Room," on May
2, 1989, in which it requested ali utilities to review the information for applicability to their facilities and
consider actions if applicable. In addition, an intbrmal survey by NRC staff provided information on
hydrogen storage facilities (i.e., volume of hydrogen stored onsite and distance from nearest safety-related
structure and air intake) present at nuclear plant sites. This _information was then used to determine the
number of plants not meeting the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) separation criteria for
hydrogen storage near safety-related structures and air intakes.4

Current NRC regulations and guidelines consider the use and storage of highly flammable gases
and liquids within the plant. Specifically, 10 CFR 50 Appendix R5 regulations explicitly require plants
to establish administrative controls that "prohibit the storage of combustibles in safety-related areas or
establish designated storage areas with appropriate fire protection." Standard Review Plan (SRP), Section
9.5.1, 6 reiterates the above control measures and provides recommendations for the design and safety
features of hydrogen systems.

Recent utility evaluations concerning the risks associated with fires within the plants have
addressed events involving hydrogen. Yankee Rowe, in its Individual Plant Examination (IPE), 7
specifically identified fire accidents initiated by hydrogen line breaks in the turbine building and in the
upper level primary auxiliary building (PAB) as very important to plant risk and a source of major
uncertainty. To reduce the potential for large fires or explosions, the utility proposed installing excess
flow check valves (and associated check valves) on the two hydrogen system headers supplying the
volume control tank and electric generator.

1.3 Typical Hydrogen System Configurations

Two typical hydrogen storage arrangements are found at PWRs. One case uses a single hydrogen
storage system to supply ali the plant's hydrogen needs. The other case uses two separate hydrogen
storage systems, one supplying the electrical generator and the other supplying the VCT. A typical
hydrogen storage and distribution system configuration for the electrical generator (with a single hydrogen
storage facility) is shown in Figure 1.

The hydrogen gas in the hydrogen storage system is contained at high pressures (between 1500
and 2,400 psig) inside pressure vessels. The hydrogen distribution system feeding the turbine building
and the PAB consists mainly of small piping and valves (less than 2 in. in diameter). Generic design
information for the pressure vessel supply, discharge headers, pressure regulation and reduction, and
other components included in the hydrogen system has been included in a previous report, s Variations
in the supply systems for the turbine-generator building and the PAB are presented in Section 6.

The plant-specific portion of this evaluation of the CDF contributions of combustible gas fire and
explosion events is based on the configuration of a Westinghouse (W) four-loop PWR considered
representative of a large portion of the PWRs. This W reactor (the predominant PWR type) went into
commercial operation in 1974 (a period when a large number of nuclear power plants went into service
in the United States).





Preliminary research, including walk-through tours of 15different PWRs, indicated that hydrogen
was the prevalent combustible gas in use. Ali other gases, such as acetylene, are used in small amounts
and on an infrequent basis under strict plant administrative controls (e.g., work permit required, fire
watch posted, no smoking allowed in the work area, bottles physically-anchored to a fixed structure,
etc.). Subsection 4.2 discusses the use of portable gas bottles, which is the most commonly found form
of combustible gases other than hydrogen. None of the PWR plants visited was using large sources of
propane gas for such activities as the plant auxiliary boiler.



2. SCOPE

The purpose of this study is to develop quantitative estimates of the generic risks associated with
the storage, distribution, and use of combustible gases in or near the vital areas of PWRs in the United
States. Additionally, this study is intended to assist in a determination of whether the risk of combustible
gas usage warrants any generic plant modifications to reduce risks based on a cost/benefit analysis.

At the outset of this program it was recognized that it was not practical to develop quantitative
risk estimates for ali U.S. PWRs. This would have required data collection, plant walk-down_, and
detailed analysis for over 70 nuclear power plants. Because of this limitation, a generic risk model was
developed based on a W four-loop PWR with a peer-reviewed PRA model.9 This PRA model was
subsequently upgraded by the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) to incorporate modeling
of events where combustible gas fires and/or explosions initiated transients and impacted event mitigation.
Recognizing that there are differences between the selected plant design and those of the other U.S.
PWRs, sensitivity studies were performed with the intent of representing the effects of different designs
and combustible gases used. The choice of specific design features to be modeled and analyzed was
based on plant information obtained during visits at 15 PWRs,s reviews of final safety analysis reports
(FSARs) and safety evaluation reports for an additional number of PWRs (to determine the location of
safety-related equipment with respect to combustible gases in the plant), and other PRA-related
documentation (e.g., plant fire hazard analyses).

The types of combustible gases considered in the scope of this program include normal hydrogen
supplies and distribution systems used for main generator cooling and water chemistry control in the
VCT, hydrogen found in gaseous waste systems, and hydrogen evolved in the normal operation of station
batteries.

The technical issues associated with the hydrogen generation and combustion during severe
reactor core damage accidents have been addressed extensively in numerous NRC-sponsored studiesl° and
thus, are beyond the scope of this program. Safety issues regarding large cryogenic propane systems at
nuclear power plants have been addressed by GSI-136. Also, the consideration of gaseous fuels for
building or hot water heating is beyond the scope of this program.

Several ar_as of concern in GSI-106 have been identified. Figure 2 illustrates the six areas that
are evaluated in the orders of the quantity of hydrogen involved. For each area, two accident scenario
categories are investigated: a transient-induced loss of decay heat removal (T/DHR) and a transient-
induced loss-of-coolant accident (T/LOCA).





3. NUCLEAR INDUSTRY EXPERIENCES INVOLVING HYDROGEN

3.1 Review of U.S. Nuclear Power Plant Hydrogen Events

A literature search was conducted to identify hydrogen events at U.S. nuclear power plants that
resulted in fires, leaks, explosions, or potentially explosive concentrations. Various sources of
information were searched to determine nuclear power plant hydrogen events pertinent to GSI-106. The
events were then grouped into several categories for later evaluation of their impact on plant operation.
These hydrogen events were organized into three major plant systems for the BWRs: off-gas, electrical
generator, and hydrogeo storage facility, and into four systems for the PWRs: electrical generator, VCT,
waste gas, and hydrogen storage facility. A further ordering was performed by event date. Each event
was evaluated to determine if actual damage to safety-related system had occurred.

The primary source of information was Technical Evaluation Report on Recommendations for
Hydrogen Safety Features for the Hydrogen Distribution System in PWR Plants. lt This report compiled
event information from diverse sources for both PWR and BWR plants. Additional sources of
information used in this study include the following documents: PWR Plant Hydrogen Gas Supply and
Distribution System Information for Risk Analysis to Assess P'ant Damage from Potential Hydrogen Gas
Explosions/Burns, s Guidelines for Permanent BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry Installations, 12Safety
Implications Associated with In-Plant Pressurized Gas Storage and Distribution Systems in Nuclear Power
Plants, 13licensee event reports (LERs), operating plant experience data, pertinent National Aeronautics
and Space Administration and industry safety reports, and other NRC and industry literature. This report
was updated and supplemented by additional searching of Nuclear Documents System - Advanced Design
(NUDOCS/AD) 14and Nuclear Power Experience (NPE). 15 The NUDOCS/AD data base containing
LERs was searched for hydrogen events from January 1, 1988, through April 30, 1990. Other
documents related to hydrogen topics were searched for additional events. NUREG/CR-508816 identified
a hydrogen fire unreported elsewhere that occurred in the electrical generator while the plant was at full
power. Appendix A contains a summary of hydrogen events sorted by plant area (e.g., generator, VCT).

Based on information obtained from a search of the LER data base, ali pertinent GSI-106
hydrogen events have been tabulated. A hydrogen event is identified as a hydrogen leak, fire, or
explosion, and in the case of the rad-waste gas system, includes hydrogen concentrations above technical
specifications (potentially combustible mixtures).

The review of PWR and BWR hydrogen events in ,the United States determined that 83 fit the
criteria established (i.e., hydrogen leak, explosion, fire, or potentially dangerous concentration in the
plant). Of the 83 hydrogen events, 49 resulted in either a fire and/or explosion. The other 34 events
were primarily hydrogen leaks reported for the safety-related systems interfacing with the VCT and
electrical generator, and potential explosive conc:ntrations of hydrogen in the waste-gas system. None
of the hydrogen events damaged plant safety-related _equipment. Forty-five hydrogen events have
occurred at BWRs, while PWRs have experienced 38 hydrogen events (see Figure 3)." Included is a

"lt shouldbe notedthat Figure 3 shows the numberof reportedevents, lt does notconsider the number
of existing reactor plants which generated the events. The appearance of an increase in reported PWR events
starting in 1981 is primarily the result of an increase in the number of operating PWRs during the 1981 to
1989 time period. (Source: NRC Information Digest, NUREG-1350, Vol. 3, 1991edition, p.24)





PWR plant report of two battery cells failing as a result of a maintenance error igniting the hydrogen
inside the cells. Table 1 lists the number of hydrogen events for the different plant locations that are
considered in this study (see Appendix A for a complete summary, including event date). The table
excludes those hydrogen events that have occurred in BWR off-gas systems (considered in a similar study
performed for BWR plants).

Table 1. Summary of the hydrogen events in each plant location.

Event Location Explosion Fire Uneombusted Other Total
(in reactor years) Events Events Leak Events Events

'_Turbine
t

Building 2 7 7 0 16
(1424 BWR/PWR)

VCT in PAIl
0 0 II 0 II,

(917 PV,rR)

Rad-Waste Gm_System in I 0 1 8a 10
PAB (917 PWR)

I

Hydrogen Storage System 2 1 0 0 3
(1424 BWR/PWR)

Batteries
1 0 0 0 1

(1424 BWR/PWRs) J

Total Hydrogen Events 6 8 19 8 41

aHydrogen conct:ntrationsabove technical specifications.

3.1. i Electrical Generator Events. There were 14 PWR events and 2 BWR events involving
hydrogen associatedwith generator cooling (including the supply pipinf within the turbine-generator
building). Only 7 of these 16 events were reported to involve fires and only 2 of the 16 events were
reported to involve explosions, lt is possible that some of the events reported as fires actually involved

an initial explosion with a subsequent hydrogen fire. Out of the nine fires or explosions that occurred
in PWRs, six occurred, while the plants were at greater than 90% power, which lead to a turbine and/or
reactor trip. The other seven events invollved only small uncombusted leaks.

Neither of the two events reported for the BWRs resulted in a fire or explosion. The one event
in 1971 was a leak and the other event in 1987 reported increased hydrogen concentration in the generator
neutral bushing. Experience from BWRs is included in this analysis since the equipment and operations
for generator cooling systems are the same for both plant types. Hydrogen fires are not normally
considered to have the pot.ential to d;_rectly it, pact safety-related equipment due to the large separation

distance typical of turbine buildings. However, a hydrogen fire could potentially spread to the seal oil
system or could ignite the turbine lube oil. In the Vandellos-1 fire, 17 a hydrogen fire ignited large
volumes of oil, resulting in a major turbine building fire.

9
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3.1.2 VCT Events. Through mid-1990 there was a total of 11 events involving hydrogen associated
with the VCT cover-gas system (including the supply piping within the PAB). Only experience from
PWRs is included for the VCT since BWRs do not utilize a comparable system. None of these I 1 events
resulted in either a .fire or an explosion. Ali 11 reported leaks were detec,_edby the associated
radioactivity (xenon, krypton, etc.). Ten of the leaks were hardware related, while one was caused by
inadequate sampling procedures. Of the hardware-related events, one was caused by a leaking diaphragm
in the hydrogen supply regulator, seven were valve related, and two were incidents of the VCT vent
header leaking. Ali hydrogen leaks regorted were small and some did not even reach concentrations in
the lower flammability limit for hydrogen in air (i.e., 4.1%).

3.1.3 Waste Gas Events. Of the 52 total waste gas and off-gas system events, 10 were reported
in PWRs. From 1981 to 1987, eight events were reported concerning concentrations of hydrogen that
exceeded technical specifications in the waste gas hold-up, storage, or decay tanks. In 1981 an explosion
occurred at the San Onofre Plant when air leakage intp the nitrogen system resulted in a buildup of
oxygen and hydrogen, and in 1977 a leak (uncombusted) during system maintenance occurred.

3.1.4 Hydrogen Storage Facility Events. There was a total of three events involving hydrogen
associated with hydrogen storage facilities (includes the supply piping between the hydrogen storage
facilities and the turbine or PAB building). Two events have occurred at PWRs and one has occurred
at a BWR. Only one of the ti,ree events was reported to involve an explosion, and the other two events
were only reported to involve fires, lt is also possible that the events repot:ted as fires actually involved
an initial explosion with a subsequent fire. There were no reported catastrophic uncombusted hydrogen
releases. None of the three events resulted in damage to any safety-related equipment or structures.

3.1.5 Battery Events. While taking battery voltage readings during a battery equalizing charge, two
cells in No. 2 station battery failed as a result of hydrogen combustion inside the cells. The details on
this event are from limited information available in an LER. The battery was subsequently taken out of
service to permit jumpering of the defective cells. Both battery chargers for battery bus No. 2 were in
operation as required by Technical Specification (TS) 3.7.2.4. This event is reportable per TS 6.9.2.b.2.
Battery voltage and capacity with two jumpered cells are within specifications. This event caused no
damage to facility, no personnel exposures or injuries, and the plant remained at 100% power.

3.2 Review of Foreign Nuclear Power Plant Hydrogen Events

Several turbine building fires that have occurred at foreign nuclear power plants have been
extremely large and caused significant damage to balance-of-plant systems and structures. The fires at
Vandellos-1, Spain, at Maanshan, Taiwan, and at Muehleberg, Switzerland, did extensive damage to the
turbine building's systems and required considerable expenditures in order to become t_lly operational.
The first two events mentioned above did involve hydrogen as a participant in the fires. Unfortunately,
not enough information is available on foreiga hydrogen systems and the number of years of system
operating experience to make an evaluation of the frequency of large hydroger, releases and large fires.
The applicability of foreign data in light of differing regulation and design requirements for safety
equipment train separation and fire protection systems must be considered before using the data to
investigate U.S. commercial reactor systems.
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3.3 Summary of Review of Hydrogen Events

The LER summaries, spanning the nuclear power plant reactor operating years, are used as the
basis for the hydrogen event frequency derivation. Information on the number of nuclear power plant
reactor years was available from the UNITINFO data base developed at EG&G Idaho, Inc., for the NRC
using information consolid_atedfrom the Commercial Nuclear Power Plants Is report and the Headquarters
Daily Reports (obtained from the National Institute of Health).

The low power license data (i.e., pre-commissioning) for the PWR and BWR nuclear power
plants included in the data base were subtracted from April 30, 1990, (cutoff date for this study) or the
date of plant decommission, as appropriate, to obtain total reactor operating days. The plant reactor-days
from both PWRs and BWRs were summed and divided by 365 resulting in a total of 1424 reactor-
operating years (ry) including shutdowns. (The shutdown times were included because some events
occurred while the plants were in shutdown or refueling mode.) The same procedure was used to
calculate a total of 917 ry tbr just PWR operation.

Even though hydrogen fires and explosions have occurred, none of the events have resulted in
damage to any safety-related equipment or structures.

The initiating event frequency calculations for hydrogen events associated with the generator
cooling, the VCT, and the hydrogen storage facilities are presented in Sections 6 and 7.

11



4. SCREENING ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL SOURCES
OF COMBUSTIBLE GAS RISK

To properly assess the risk significance due to the use of combustible gases in a PWR, a search
was conducted to find ali uses and sources of combustible gases. The results of this search determined
the following uses or sources of combustible gases to be worthy of further investigation (see Figure 2 in
Section 2):

• Station batteries

• Portable gas bottle storage areas (mostly acetylene and hydrogen)

• Waste gas systems

• Hydrogen distribution system for cover gas for the volume control tank

• Hydrogen distribution system for main generator cooling

• Hydrogen storage facilities (tank farms).

A preliminary investigation screened the first three sources from a detailed analysis. The
following subsections discuss these screening investigations.

4.1 Hydrogen Risk of Station Batteries

The station batteries can become a source of hydrogen gas during charging operations. To date
there have been no major accidents involving hydrogen gas in the battery rooms at nuclear plants. A
search of the LER data base for battery-related hydrogen events found one event of a hydrogen explosion
involving two cells of a station battery at the Palisades Nuclear Power Plant in 1979. Damage was
caused by maintenance error and was limited to the two battery cells. The two damaged battery cells
were jumpered out, leaving the station battery operational.

During normal plant operation, the station batteries are floating on the dc power system with the
actual dc loads being supplied by the ac power distribution system through an uninterruptible power
supply (see Figure 4). The uninterruptible power supply (UPS) typically consists of transformers and
rectifiers for conversion of ac power to dc power and inverters to convert dc power to ac (see Figure 5).
A 125 Vdc battery system consists of four banks of 60 lead antimony or lead calcium storage cells.
Typically, each bank is mounted in two rows of battery racks and located in its own battery room. Some
very small amounts of hydrogen may be generated during normal operation. To prevent a sufficient
buildup of hydrogen to present a hazard, several features and controls are in place at ali PWRs. Federal
regulation 10 CFR 50 Appendix R5 requires separation, ventilation, and monitoring for the station
batteries and ali licensed plants must affirm compliance as directed in Generic Letter 86-10.19 Also,
battery-generated hydrogen concerns are addressed and the impact on the plant is analyzed in each
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plant-specific Fire Hazard Analysis Report. The Chemical Engineering Branch (CMEB) of the NRC's
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, in its Branch Technical Position (BTP) 9.5-1 [Section 7(g)], 6

provides information that may be used by nuclear power plant licensees to protect safety-related battery
rooms against hydrogen fires and explosions. First, the batteries are isolated from other areas of the plant
by dedicated rooms or cubicles. These spaces are maintained at a slight negative pressure to prevent the
spread of any generated hydrogen. Second, the ventilation system tbr the battery rooms is independent
from the rest of the building ventilation, with separate supply and exhaust paths. The exhaust is typically
vented to the atmosphere outside the building. Finally, the battery room ventilation is monitored for
proper operation. This monitoring may be a continuous hydrogen detector with alarm in the control
room, a continuous ventilation flow ratemeter with alarm, or once-a-shift ventilation flow readings by
a roving plant operator. These design features and controls have allowed only one small, localized
battery gas event and have prevented any such events from presenting a hazard to plant safety.

The batteries remain in a charged condition at ali times except in situations involving a sustain_
loss of the normal and onsite emergency ac power supply (station blackout followed by ac power
recovery). Immediately after onsite power is restored, the battery is recharged. During normal
operation, as the batteries change chemical energy to electrical energy, the acid content of the electrolyte
becomes depleted and batteries must be recharged. This is done by giving an equalizing charge to the
battery at a higher voltage per cell than the float charge. During the charging process, some of the water
molecules in the electrolyte are broken down by electrolysis into their chemical components of hydrogen
and oxygen, which bubble to the surface of the solution as gases. The only time when significant
hydrogen can be produced is during equalizing charge operations. The information obtained from two
major US nuclear power plant battery manufacturers states that during the equalizing charge process, the
hydrogen gen'_.ration rate for lead antimony batteries is about 15 scf per hour (at a battery room
temperature ot 77°F). This rate is about 10 to 20 times higher than that of lead calcium batteries. 2°
Typically, each station battery is given an equalizing charge once every three months for about 96 hours.
Nuclear power plant operators have to follow written procedures on this type of maintenance activity,
such as ensuring that (a) battery room ventilation is available and is adequate, (b) there are no open
flames (or smoking) in the proximity of the battery room, (c) sparkless tools are used, etc.

The risk significance of hydrogen generated during equalizing charge operations can be evaluated
by considering the following conditions:

• A hydrogen explosion must occur in the safety-related battery room, necessitating a plant
shutdown

• The explosion must cause safety-related equipment needed to shutdown the reactor or
remove decay heat to become unavailable.

The PRA Procedures Guide, NUREG/CR-2300, Vol. 1,2_ outlines two basic methods for
analyzing data to estimate constant failure rates (based on an underlying Poisson distribution of the
failures): the classical method and the Bayesian method. Initiating event frequency calculations were
performed using the noninformative prior Bayesian method tor impact assessment since the Bayesian
method provides slightly higher mean frequencies than the classical method.
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The Bayesian 5th percentile, mean, 95th percentile, and variance for a noninformative prior
distribution are defined for n events in T years by:

_o.os(2n + 1)
)`.05 = 2T

mean ), = (2n + 1)
2T

(1)
_o.9s(2n + 1)

)'.95 = 2T

variance )` = (2n+1)
2T 2

where x20.95(2n + 1) is from the chi-square statistic for 2n+l degrees of freedom and 95% probability
level.

Using the above equation for the mean, the initiating event frequency for a hydrogen event
sufficient enough to disable an entire battery inside the battery room was calculated to be 1.1 x 103/ry.
Appendix B contains'the uncertainty derivation for the frequency calculations.

Nuclear power plants typically have two safety-related batteries, each supplying dc power to a
train of safety-related equipment. Each battery is contained in its own dedicated room. Since equalizing
charge operations are performed only tbr one battery at a time, a hydrogen explosion/fire can only cause
loss of a single safety-related battery (i.e., dc bus). This particular accident initiator, "Non-Recoverable
Loss of dc Bus" (abbreviated Ts), has been analyzed and documented in the NUREG-1150 study for the

22 23
Sequoyah and Surry PWR plants. ' The following assumption was made in the NUREG-1150 study
regarding this transient initiating event: Loss of dc bus will cause a reactor trip and disable an entire
train of safety equipment.

In the NUREG-II50 analyses, the CDF contr'ibution from the Ts accident sequences were
estimated to be between 3.5 x 10-7 and 1.4 x 10-7 per reactor year (less than 1% of the total plant
CDF). 23 The Ts CDF assumed an initiating event frequency of 5 x 103/ry. The calculated initiating
event frequency tbr battery hydrogen events [see Equation (1)] is almost a factor of five lower than the
NUREG-1150 Ts accident initiating event frequency. Therefore, the risk posed by hydrogen-induced
fires or explosions in nuclear power plant battery rooms is considered to be insignificant and does not
warrant any further investigation.

4.2 Risk of Portable Gas Bottle Use and Storage Areas

Bottled gases are used on an infrequent basis throughout the plant for various reasons. The major
bottled gases of concern are acetylene, oxygen, and hydrogen. These gases are used tbr cutting and
welding operations, and for calibration of flame photometers. These operations are performed
infrequently when the plant is at power and are very transitory in nature. During the visit to 15 nuclear
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power plants, there was not one instance of these types of activities in progress. Compliance with
Appendix R and SRP 9.5.1 requires that strict administrative controls (e.g., no smoking, securing gas
bottles) be in place for these types of operations.

An individual bottle of combustible gas contains about 200 to 250 scf of gas. In discussions with
INEL explosion experts, this amount of hydrogen could cause only local damage and, if confined in a
small room, could breach barriers such as fire doors and concrete block walls. However, ali the energy
would be dissipated in doing so and would not cause any widespread damage. As stated above, the use
of other combustible gases (e.g., acetylene) is strictly controlled by the SRP 9.5.16 and by National Fire
Protection Association guidelines.

While the amount of combustible gas in a single bottle may not pose a risk to plant safety, the
portable bottle storage area could contain enough to cause a larger explosion. 10 CFR 50 Appendix R
regulations and SRP 9.5.1 explicitly require plants to establish administrative controls that "prohibit the
storage of combustibles in safety-related areas or establish designated storage areas with appropriate fire
protection."

A review of historical experience did not identify a single incident involving the explosion of a
portable gas bottle in a safety-related (vital) area of a nuclear power plant. To ensure the continuing safe
handling and storage of combustible gas bottles at nuclear plant sites, existing industry codes, standards,
practices, and procedures must be strictly followed.

Based on the aforementioned site visits, event data base search, and limited evaluation, it is
judged that the risk to plant safety due to fires or explosions in portable gas bottle storage areas is
insignificant and does not warrant further investigation.'

4.3 Hydrogen :isk of Waste Gas Systems

In the RCS of a PWR, various gases are produced as a result of the fission process or are
introduced to control water chemistry. Hydrogen is one of these gases. Hydrogen and oxygen are
produced by the radiolyti_ decomposition of water due to the high radiati'on fields present in the fuel
region. At the operating temperature and pressure of a PWR, oxygen is corrosive to reactor internal
materials and is partially scavenged by the deliberate introduction of excess hydrogen as part of the
control of water chemistry. The addition of excess hydrogen (about 25 cm3/kg coolant) shifts the
equilibrium of the reaction toward the water side of the reaction

2H20 _ 2H 2t-02

During reactor operatiori, a small fraction of the reactor coolant water (about 5 to 75 gpm) is
continuously removed via a let-down line. This water is cooled and let down in pressure to allow
processing and then is returned to the RCS. The processing maintains control of water chemistry via the
chemical and volume control system (CVCS), removes boron for reactivity control via the boron recovery
system, and removes radioactive materials via the radwaste system. A second source of gas is the
pressurizer. The pressurizer and letdown systems' contain various liquid tanks, evaporators, and/or gas
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strippers at pressures generally near 1 atmosphere. Dissolved gases are released from the liquid into the
vapor space in these liquid tanks or in the gas strippers. Each tank has a hard-piped line to a waste gas
header that sends the waste gases to the WGS. Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of a typical PWR RCS
showing the major sources of gases. An inert cover gas, usually nitrogen, is maintained on most of the
tanks and piping to dilute the hydrogen and oxygen and to allow the tank levels to fluctuate. An
exception is the VCT in the CVCS. At the VCT, hydrogen gas is added to the reactor coolant to control
corrosion. The hydrogen supply to the VCT is analyzed in a separate section of this report.

A study conducted by Brookhaven National Laboratory for the NRC and documented in
NUREG/CR-060324 evaluated the risk from a large number of specific Class 3 through 8 accident
scenarios, including releases from PWR WGSs. The methods used to investigate risk in this study were
similar to those used in WASH-1400.25 NUREG/CR-0603.concluded that, "Class 3 to 8 accidents, as
reviewed in this report, provide a small contribution to risk in comparison with Class 9 (core damage)
accidents." (Note: This comparison takes in consideration the source term (radioactivity) inventories
available and released by each accident clas;. The source term ,associated with the waste decay tanks is
significantly lower than that of a nuclear r_,actor core.) Therefore, as a source of risk to the public, the
major concern for the WGSs in PWRs is the explosion of combustible gases causing degradation or
failure of nearby safety-related systems, and not direct releases of radioactive materials.

To pose a risk, the following conditions must exist simultaneously:

• An explosion in the WGS must occur, necessitating a plant shutdown
|

• The explosion must damage redundant safety-related equipment needed to shutdown the
reactor or remove decay heat.

The potential for explosions in PWR waste gas systems was analyzed in a study conducted for
the NRC in 1984.26 This study gathered information on existing waste gas systems, waste gas
concentrations, and gas monitoring instrumentation for six operating nuclear power plants. A
comparative risk evaluation was.performed for several generic types and configurations of PWR waste
gas systems. Some of the major conclusions pertaining to risk that can be inferred from this study are:

• Operational experience shows that PWR WGSs exhibit less likelihood of explosion than
BWR off-gas systems

• Most WGSs use diaphragm or water-sealed vane compressors (rather than piston pumps)
to reduce the likelihood of friction initiated fires

• The major potential ignition source is the presence of a catalytic recombiner

• If hydrogen and oxygen concentrations are kept below 4 and 5 % respectively, then a safe
condition always exists regardless of the potential ignition sources

• Continuous monitoring for both hydrogen and oxygen provides early warning of the onset
of potentially hazardous conditions.
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The design of most hydrogen recombiners calls for a maximum design capacity of 3% oxygen.
This value is well below the 5% limit for oxygen (5% oxygen is the minimum level at which oxygen will
support combustion). Therefore, the hydrogen recombiner should not be online as an ignition source
when higher oxygen concentrations exist. Generic Letter 89-0127 reaffirms the radiological effluent
technical specifications requirement for maintaining the oxygen concentration below 2% and for
continuous monitoring of the gas concentrations in the WGS. Thus, by system design and administrative
controls the potential for dxplosions is minimized.

To keep radiation exposure as low as reasonably achievable, many plant designs have located
major portions of the WGS (e.g., gas decay tanks) with the other auxiliary systems and generally away
from safety-related systems. Therefore, if a hydrogen explosion did occur, the plant response in most
cases would be a controlled shutdown initiated by the operating staff.

Most safety-related systems are normally in standby. Exceptions are support systems such as
electric power and cooling water to operating components. These systems are not normally in the area
of the WGS. If the explosion damaged a standby safety-related system, the plant operators would conduct
an orderly reactor shutdown due to the invocation' of a limiting condition of operation. The likelihood
that an explosion in the WGS would take place during an existing transient that required a standby safety
system is negligible since independent unlikely events occurring simultaneously are even more unlikely
than one event occurring by itself.

This study concentrated on transients initiated by hydrogen explosions in the WGS. If some
bounding numerical values are used, an estimate of the potential for contribution to risk can be made.
Based on the data collected between 1963 and 1982by NUREG/CR-3237, 26and updated to 1990 through
a LER search, the frequency of an explosion or fire in a PWR WGS is [from the constant failure rate
Bayesian analysis, Equation (1)] estimated as:

f(WGS H2 event) -- 2(10)+1 = 1.1 × 10-2/ry
2(917 ry)

For demand-driven failure rates, such as the probability of hydrogen explosion given that there
is a leak, the PICAProcedures Guide21 provides the following Bayesian equations for a noninformative
prior distribution, given n events in D demands.

n+0.5
P.o5 =

n +0.5 +(D - n +0.5)Fo.os(2D- 2n + 1,2n + 1)

mean P = (n +0.5) (2)
(D+I)
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n+0.5
P.95 =,

n+0.5 +(D-n+O.5)Fo.95(2D-2n+ 1,2n+ 1)

variance P - (n +0.5)(D - n +0.5)

[(D+ 1)2 (D+2)]

where Fo.95(2D-2n + 1,2n + 1) is the F-statistic for 2D-2n+ 1 and 2n+ 1 degrees of freedom and 95%
probability level.

Of the 10 WGS hydrogen events, only one led to a fire or explosion. Thus, using the demand
failure rate Bayesian update [Equation (2)], the mean conditional probability of a fire or explosion given
a hydrogen event in the WGS is:

1 +0.5
P(WGS fire or explosionff-I2 event) = 10+1 = 0.14

A review of the LER information shows no case of a fire or an explosion in the WGS causing
a plant transient. Using Equation (2), the mean conditional probability of a transient given a hydrogen
fire or explosion in the WGS is:

P(plant transientff-I2 fire or explosion) = 0+0.5 = 0.251+1

Visits to 15 reactor plants revealed that WGSsare not typically located in areas near safety-related
equipment. None of the 15 plants visited had located multiple trains of redundant safety-related systems
(such as the cable spreading room or electrical tunnel) in the proximity of the WGS system. A review
of FSAR drawings (available to INEL) for 26 additional PWR plants has not identified a single plant that
had located redundant safety-equipment in a room adjacent to the waste decay tanks.

The failure of a single safety-related system would not normally lead directly to core damage.
However, if multiple safety systems (i.e., redundant safety trains) are unavailable to respond to atransient
condition and recovery actions are not possible, core damage can occur. Therefore, for transients
initiated by a hyd_'ogen explosion in the WGS and assuming that none of the 41 PWRs could have
redundant trains of safety-related equipment damaged by the explosion (based on plant visits and FSAR
information review), the safety-related equipment vulnerability [using Equation (2)] is:

P(safety related equipment vulnerability)= 0+0.5. _ 1.2 x 10-241+1
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The CDF due to a PWR WGS hydrogen fire or explosion event is calculated by:

f[ damaging safety I [H 2 WGS]_related equipment] - f event J P(WGS fire or explosion_l 2 event)

P(plant transientXH2 fire or explosion)

P(safety related equipment vulnerability)

- (1.1 × 10-2/ry) (0.14) (0.25) (1.2 x 10-2)

= 4.6 x 10"6/ry

For the uncertainty calculation of the waste gas system CDF, the distributions for each parameter
were loaded into the @RISK2a Monte Carlo program. Table 2 shows each random variable, the
distribution, and the associated parameters. The results from the uncertainty analysis are:

CDFs_h = 9.4 x 10-t°/ry CDFso_ = 6.2 x 10-7/ry

CDF951h= 2.5 x 10-5/ry CDFmean= 5.0 X 10-6/ry

Table 2. Random variables for waste gas system CDF.

Random Variable Distribution Parameters

f(WGS H2 event) Gamma ct = 10.5
(constant failure rate) _ = 1.09 × ltY3/ry

P(WGS fire or Beta t_i = 1.5
explosion\H2 event) (demand failure rate) t_2 = 9.5

P(plant transient\H 2 fire Beta t_i = 0.5
or explqsion) (demand failure rate) a2 = 1.5

P(safety related equipment Beta a 1 = 0.5
vulnerability) (demand failure rate) ot2 = 41.5

4.4 Screening Analysis Conclusions

Based on the relatively low CDF results obtained in this conservative screening analysis, and the
existence of appropriate regulatory guidance and licensee programs, the combustible gas risks associated
with station battery operation, portable gas bottle storage, and gaseous waste systems are considered to
be very low and do not warrant further detailed analysis. The combustible gas risks associated with
hydrogen storage and distribution systems for the w)lume control tank, main generator cooling, and the
external hydrogen storage facilities are potentially higher and cannot be eliminated by a simple
conservative screening analysis. These areas are studied in more detail in the following sections.
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5. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The general methodologyused in this study to evaluate the base case PWR plant is based on the
use of a vital area analysis. Such an analysis is a means by which the plant response logic, as modeled
by typical probabilisticrisk assessment (PRA) event trees and fault trees, can be used to identify which
areas of _e plant ar_ vital with respectto the issue of concern. In this study, a "vital area" is a location
in the plant where a hydrogen explosion or fire could occur and thereby reduc_the availability of one
or more safety systems to the point that the conditional probability of core damage associated with
hydrogen release scenarios is significant.

Vital area analyses nave been used in several external events analyses conducted by Sandia
National Laboratories for the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), including the fire analyses
for NUREG _150.29

5.1 Analysis Steps

The method used to evaluate the issue of combustible gases in PWRs is a seven-step approach,
as follows:

1. Select a plant to analyze

2. Collect plant data via a plant visit

3. Perform a vital area analysis

4. Quantify PRA models to determine the contribution to core damage

5. Perform sensitivity studies to assess the effects of different PWR configurations

6. Perform an uncertainty analysis to more fully characterize the risk profile

7. Identify possible corrective actions that have the potential to be cost eftective.

These steps are documented in this report. A cost/benefit analysis was performed to ,waluate the
potentially cost-effeclaivecorrective actions. Tl'.'.sNUREG/CP, documents the entire PWR hydrogen risk
research work, ar:d will bring together information presented in this report and several other reports
related to this project.

5.2 Plant Selection

The selection of a PWR to be used in this analysis Was based on evaluations of candidate plants
against a set of criteria. These criteria are listed below:

• Completed Level 3 PRA. The Level 3 PRA will be used in the cost/benefit analysis to
determine a change in the risk to the public.
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. Completed and Detailed Fire Analysis. The ft're analysis contains useful information
concerning the spatial configuration of the plant (explanations of fire zones and their
contents). Fewer resources are consumed when more information is readily obtained
from previously conducted analyses.

• Peer Reviewed PRA. There are many steps taken during the PRA process to ensure that
correct analysis methods and sound engineering judgments have been used. Upon
completion, a PRA is peer reviewed by e,ther an external expert panel or by a national
laboratory team. Any inconsistencies are then resolved. Peer review also gives the
particular PRA more credibility and acceptance, lt is desirable that this research be based
on previously accepted work. The original PRA study performed for the base case plant
has been peer reviewed by Sandia National Laboratories. 3°

• Other criteria. Several other factors are important to this work. The plant analyzed
shbuld represent a large portion of the PWR population with regard to vintage and
reactor vendor. Plant specific details such as hydrogen system and ventilation system
specifics were obtained for the plant selection process. Fifteen PWRs were visited,
hydrogen storage and distribution systems were walked down, and available plant
documentation was collected and documented. 8

PRA analysts use two main approaches for accident sequence analysis and quantification. These
two approaches are referred to as (a) the large fault tree/small event tree or fault-tree linking approach,

, and (b) the small fault tree/large event tree or event tree with boundary conditions method (sometimes
called the PL&G method).9 Both methods use event trees in conjunction with fault trees. Both
approaches require some assumptions and approximations to be practical.

In the fault tree linking technique, the event trees are constructed at a high level in terms of the
function or system success or failure definition. Each event tree has the systems as headings or top
events. Any support systems and subsystems interdependencies are accommodated entirely within the
fault trees. This method will result in both large and complex fault trees. This is the methodology used
with four of the five NUREG-1150 plants.29

In the event tree with boundary conditions method,, the more elaborate event trees are broken
down to explicitly display the significant dependencies. The resultant fault trees (or reliability block

J diagrams) for the event tree top events are thus simpler and can be analyzed by hand without resorting
to computer assisted fault tree reduction. Heavy reliance is placed on the analyst to identify and separate
the dependencies in the event tree modeling. More time is spent in understanding the systems and their
dependencies at the beginning of the analysis. This n_ethod commonly yields many more sequences

-- because of its evaluation for the various mutually exclusive support system states. This is the
methodology used for the W plant specific analysis, and is discussed more fully in this section.

Event trees provide the unifying structure for the PRA. An event tree is a graphical description
of a group of sequences, lt conventionally proceeds from left to right, calling out and showing how the
systems (top events) are reacting to the initiating event (on the left). On the right-hand side, the plant
core damage states are defined. Each path through the event tree defines a specific accident sequence.
The sequence analysis proceeds through this path, with the success or failure of a top event at each
branch of the tree. In the large event tree approach, the system or top events are narrowly defined and
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the important dependencies between top events are shown explicitly in the event tree. Each top event has
a probability of failure and probability of success (probability of success = 1.0 - probability of failure).

In the W plant PRA, 9 reliability block diagrams were used to model the various plant systems and
operator actions. For the vital area analysis, it was necessary to develop the system fault trees. When
such a fault tree is quantified it yields a probability of system failure, the conditional split fraction (CSF).
This is the split fraction for that top event conditional on the path through the event tree by which that
top event is reached. Fault trees were then modified and re.quantifiedto produce the CSF applicable to
the varying conditions potentially present in the plant due to different initiating events, availability of
systems, and support system states. A small loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) event tree, for example,
may require only one of two high pressure injection (HPl) trains to keep the core covered, while a
medium LOCA event tree may require both HPl trains. Each of these conditions will be modeled by a
similar fault tree that has been modified to reflect these differing requirements, and has a different CSF
probability upon quantification.

For the W plant PRA, an event tree was created for each initiating event category [e.g., large
LOCA, small LOCA, turbine trip, loss of off-site power (LOSP)]. The status of the support systems
(primarily electric power) was modeled separately and resulted in different support system states. The
support system dependencies are defined in degraded states for which the event tree is evaluated. That
is, the top event (also called the conditional split fraction or branch point) probabilities will have one set
of values for full electric power and another set for a degraded state in which one bus or a combination
of buses is unavailable.

A typical accident sequence from the plant PRA has the general form of an initiating event
frequency, multiplied by a support system state probability, multiplied by combinations of successful and
failed event tree top event CSFs:

Acc = IE • SSSn • TE_ i • TE2j • ...

where lE equals the initiating event frequency, SSSn equals the system support state probability, TEl i
equals the i'th CSF for the first top event, and TE2j equals the j'th CSF for the second top event. The
bar over the CSF designator indicates the success of that event or action (an up branch on the event tree).

5.3 Data Collection and Plant Visits

To prepare for the visit to the selected plant, the analysis team studied as much documentation
about the selected plant as possible. The collected material included the FSAR, plant drawings and
schematics, the PRA report and any backup information, and the Appendix R analyses. From this
information, the analysis team prepared data packages for each fire zone. These packages contained
drawings of the zones, lists of equipment in the zones, details concerning barriers between zones, and
any other information deemed pertinent. These packages were used to guide the team members through
the plant walk-downs.
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Visits were made to the selected plant to obtain first-hand knowledge about the layout of the

hydrogen and safety-related systems. Tasks performed during the plant visits included'

• Walk-through tours of each of the accessible fire zones

• Determination of the hydrogen system configuration from the tank farm to the turbine
and auxiliary buildings

i

• Determination of the physical arrangement of the hydrogen system and safety-related
equipment within each fire zone

• Identification of potential paths for hazard propagation between fire zones

• Identification of uses and locations for portable hydrogen bottles and any other
I

combustible gases in the plant

• Discussions with plant experts in the areas of operations, maintenance, and fire protection
regarding hydrogen system operation and maintenance practices and histories.

5.4 Vital Area Analysis

With the information collected before and during the plant visits and the logic models from the
PRA, the vital area analysis could be started. The steps involved in this work were:

1. Identification of Applicable Accident Sequences from the Original PRA to Use as a Basis
for the Vital Area Analysis. The original W plant PRA analyzed the plant response to a
large number of initiating events. For the vital area analysis, the appropriate event tree
from the PRA was identified to use in the analysis. The vital area analysis uses the
information in the PRA and assumptions about the effects of new hazards on relevant

equipment to establish the plant system response to those new hazards. A hydrogen
explosion or fire in the turbine building, for example, is assumed to generate a turbine
trip. (Data on past hydrogen fires and explosions, such as the recent Maine Yankee
hydrogen fire, support this assumption). 31 The turbine trip event tree is then used in the
analysis. The top event fault trees are modified as necessary to reflect the effects of the
explosion on any safety-related equipment called on to mitigate core damage. The event
tree accident sequences that become important for these scenarios are identified and
quantified.

2. Determination of Impacted Safety-Related Equipment. This step examines each fire zone
containing hydrogen for a potential point of origin of hydrogen fires and explosions.
Each postulated fire and explosion is analyzed for equipment damage in that zone, the
potential for breaching zone barriers, failure of equipment caused by zone barrier failure,
and failure of equipment in adjacent zones.
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3. Development of New Accident Sequences. The event tree identified will now have a
hydrogen fire and/or explosion as the initiating event. Potential damage to safety-related
equipment is identified and new accident sequences are developed as follows. The safety-
related equipment failed by a postulated fire or explosion is compared to the equipment
called for in the plant PRA transient sequences. Each instance where one or more pieces
of required equipment is disabled can change the CSF probability. If, as in some
instances a top event system has completely failed, then the success side sequence will
be eliminated (probability of success is zero). Furthermore, should the fire or explosion
impact the reliability of any equipment modeled in the support system states, new support
system state probabilities must also be calculated. Different accident sequences will now
become prominent as the CSF probabilities change and sequences are eliminated. These
modified sequences, with hydrogen fire or explosion as the initiating event, are the new
sequences created by the vital area analysis.

5.5 Seismic Interaction Analysis

Seismic interactions with the hydrogen supply systems, generator cooling system, and VCT were
also addressed. The seismic interactions were analyzed with the same analysis techniques discussed above
in Subsection 5.4, but with different assumptions to account for seismic initiators. Safety-related systems
designed to withstand the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) were assumed to function properly to those
acceleration levels. Previous seismic studies32have shown that most safety-related system failures occur
in the range of two to four times the SSE level. The hydrogen distribution systems at U.S. nuclear power
plants consist of small bore piping and valves (less than 3 in. in diameter) of high quality industrial grade.
The pipe can have threaded joints, be welded, or include a combination of both. At some plants visited,
the hydrogen pipe is seismically supported in areas containing safety-related system components. The
features and seismic response characteristics of hydrogen distribution systems are similar to those of dry
small bore pipe utilized in balance of plant (BOP) systems and fire protection systems. Based on those
considerations, the hydrogen gas system fragility was assumed to be similar to that estimated for a dry,
small bore fire protection piping system installed at the base case plant.33 Sections 6 and 7 present the
seismic interaction analysis for W and the generic plant configurations.

5.6 Quantification

The entire W plant PRA was loaded into the Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System
(IRRAS).34 This included ali the event trees, initiating events, CSFs, and the probabilistic data associated
with the quantification and uncertainty analysis. The new accident sequences, initiating event frequencies,
and CSFs were developed and added to the plant data base. IRRAS was used to perform the sequence
quantification using the CSF method and to determine the CDF contribution of the new accident
sequences, which are summarized in Subsections 6.6 and 7.6.

5.7 Uncertainty Analysis

The results of this risk analysis study include upper and lower uncertainty bounds around the
mean value. The bounds represent the maximum (to some degree of confidence) expected variation of
the outcome (i.e., mean) due to the randomness of events which are included in the model.
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For models with random event values based strictly on historical experience (e.g., hydrogen fires
and explosions inside turbine building), uncertainty distributions and bounds were determined using
techniques recommended by the PRA Procedures Guide, NUREG/CR-2300, Vol. 1.21 However, for
plant analyses which contain significant uncertainty due to modeling assumptions or due to parameter
values which are not based on historical experience (e.g., conditional probability of hydrogen gas not
igniting immediately tbllowing a large discharge inside the turbine building, probability of completely
damage redundant safety system components) a different approach was used. It subjectively (based on
engineering judgment) chose numerical uncertainty limits for modeling uncertainties and .then calculated
an overall accident sequence uncertainty, treating modeling uncertainties as statistical uncertainties. A
large error factor (i.e., ratio of the 95th percentiJe upper bound to the median) was assigned to these
modeling parameters.

The plant PRA data base contained the original PRA uncertainty distribution information for
initiating events and CSFs. This information, along with distributions developed for any new initiating
events and CSFs, were used to propagate uncertainty through the accident sequence models. This
analysis was performed using the Monte Carlo sampling techniques built into the statistical @RISK
program.

5.8 Generic Analyses

Sensitivity studies were performed with the intent of representing the effects of different plant
designs and combustible gas location with respect to safety-related equipment. The choice of specific
design features to be modeled and analyzed was based on plant information obtained during visits at 15
PWRs,s reviews of final safety analysis reports and safety evaluation reports for an additional number
of PWRs (to determine the location of safety-related equipment with respect to combustible gases in the
plant), and other PRA-related documentation (e.g., plant fire hazard analyses). The PWR plants visited
and reviewed represent a good cross-section of the PWR population. The sensitivities reflect the plant-to-
plant variability in routing of hydrogen lines, location of safety-related equipment, and major differences
between nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) designs. Section 7 provides the details of these generic
analyses.

5.9 Plant Improvement Analysis

This analysis evaluates selected plant hardware and/or procedural improvements and then
estimates the reduction in the CDF that could result if they were to be implemented. This is
accomplished by estimating the reduction in hydrogen fire/explosion frequency or re-evaluating the
damage caused by hydrogen fires/explosions and requantifying the accident sequences. For each of the
plant areas investigated, three alternatives were considered. Most of the hardware and procedural
alternatives considered in this study reflect existing arrangements found at some of the U.S. nuclear
power plants visited (e.g., excess flow check valves in the hydrogen supply pipe headers, periodic
hydrogen make-up to the VCT or generator). Other alternatives, such as air intake louvers actuated by
hydrogen analyzers and hydrogen detonation wave deflection shield, have been considered in the EPRI
NP-5283-SR-A 12(topical report on hydrogen storage facilities) and by the INEL hydrogen detonation
experts, as The alternatives considered include (by plant area):
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* Auxiliary Building

-- Install an excess flow check valve in the hydrogen supply line leading to the VCT

-- Limit the hydrogen supply for the VCT to a three bottle storage facility (each containing
250 scf)

-- Perform periodic hydrogen make-up to the VCT

* Turbine Building

-- Install an excess flow check valve on the hydrogen supply line header and a check valve
on the hydrogen line at the generator

-- Perform periodic hydrogen make-up to the electrical generator

-- Enclose safety-related equipment in a blast-proof structure

• Hydrogen Storage Facility

-- Relocate hydrogen storage facility (i.e., tank farm) to a distance within EPRI NP-5283-
SR-A guidelines 12

-- Install a hydrogen blast wave deflection shield

-- Install air intake louvers that are actuated by hydrogen analyzers.

Section 8 of this report presents a detailed discussion of the above listed alternatives, including
examples of specific features and characteristics of these alternatives that are currently implemented at
some operating nuclear power plants.

5.10 Analysis Limitations and Assumptions

The following limitations and assumptions were employed in this analysis:

• The detailed analysis is limited to the impacts of combustible gas fires and explosions
wi_h the reactor at full power, lt was beyond the scope of this study to quantitatively
determine the risks associated with hydrogen events during modes of operation other than
Mode 1. However, various power-state dependent factors are discussed and a qualitative
assessment was performed of the risk associated with off-power conditions (see Appendix
C for details). The following conclusions can be made regarding the hydrogen risk
associated with reactor shutdown modes:
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-- Power operation through hot standby (Modes 1 through 3) risks should be
bounded by the full power operating cases presented previously. This conclusion
is based upon system operability requirements, decay heat loads, RCS coolant
inventory, RCS coolant makeup capacity, containment integrity, and operability
of vital auxiliaries.

-- Hydrogen-induced events during hot standby (Mode 4), cold shutdown, and
refueling (Modes 5 and 6) are considered to have insignificant impact on the
reactor core. This conclusion is based upon the consideration that hydrogen is
typically absent from in-plant distribution systems, the significant reduction in
decay heat loads, the increased coolant inventories, and the lower coolant
temperatures (ali of which allow more time for recovery of damaged systems).

• lt was assumed that a major fire or explosion will cause a plant trip, either automatically
or by operator action. The basis for this assumption is that plant procedures dictate plant
shutdown for major off-normal conditions, such as major plant fires or explosions.

* Any combustible gas fire or explosion caused by an earthquake is assumed to be
accompanied by an LOSP. This is consistent with the plant PRA modeling of the fragile
nature of the ceramic insulators in the off-site power distribution system.

• An explosion inside an enclosed space is assumed to disable ali unshielded safety-related
equipment in that space. Credit is taken for missile barriers, protruding walls, and large
open distances when appropriate.

• An explosion sufficient to breach a solid zone barrier (such as a wall) is assumed to have
caused failure of any piping or cabling penetrating that barrier. Safety-related equipment
mounted to that barrier is also assumed to be disabled.

• Statistical uncertainties have been addressed in ali analyses. However, since plant-
specific equipment modeling (e.g., seismic fragilities for hydrogen distribution system,
hydrogen fire/explosion causing safety equipment damage) has not been performed tbr
ali U.S. PWRs, model uncertainties still exist. In this study, the modeling uncertainties
have been treated as statistical uncertainties and large error factors were assigned to
parameter values.

• No mechanistic analysis were performed to evaluate: (a) the hydrogen detonation impact
on safety-related equipment, (b) the feasibility of delayed ignition of leaking hydrogen,
(c) the propagation of the blast wavefront, or (d) hydrogen stratification and transport.
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6. ANALYSIS OF A WESTINGHOUSE FOUR-LOOP PLANT

6.1 Plant System and Model Descriptions

The PWR unit under analysis employs a four-loop nuclear steam supply system furnished by
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Westinghouse (W) was the primary contractor and had responsibility
for the design, construction, testing, and initial startup of the facility. The company had contracted with
United Engineers and Constructors as architect-engineer to provide engineering assistance in the design
and construction of the structural and civil works. The reactor is presently licensed to operate until
September 28, 2013, at a thermal power of 3071.4 MW(t) that corresponds to a design turbine-generator
output of 971 MW(e) net. Appendix D provides a detailed description of the plant and systems.

A full-scale Level 3 PRA was conducted on the W plant in 1982.9 This PRA was performed by
Pickard, Lowe, and Garrick, Inc. The PRA utilized the large event tree, small fault tree method of
performing PRA. The PRA consisted of large event tree models of the various accident initiator groups,
fault tree models of the required safety systems and actions, and a support system model to establish
support system states. Appendix E provides more details of the PRA models.

6.2 Turbine Building Analysis

6.2.1 Turbine Building Hydrogen Gas System Configuration. The Wplanthydrogengas
system36supplying the main generator begins with a 45-bottle hydrogen storage facility located about 135
ft west of the turbine building and approximately 300 ft south of the service water pumps at the 15-ft
elevation (ground level). Eighteen bottles are online as the active supply. Another 18 bottles supply the
reserve manifold, and 9 bottles supply the emergency reserve manifold. Each bottle contains about 1150
standard cubic feet (scf) of hydrogen at a pressure of about 1500 psig. A hydrogen fill connection is
located at the front of the hydrogen storage facility enclosure.

The hydrogen storage facility is protected under a concrete roof and is open to the outside on
three sides. Also located under the concrete roof are a pressure reducing station (and associated valves)
and portions of the hydrogen piping system.

A 1.5-in. diameter line runs from the hydrogen storage facility to the west wall of the turbine
building. This line il underground at the 9-ft elevation. Once the line is under the turbine building, it
comes up through the floor of the 15-ft elevation just inside the west wall in fire zone 44A (FZ-44A).
After going through a flow totalizer, the line goes up into the overhead of the 15-ft level (34-ft elevation),
turns east once again, and proceeds through fire zones 21 (FZ-21) and 43A (FZ-43A) to a point under
the main generator. The hydrogen feed line then goes up through the mezzanine level (FZ-39A on the
36-ft 9-in elevation) to the main generator on the 53-ft level (FZ-40A). Out of the main generator are
0.5-in. purity sample lines going to a hydrogen control pane[ in FZ-43A. Coming off the hydrogen feed
line and various smaller lines are vent lines that collect in a 3-in. vent header that rises up the east wall
of the turbine building and terminates above the building roof. Figures 7 to 9 show schematics of the
hydrogen pipe run through the turbine building, and the fires zones within the turbine building that
contain hydrogen gas system pipe lines.
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The hydroge0 distribution system for the generator is not equipped with an automatic excess flow
check valve or a similar device designed to prevent a large uncontrolled hydrogen discharge into the
turbine building due to a leak or rupture of the distribution system.

6.2.2 Turbine Building Vital Area Analysis. The tbllowing fire zonesin the turbine building
containportionsof the hydrogengassystem:

• 15-ft elevation

- FZ-44A Main supply line

- FZ-21 Hydrogen seal oil unit

- FZ-43A Main supply line, sample lines, vent
lines, H 2 control panel

• 36-ft 9-in. elevation

- FZ-39,_ Main supply line, vent lines

• 53-ft elevation

- FZ-40A Main generator.

On each elevation, the fire zones are not separated by any physical barriers, but are actually one
large open area divided into fire zones for convenience. Different elevations are separated by concrete
floors. None of the zones containing hydrogen gas lines have safety-related equipment in them.

The closest fire zones containing safety-related equipment are in the control building, directly
adjacent to the southeast corner of the turbine building. Fire zones of potential interest in the control
building are:

• 15 ft elevation

- FZ-14 Switchgear room containing the vital
480-V Buses 2A, 3A, 5A, and 6A and
power/control cables for most safety-
related pumps.

• 33 ft elevation

- FZ-11 Cable spreading room containing power
and/or control cables for most safety-
related pumps and valves.
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• 53 ft elevation

- FZ-15 Control room containing the control
panels and instrumentation for most
safety-related systems.

On the 15-ft elevation, the control building is separated from the turbine building by an 8-in.-
thick concrete block wall and the hydrogen lines are approximately 100 ft away.

On the 33-ft level,, the wall between the cable spreading room and the turbine building is partially
1-ft-thick brick with the remainder being constructed of insulated metal sandwich panels with a three-hour
fire barrier rating. The hydrogen lines in the turbine building on this level are about 60 ft away from
the cable spreading room.

The wall between the turbine building and the control room (53 ft elevation) is constructed of 8-
in. block or brick. The closest turbine building hydrogen lines are about 80 ft away. In addition to the
wall separation, a stairwell provides further separation for a portion of the zone barrier on each elevation.

The turbine building has an open volume of approximately 4 million f-t3. In the event of an
explosion in the turbine building, it is anticipated that much of the energy would be dissipated in this
large, open volume. The largest volume of hydrogen in the turbine building resides in the main generator
itself. The main generator is on the 53-ft elevation. This is the largest open area in the entire plant with
the roof being about 100 ft above the turbine hall floor. Portions of the walls are constructed of insulated
metal sandwich panels and contain a number of large windows for natural lighting. An explosion in this
area would likely blow out these windows and walls before breaching the control building wall.

A large fire fueled by the main generator hydrogen supply and the turbine lube oil inventory,
such as the fire at Vandellos 1 in October 1989, could cause major destruction of the turbine building.
In that fire, electrical supplies to a shutdown heat removal system were burned and the expansion joint
for the cooling water supply to the main condenser was ruptured. The layout of the W plant turbine
building does not contain cabling for safety-related equipment. Destruction of the condenser cooling
water supply could happen, but there are still many ways for supplying feedwater and secondary cooling
with the condenser cooling water supply disabled.

As introduced in Section 2 of this report, two categories of hydrogen-initiated accident scenarios
were considered and quantified as part of Wplant turbine building analysis: a transient with loss of decay
heat removal (T/DHR) and a transient-induced loss-of-coolant accident (T/LOCA). The following
subsections detail the two accident scenarios a:_applicable to the base case analysis.

6.2.3 Transients with Loss of Decay Heat Removal--Turbine Building. The T/DHR
accidentscenarioconsideredassumesa large explosionin the turbinebuilding(at the generatorfloor
level)causesthe steamsupplylineto the mainturbineto rupture. Thispresentsa challengeto thereactor
thatismodeledin the originalplantPRA undertheinitiatingeventof "SteamLine Break(SLB)Outside
Containment"(seeFigure 10).
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The functions andsystems modeledby the top events (with failure probabilitiesfrom the W base
case PRA) are described in Table 3.

Table 3. Steam line break event tree top events.

Name Probability Description

SA-2 1.3 x 104 Failure probabilityof safety injection signal and high load pump

K-3 2.0 x 10s Reactor trip

MS-1 1.5 × 10-2 Main steam isolationvalve trip

L-1 1.9 x 10-s Failure probabilityof auxiliaryfeedwater andsecondarycooling

OP 6.1 x 10-3 Failure probabilityof primary cooling feed andbleed (F&B)

R-3 5.0 x 104 Failure probabilityof recirculationcooling

CF-2 5.0 x 10-6 Failure probabilityof containmentfan coolers

CS 8.1 × 10-5 Failure probabilityof containmentspray system

NA 9.6 x 10-4 Failure probabilityof the sodium hydroxide additionsystem

The mean initiator frequency for the steam line break event was calculated to be 1.95 × 10-3/ry.
This frequency was developed using the available data at the time of the PRA and supposedly covers ali
causes. However, assuming that hydrogen fire and explosions were not included, a new initiating event
for hydrogen-induced SLBs can be calculated.

The frequency of hydrogen fire or explosion events at the generator level in the turbine building
is estimated from the Bayesian analysis of a noninformative prior distribution [see Equation (1)]. Ali
hydrogen explosions and fires that have occurred at the generator level in the turbine building are
included in the frequency estimation. The mean initiating event frequency is calculated as:

f(H 2 fire or explosion at generator floor level)rs = 2(8)+ 1 = 6.0 × 10-3/ry
2(1424 ry)

To date, there have been eight turbine building explosions or fires at the generator level and none
have caused a _team line rupture. Using Equation (2), an estimate of the mean probability that, given
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a turbine building fire or explosion, a steam line will be rupturedis:

0+0.5
P(SLBff'I2 fire or explosion) = 8 + 1 = 0.06

Thus, the steam line rupturefrequency due to hydrogenevents only is:

f(SLB)r B = f(H 2 fire or explosion at generator floor level)

P(SLBff-I2fire or explosion)

= (6.0 x 10-3/ry) (0.06) = 3.6 x 10-4/ry

This initiatingevent frequencyis multipliedby the base case conditional core damageprobability
to obtain a hydrogen-inducedCDF. The originalPRA conditionalcore damage probabilityfrom SLBs
is 1.02 x 104/ry. Thus, the CDF from hydrogen-initiatedSLBs is estimated to be:

CDFsl_ (no,_eismic)=f(SLB) P(core damageL_LB)

= (3.6 x lO-4/ry) (1.02 x 10 -4)

= 3.7 x 10-S/ry

6.2.4 Transient-Induced Loss-of-Coolant Accident--Turbine Building

6.2.4. 1 Turbine Building T/LOCA Nonseismic Analysis. The T/LOCA accident
scenarioconsideredassumesalargeexplosionin theturbinebuilding(atthe hydrogensystemfloor level)
causingextensivedamageto the plant'scablespreadingroom(closestsafety-relatedfire zone, located
insidethecontrolbuilding). Asdescribedin the Subsection6.2.2, thecablespreadingroomis themost
susceptibletohydrogenfiresor explosions.At the33-ftlevel,thewall betweenthe cablespreadingroom
and the turbinebuildingis partially 1-ft-thickbrickwith the remainderbeingconstructedof insulated
metalsandwichpanels. The hydrogenlinesin the turbinebuildingon this level are about60 ft away
from the cablespreadingroom. Becausethe hydrogendistributionsystemfor the generatoris not
equippedwith an automaticexcessflow checkvalve, a largeuncontrolledhydrogendischargeintothe
turbinebuildingdueto a leakor ruptureof thedistributionsystemispossible.Basedontheconfiguration
of the turbinebuilding,the distancebetweenturbinebuildingareacontaininghydrogenlinesandcontrol
buildingfire zonecontainingsafety-relatedequipment,the typesof fire barriersand wall structures
presentat the base caseplant, andthe largevolumeof hydrogen(about40,000 scf) that couldbe
availablefrom the storagefacility, it was.judgedthata hydrogen-initiatedlargefire or explosionin the
turbinebuildingcouldpotentiallyimpactthe safety-relatedsystemcomponentsin the cablespreading
room(CSR).
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The initiating event frequency is calculated using Equation (1). To date only one hydrogen
explosion and fire has occurred in the turbine building at the hydrogen distribution system level.
Therefore the mean initiating event frequency is calculated as:

2(1)+1 = 1.1 x 10-3/ry
f(H 2 fires or explosions at distribution system level)ra = 2(1424 ry)

To determine the probability of a sufficiently large hydrogen fire or explosion damaging multiple
safety-related equipment via mechanistic analysis is beyond the scope of the present analysis. One can
develop a value based on engineering judgment by considering the scenario required to yield a hydrogen
fire or explosion of sufficient magnitude to breach the wall separating the turbine building from the CSR,
and then causing damage to the safety equipment present in the room. Development of this value would
involve two items:

• Agsuming a major release of hydrogen, the early ignition of the leaking hydrogen would
not occur

• Given the continued accumulation and eventual delayed ignition of the released hydrogen,
the propagation of a detonation wave or fire front throughout the turbine building floor
would proceed in such a manner that cable spreading room fire zone (FZ-11) boundaries
are breached, totally damaging the enclosed equipment.

The probability of the first item, P(delayed ignition), is assessed to be less than 1 x 10-1for the
turbine building environment at the hydrogen distribution system level. The large number of operating
electrical equipment (e.g., pump motors, fan motors) in the turbine building provides an ignition source
necessary for early ignition of the released hydrogen.

i

The probability of the second item, P(blast propagation),, is assessed to be less than 1 x 10l.
This takes into consideration spatial interactions (i.e., location of hydrogen sources in the turbine building
with respect to safety-related equipment inside cable spreading room) and the likelihood of the blast wave
damaging safety-related equipment following zone boundary breach.

Thus, while uncertainties clearly exist in building designs and explosive potential, a mean value
of 1 x 10.2 may be assumed to be reasonable for the conditional probability of disabling multiple safety-
related equipment in the cable spreading room. If no recovery actions are taken, it is postulated that core
damage will occur from loss of coolant inventory through the failed reactor coolant pump (RCP) seals
(T/LOCA accident scenario).

For this analysis, it is postulated that the CSR is damaged by the hydrogen fire or explosion. The
frequency of this event is the frequency of turbine building hydrogen fires and explosions that are large
enough to cause damage to the CSR. To date there have been no hydrogen-related fires or explosions
in the U.S. that have impacted safety-related equipment. Even though, it was assumed that those
hydrogen events that were reported as fire or explosions in the data base would have the potential to have
released large amounts of hydrogen (assuming early ignition did not occur). Thus, these values were
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used in the frequency calculation of a large hydrogen release in the turbine building at the distribution
system level. Therefore, the frequency of a large release is similar to the hydrogen fire or explosion
frequency calculation, which results in:

2(1)+1 = 1.1 x 10-3/ry
f(H 2 large release event at distribution system level)n_ = 2(1424 ry)

Recognizing that, in the event of a large fire inside the CSR, power and control cables for most
safety-related equipment (e.g., high pressure injection pumps, component cooling water pumps, residual
heat removal and recirculation pumps) could be damaged, an alternate safe shutdown system (ASSS) was
installed at the base case plant during the 1982-1984 time frame. The ASSS provides the capability to
perform the following critical safety functions: maintenance of reactor subcriticality, core cooling for
hot shutdown (through natural circulation and primary system pressure and inventory control), reactor
coolant system integrity, secondary heat removal for hot shutdown, long-term decay heat removal, and
process monitoring. The power and control cables for the ASSS are routed independently of the CSR.
The ASSS is designed to function given a loss of offsite power. Therefore, recovery of critical safety-
related equipment (given that a large hydrogen fire or explosion damages cabling inside CSR) is possible
through the use of ASSS. A probability of nonrecovery [P(ASSS nonrecovery)] from a T/LOCA
condition, using the installed ASSS, was obtained from the original base case plant fire PRA. 9 The
calculated mean valu_ of P(ASSS nonrecovery) was estimated to be 4.6 x 102. This value is comprised
of both human error contributions (3.9 x 102) and hardware-related failures (7 x 103). This
nonrecovery value was developed in the base case PRA fire analysis and modeled the 9perator action
during high-stress level activities.

Thus, the CDF due to failures of the generator hydrogen supply system that lead to damage of
the cable spreading room ft/LOCA scenario) is estimated as:

CDFcsn (no,_eis,,ic)-f(H2 large release event at distribution system level)P(delayed ignition

at distribution system level)p(blast propagation)P(ASSS nonrecovery)

= (1.1 × 10-3/ry)(1 × l0 -t ) (1 × l0 -l ) (4.6 × 10-2)

= 5.1 × 10-7/ry

6.2.4.2 Turbine Building T/LOCA Seismic Analysis. The generator hydrogen
distribution system at the base case plant consists of small bore piping and valves (less than 3 in. in
diameter) of high quality industrial grade. The piping system includes both portions that have threaded
joints, as well as portions that are welded. The features and seismic response characteristics of the
generator hydrogen distribution system are similar to those of small bore pipe utilized in balance of plant
(BOP) systems and dry fire protection systems (FPS). Based on those considerations, the hydrogen gas
system fragility was assumed to be similar to that estimated for a dry, small bore fire protection piping
system installed at the base case plant.33 The probability of seismic-induced failure for the hydrogen
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distribution system is evaluated by convolving the seismic hazard probability distribution with the seismic
fragility of the hydrogen supply system. If the seismic hazard and fragility are known with certainty,
there will be a single hazard curve and a single fragility curve, and the result of the convolution is a
single value of the annual frequency of hydrogen system failure. The Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory seismic hazard curve results (from NUREG/CR-5250-V2)37 for the W plant site were used
for the base case seismic analysis. The W seismic hazard curve is presented in Figure 11.

As previously stated, the generator hydrogen gas system fragility at the W plant is similar to that
of dry, small bore pipe with threaded joints. Its fragility estimate is shown below: 33

HCLPF= 0.34g
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where

HCLPF = high confidence low probability of failure [peak ground acceleration level (g)
below which pipe failure will not occur (with an upper bound confidence)]

,_ = median ground acceleration cap_icityfor the hydrogen pipe

13c = logarithmic standard deviation associated with the randomness and uncertainty of
the capacity A.

The probability of pipe failure, Pf(g), for a given peak ground acceleration level is obtained from"

pi(g) = e_ In(g/A)3_

where @ is the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function, and g, ,4, and 13c are defined above.

The annual frequency of seismic-induced failure for the hydrogen distribution system at the W
plant was evaluated by integrating the composite pipe failure probability and frequency of specific g levels
as recommended in NUREG/CR-230021 as:

F, = j Pflg)f(g)dg

This results in a mean seismic pipe failure frequency of 5.3 x 105/year.

The conditional probability of disabling multiple safety-related equipment in the cable spreading
room and the probability of seal LOCA nonrecovery using the ASSS are assumed to be similar to those
presented in Subsection 6.2.4.1 (i.e., 1 x 10-2 and 4.6 x 102, respectively).

Thus, the CDF due to seismically-induced failures of the hydrogen supply system that lead to
damage of the cable spreading room safety equipment is estimated to be:

CDFcsR (seismic) = f(seismic pipe failure in turbine building)

P(delayed ignition at distribution system level)

P(blast propagation) P(ASSS non-recovery)

= (5.3× lO-5/ry)(Ix lO-l)(I x lO-l)(4.6x 10-2)

= 2.4 x lO_/ry
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In the original W base case PRA, 9 the total CDF from seismic-caused events was calculated to
be 7.7 x 106/ry. When compared against this value, a seismic-induced hydrogen fire or explosion in
the turbine building was judged to be an insignificant contributor to W plant total CDF.

6.3 Auxiliary Building Analysis

6.3.1 Auxiliary Building Hydrogen Gas System Configuration. Thehydrogengassystem
supplying the VCT is independent of the electrical generator supply system, lt consists of a i2-bottle
hydrogen storage facility located adjacent to the north wall of the primary auxiliary building (PAB) on
the 80-ft elevation, which is also ground level for that side of the PAB. A hydrogen truck skid, stationed
approximately 200 ft from the 12-bottle hydrogen storage facility, provides refilling capability through
a 1-in. diameter, field-run pipe. The bank is for normal service and the truck (which is typically isolated)
is used as a backup. The hydrogen storage facility is housed in a metal shed open to outside air
circulation. The metal shed provides weather protection and could also act as a blowout panel in the
event of a hydrogen explosion, thus reducing the impact on the PAB wall. Located inside the metal shed
are a pressure reducing station (and associated valves) and portions of the hydrogen piping system.

The system does not have excess flow check valves or any flow limiting device other than the
pressure regulator. Each bottle contains about 200 scf of hydrogen at a pressure of about 2000 psig. The
gas bottles are interconnected (via a header) to form an active bank (six bottles) and a reserve bank (six
bottles). The header's pressure (after it is reduced) is maintained in the range of 90 to 100 psig. lt is
protected from overpressurization by a relief valve. The atmospheric side of the relief valve is fitted with
a flame arrester. Various plant administrative controls are implemented to prevent hydrogen fire,s or
explosions when working in the vicinity of the hydrogen gas cylinders and lines (e.g., use of sparkless
tools, posting "no smoking" and other signs). The hydrogen storage area is toured by auxiliary operators
on their shift tours.

After leaving the hydrogen storage facility, the hydrogen pipe enters the PAB corridor, fire zone
7A (FZ-7A), at the 92-ft elevation, runs through a portion of FZ-7A for about 25 ft, then enters and runs
through the pipe chase (FZ-30A) for approximately 20 ft, and finally enters the VCT cubicle and tank
(FZ-23A at the 98 ft elevation of the PAB). Figures 12 and 13 show a schematic of the hydrogen storage
facility, the hydrogen pipe run through the PAB, and the fire zones within the PAB that contain hydrogen
gas system pipe lines. Inside the PAB the hydrogen pipe is seismically anchored.

Inside the VCT, for charging pumps operation, the hydrogen blanket is maintained at a pressure
of 15 psig or greater by a pressure regulator. During plant operation, the hydrogen concentration inside
the VCT is greater than 90% by volume. The Technical Specifications (TS) maximum allowable oxygen
concentration in the VCT vapor is 2% by volume (TS 3.9.B.6). Typically, the nominal oxygen
concentration is much less than 2% by volume.
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6.3.2 Auxiliary Building Vital Area Analysis. In a vital area analysis, an area in the plant is
characterized as vital if the result of failure of some or ali the components in the area causes core
damage. For the base case plant, this was accomplished by identifying the zones containing hydrogen
lines and then mapping safety-related components to areas (fire zones) in the PAB in which they reside.
Physical zone boundaries were examined and most tire zones were screened out based on the following
criteria:

1. No safety-related components are present in fire zone

2. Fire zone containing safety equipment was located two or more floor levels below zone
containing hydrogen lines.

Table 4 presents the locations inside the PAB (fire zones) containing the hydrogen gas distribution
system. Included in the table is intbrmation on the amount of hydrogen pipe system present in each fire
zone, safety-related components present in each zone, and their location with respect to the hydrogen
lines.

Table 4. PAB fire zones considered in base case plant analysis.

', PAB Fire Zones

PAB Zone Percent of H2 Safety-Related Components and Their Approximate
with H2 System in Distance from H2 Lines

Zonea

80ft Elevation

FZ-7Ab 12.5 Electrical cables for charging pumps (@ 30 ft)
Alternate shutdown panel (@ 70 ft)
Component cooling water (CCW) heat exchangers (HXs)
(@ I00ft)
Boricacidtanks(@ 220ft)

FZ-30A 10.0 Service water piping (@ 50 ft)

98 ft Elevation

FZ-23A 50.0 None

a The remaining 27.5% of the H2 piping system is outside of the PAB.

b The most critical safety-related components in FZ-7A are CCW HXs. Their loss would lead to
core damage due to reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal LOCA.
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As indicated in Table 4, the PAB fire zones containing portionsof the hydrogen gas system are
FZ-7A, FZ-23A, and FZ-30A. The following determinationswere madebased on the plant vital area
analysis:

FZ-7A. (1) The most critical safety-relatedconponents in FZ-7A are CCW heat exchangers.
Their loss would lead to core damage due to reactorcoolant pump (RCP) seal LOCA.
However, given the largedistance (about 100 ft) separatingthe hydrogen lines andthe
CCW heat exchangers, the concrete walls (each at least 2 ft thick) that are present
between the hydrogen pipe and CCW heat exchangers (see Figure 12), and the
relatively small quantityof hydrogen (2400 scf) available online from the hydrogen
storage facility, it is concluded (based on engineering judgment) that a hydrogen
explosion at the 80-ft elevationof the PAB wouldnot lead to the loss of the CCW heat
exchangers.

(2) The safety-relatedcomponents located closest to the hydrogen gas lines are the
electric (control) cables for charging pumps 21, 22, and 23. Since these pumps are
of positive displacementtype, the originalbase case plantPRA did not takeany credit
for these pumps in its analysis (i.e., pumps are assumed not being used for any
accident mitigationfunctions). This is a conservatism in the plant PRA analysis and
in the INEL's evaluation.

FZ-23A. This fire zone. contains the VCT. There are no safety-related components inside the
zone or in any of the adjacent zones. The VCT is enclosed in a concrete cubicle with
walls approximately 3.5-ft thick.

FZ-3OA. Piping bay and tunnel (pipe chase) are represented by this fire zone. The l-in.
diameter hydrogen pipe enters the pipe chase at the 92-ft elevation and exits at the
108-ft elevation. The only safety-related components present in the zone are some of
the service water piping lines (less than 6 in. in diameter). The service water piping
is seismic category I (i.e., it is fully anchored). The pipes are made of steel (schedule
80 or above) and are not susceptible to fire damage. In addition to the service water
piping, the pipe chase contains numerous nonsafety piping in a very compact
configuration. Air circulation is provided to the pipe chase by the primary auxiliary
building ventilation system. Because the service water lines, located about 40 to 50 ft
from the l-in. hydrogen gas pipe (going up to the VCT), are seismically supported,
and the vertical pipe chase is well ventilated (which prevents hydrogen gas buildup in
the event of a pipe leak or rupture), it is very unlikely for a hydrogen event to have
an impact on the plant safety functions (and equipment). Should a localized hydrogen
concentration in the pipe chase occur, there are no ignition sources there. Additional-
ly, with such a small volume of hydrogen, ali the available energy would be dissipated
in breaching the fire zone barriers, causing only local damage.

6.3.3 Transient with Loss of Decay Heat Removal--Primary Auxiliary Building. Based
on 917 reactor-year industry experience (PWRs only), there have been 11 events involving the VCT
hydrogen system (refer to'Section 3 and AppendixA for details). Ali events were small hydrogen leaks
and most occurred either through the pressure regulator or other valves associated with the VCT
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hydrogen system. One event was caused by human error (inadequate sampling procedures). Some of
the events were discovered following alarms on the radiation monitoring system (i.e., they also involved
releases of radioactive xenon 133 and 135 gases). None of the events reported hydrogen concentration
readings near or above the lower flammability limit for hydrogen (about 4.1% by volume in air).

The review of the auxiliary building hydrogen events indicates the following:

• No fires or explosions have ever occurred inside the auxiliary buildings from events
associated with the VCT hydrogen supply system

• No safety-related components (or their functions) were ever affected by hydrogen fires
or explosions inside the PAB

• Hydrogen events (e.g., leaks) that have occurred while the plant was at power did not
lead to a turbine/reactor trip (shutdown).

6.3.3. 1 Auxiliary Building T/DHR Nonseismic Analysis. One possible scenario
postulated for the base case PAB analysis assumes a small hydrogen fire or explosion in the auxiliary
building as the accident initiator. The turbine trips automatically or is manually initiated by plant
personnel (out of tolerance condition). The direct damage caused by the hydrogen event does not prevent
the use of any of the plant safety systems that reside or pass through the three fires zones containing
portions of the hydrogen system. The new accident sequences for fire zones 7A, 23A, and 30A, are
modeled using the general turbine trip event tree.

The general turbine trip event tree is illustrated in Figure 14. The first four top events determine
the accident sequences that lead to core damage. The inst three top events establish the plant damage
state given that the core suffers damage. The plant damage state categories influence the release of
radioactive material to the containment and therefore have an impact on the potential risk to the public.
Appendix E provides a detailed descriptions of the event tree top events. The functions and systems
modeled by the top events are briefly described in Table 5.

Using Equation (1), the mean frequency for this hydrogen fire or explosion initiating event is
calculated to be 5.5 × 104/ry (see discussion in Appendix B). Since no changes occur in the availability
of the safety-related components (from that modeled in the original PRA), the original CSFs values were
used for the event tree top events.

The core damage sequences for this scenario sum to less than 1 ×' 109/ry. This represents an
insignificant increase when compared to both the mean CDF fi'om ali general turbine trip events (1.0 ×
106/ry) and the total plant mean CDF of 1.4 × 104/ry of the original W plant PRA (internal plus
external events).

6.3.3.2 Auxiliary Building T/DHR Seismic Analysis. Key portions of the W plant
hydrogen distribution system inside the PAB are seismically qualified (i.e., seismic mounting is used).
As discussed previously, the hydrogen piping consists of small-bore type pipe (e.g., 1 to 3 in. diameter).
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Table 5. General turbine trip event tree top events.

Name Probability Description

K-3 2.0 x 10-5 Probability of a reactor trip failure

L-lA 1.9 x 10-5 Probability of failure of auxiliary feedwater and secondary cooling

OP-2A 6.1 x 10-3 Probability of failure of primary cooling/feed and bleed

R-3B 5.0 x 10-4 Probability of failure of recirculation cooling

CF-2A 5.0 × 10-6 Probability of failure of containment fan coolers

CS-A 8.1 × 10-5 Probability of failure of containment spray system

NA-A 9.6 × 10-4 Probability of failing, of sodium hydroxide addition system

Several studies 32'37'38 sponsored by the NRC have concluded that small diameter piping systems
(including valves) typically have a very large seismic capacity (i.e., their failure given low-g earthquakes
is unlikely) and are not consider:d to be prima_y failure initiators. Although this is true for the piping
runs themselves, connections to equipment may be vulnerable to seismic failure. This is especially the
case if the equipment is not adequately anchored or the design of the connecting pipe does not allow
adequate flexibility. Since the plant hydrogen gas system is seismically anchored, no damage is expected
in the higher frequency, relatively low g-level earthquakes (e.g., 0.05g). I_. a severe earthquake (e.g.,
0.80g), seismic-induced hydrogen fire/explosion contributions will be relatively small compared to the
direct daraage caused by the earthquake itself (already considered by the W plant seismic PRA). For
example, a severe earthquake may initiate a transient event, most likely a loss of effsite power (LOSP),
due to failure of offsite power transformer ceramic insulators. Loss of primary cooling equipment
(needed for the F&B function) could occur due to failure of either the refueling water storage tank
(RWST), power operated relief valves, or pipingL For the same level earthquake, the RWST, since it
has a lower seismic capacity than the small-bore hydrogen system piping (0.70g vs. 2.29g),9 will fail
before damage to the hydrogen lines can occur. Because the hydrogen system for the VCT is seismically
qualified, the core damage contribution re_ulting directly from hydrogen fires or explosions induced by
earthquakes is insignificant.

6.3.4 Transient-Induced Loss-of Coolant Accident--Primary Auxiliary Building. The
most critical safety-related components in FZ-7A are CCW heat exchangers. Their loss would lead to

": core damage due to reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal LOCA (i.e., T/LOCA accident scenario).
However, given the large distance (about I00 ft) separating the hydrogen lines and the CCW heat

a It i:,assumed that piping failure includes the hydrogen system, which may lead to a hydrogen fire or
,i explosion that disables primary cooling system equipment such as the safety injection pumps.
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exchangers, the concrete walls (each at least 2 ft thick) that are present between the hydrogen pipe and
CCW heat exchangers (see Figure 12), and the relatively,small quantity of hydrogen (2400 scf) available
online from the hydrogen storage facility, it is concluded (based on engineering judgment) that a hydrogen
explosion at the 80-ft elevation of the PAB would not lead to the loss of the CCW heat exchangers.
Therefore, T/LOCA accident scenarios are assumed not to be applicable to the base case plant auxiliary
building.

6.4 Hydrogen Storage Facility Analysis
J

6.4.1 Hydrogen Storage Facility Description. As discussedin the previoussubsections,the
hydrogen supply at the W plant consists of two separate systems. One system provides hydrogen for main
generator cooling, and a smaller system comprising two separate storage areas supplies the cover gas for
the VCT. Each of the three storage areas will be addressed separately below.

6.4. I. 1 Generator Hydrogen Storage Facility Configuration. The Wplanthydrogen
gas supply for the main generator is a 45-bottle hydrogen storage facility located approximately 135 ft
west of the turbine building and about 300 ft south of the service water pumps at the 15-ft elevation
(ground level). The closest air intake is for the control room at a distance of about 300 ft. The 45
bottles are configured with 18 online bottles supplying the active manifold, 18 bottles supplying the
reserve manifold, and 9 bottle,s supplying the emergency reserve manifold. Each bottle contains about
1,150 scf of hydrogen at a pressure of about 1,500 psig, for a total of about 52,000 scf. A hydrogen fill
connection is located at the front of the hydrogen storage facility enclosure.

The hydrogen storage facility is protected by a concrete roof. lt is open on three sides and the
fourth side is a brick wall separating the facility from a bulk liquid oxygen storage tank. Also located
under the concrete roof are a pressure reducing station and associated valves, and pop,ions of the
hydrogen piping system. The high-pressure (1500 psig) piping has a diameter of 3/4 in. and only
connects the storage bottles to the pressure reducing station at the hydrogen storage facility. The low-
pressure (125 psig) piping is 1.5-in. diameter, and runs from the hydrogen storage facility to the west
wall of the turbine building. This line is underground at the 9-ft elevation.

6.4. 1.2 VCT Hydrogen Storage Facility Configuration. The hydrogengassystem
supplying the VCT consists of a 12-bottle hydrogen storage facility located adjacent to the north wall of
the PAB at the 80-ft elevation, which is also ground level for that side of the PAB. Between the VCT
hydrogen storage facility and the safety-related portions of the PAB (over 30-ft separation distance) is the
enclosed N2 storage area for the boron injection system. The safety-related PAB wall is at least 2 ft
thick. The air intake for the diesel generators is about 90 ft west. A hydrogen truck skid stationed about
200 ft from the VCT hydrogen storage facility provides refilling capability. Each bottle contains about
200 scf of hydrogen at a pressure of about 2,000 psig.
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The VCT hydrogen storage facility is housed in a metal shed open to outside air circulation. The
metal shed provides weather protection and could also act as a blowout panel in the event of a hydrogen
explosion. Located inside the metal shed are a pressure reducing station (and associated valves), and
portions of the hydrogen piping system.

6.4. 1.3 Hydrogen Truck Skid Configuration. A truckskid is usedon asemi-permanent
basis to refill the VCT hydrogen storage facility bottles. The truck skid station is located about 200 ft
east of the VCT hydrogen storage facility, adjacent to the northeast corner of the boric acid evaporator
building. A 1-in. field-run pipe attached to the north side of the boric acid evaporator building, the boric
acid tank building, and the PAB connects the truck skid to the VCT hydrogen storage facility.

The truck skid contains 32 hydrogen tubes, each with a volume of approximately 1,000 scf of
hydrogen at about 2,000 psig, for a total of about 32,000 scf. Though not safety related from a reactor
perspective, the boric acid evaporation building has approximately 2-ft-thick walls for shielding.

6.4.2 Hydrogen Storage Facility Vital Area Analysis

6.4.2. 1 Generator Hydrogen Storage Facility Vital Area Analysis. The main
generator hydrogen storage facility supply meets the EPRI criteria for safe separation distance12from
safety-related structures and air intakes (see Table 6). These criteria consider the hazards from hydrogen
detonations (in air), and for transport of uncombusted H2 into the ventilation air intakes of safety-related
buildings. EPRI criteria do not address hydrogen detonations in oxygen-rich environments (comparable
to that possible at the base case plant between a generator hydrogen bottle and the liquid oxygen tank).
The nearest safety-related building is the service water pump building (approximately 300 ft away).
Hydrogen explosions experts at INEL have stated that given the significant distance between the generator
hydrogen storage facility and the service water pump building, the hydrogen detonation impulse generated
is not considered to be a threat to that building. Therefore, no further consideration was required for this
hydrogen storage facility.

Table 6. W plant generator hydrogen storage facility comparison with EPRI separation criteria.

EPRI Actual

Nearest Safety-Related Criteria Separation
Event Building (ft) (ft)

Explosion Service Water Pump Building 22 300

Air Intake Control Room > 170 300

6.4.2.2 'VCT Hydrogen Storage Facility Vital Area Analysis. The VCT hydrogen
storage facility meets the EPRI safe separation distance criterion for hydrogen explosion (see Table 7).
In addition, the W plant PAB wall is greater than 24 in. thick while the EPRI criteria are based on an
18-in. wall. The VCT hydrogen storage facility does not meet the distance criterion for safety-related
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building air intakes, however. The guidelines call for a separation distance of 225 ft (based on a 1-in.-
diameter pipe) to the nearest safety-related air intakes (i.e., distance ensures that uncombusted hydrogen
cloud concentration will be less than 4% by volume when it reaches the air intakes).

Table 7. W plant VCT hydrogen storage facility comparison with EPRI separation criteria.

Nearest Safety-Related EPRI Actual
Event Building Criteria Separation

(ft) (ft)

Explosion Primary Auxiliary Building 8 10

Air Intake Diesel Generator Building 225 90

The EPRI separation criterion for air intakes is based on the potential to develop a concentration
of 4% hydrogen (lower flammability limit) at the air intake. The separation curves were developed using
a jet dispersion model with the jet oriented directly toward the safety-related structure. At the W plant,
the VCT hydrogen storage facility is located on the 80-ft elevation of the northwest corner of the PAB.
The diesel generator building is south of the PAB, on the 67-ft level. Between the hydrogen storage
facility and the diesel generator building is the 98-ft elevation of the PAB (overall building height is
116 ft). For a hydrogen cloud to reach the diesel generator building air intake, it would require going
up 36 ft over the PAB wall, traveling over 70 ft of the PAB in a southerly direction, and dropping down
about 50 ft to the diesel generator building. This is judged to border on the impossible. Therefore, it
is concluded that a catastrophic VCT hydrogen storage facility release at W plant is unlikely to contribute
to the overall CDF.

6.4. 2. 3 Truck Skid Vital Area Analysis. The truck skid meets the EPRI safe separation
distance criterion for hydrogen explosion (see Table 8). In addition, the boric acid evaporator building
(nonsafety-related) shields the PAB from the truck skid. The truck skid does not meet the safe distance
criterion for safety-'related building air intakes, however. EPRI guidelines call for a separation distance
of 225 ft (based on a 1-in. diameter pipe) for air intakes.

Table 8. W plant truck skid comparison with EPRI separation criteria.

EPRI Actual

Nearest Safety-Related Criteria Separation
Event Building (ft) (ft)

.... I ....,

Explosion Primary Auxiliary Building 22 40

Air Intake Diesel Generator 225 90
, , I
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The EPRI separation criterion for air intakes is based on the potential to develop a concentration
of 4% hydrogen (lower flammability limit) at the air intake. The separation curves were developed using
a jet dispersion model with the jet oriented directly toward the safety-related structure. At the W plant,
the truck skid is located on the 80-ft elevation of file southeast corner of the PAB. The diesel generator
building is south of the PAB on the 67-ft level. Between the hydrogen storage facility and the diesel
generator building is the 91-ft elevation of the boric acid evaporator building (overall building height is
about 105 ft). For a hydrogen cloud to reach the diesel generator building air intake, it would require
going up 25 ft over the boric acid evaporator building wall, traveling over 40 ft of the boric acid
evaporator building, and dropping down about 40 ft to the diesel generator building. As with the VCT
hydrogen storage facility, this is judged to border on the impossible. Therefore, it is concluded that a
catastrophic hydrogen release from the truck skid at the W plant is unlikely to contribute to the overall
CDF.

6.5 Uncertainty Analysis for the W Plant

An uncertainty analysis was performed on the scenarios from the previous subsections. Table 9
contains the random variables contained in the W base case analysis. The random variables are presented
with their associated distribution and parameters. Appendix B contains a detailed derivation on the
hydrogen initiating event (gamma) distributions and the conditional probability beta distributions. The
lognormal distributions were assumed for most uncertainty distributions where operating data were not
available. The standard deviation values for the delayed ignition and blast propagation probabilities
comes from the assumption that the lognormal error factor is equal to 10. The results for the base case
analysis is given in Subsection 6.6

6.6 WPlant Analysis Results

The CDF results for W base case are presented in Table 10. The mean value, along with the
percentile parameters (5th, 50th, 'and 95th), are presented for each base case hydrogen scenario analyzed.
The total overall CDF contribution from hydrogen fire or explosion events for the W base case plant is
7.1 × 10-7/ry. This CDF contribution is insignificant when compared to the W plant original total CDF
of 1.4 x 10-4/ry (internal and external events). 9

6.7 Hydrogen Events During Operating Modes Other Than Full Power

Appendix C discusses the differences between the full-power case and the cases where the reactor
is in any other operating mode.

During some low power operations (e.g., those associated with ascending and decreasing power
to and from full power) the generator cooling system remains charged with hydrogen and the hydrogen
supply is sustained as it is during power operation. The hydrogen is generally purged from the generator
during maintenance activities and from the VCT if the reactor will be in a shutdown state for a prolonged
time period [e.g., cold shutdown (Mode 5), refueling (Mode 6)]. Since the hydrogen sources are not
typically present during generator maintenance activities, the reactor is not considered to be vulnerable
from hydrogen-induced events.
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Table 9. Randomvariables for W base case CDF.

Random Variable Distribution Parameters

f(H2 fire or explosion at Gamma c_= 8.5
generator floor level) /_ = 7.02 x 104/ry

f(H 2 large release event at Gamma a = 1.5
distributionsystem level) /_ = 7.02 × 104/ry

P(SLB\H2 fire or explosion) Beta oq = 0.5
oe2 = 8.5

P(seismic pipe failure) Lognormal mean = 5.3 x 10°5std.dev. = 1.87 x 10-3

P(core damage\SLB) Lognormal mean = 1.02 x l0 "4std.dev. = 9.44 x 10.5

P(ASSS nonrecovery) Lognormal mean = 4.6 x 1002
std.dev. = 2.65 x 10 -2

P(delayed ignition at Lognormal mean = 1.0 x 10l
distribution system level) std.dev. = 2.47 x 100l

P(blast propagation) Lognormal mean = 1.0 x 100l
std.dev. = 2.47 x 10 l

f(auxiliary building H 2 fire or Gamma tx = 025
explosion /_ = 1.09 x 10-3

P(core damage\plant trip) Lognormal mean = 1.29 × 10-7
std.dev. = 2.01 × 10 -7

I
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Table 10. Analysis results for W base case CDF.

Accident Scenario Parameter CDF (/ry)

mean 7.4x I0-ll

PlanttripfromH2fireor 5th 1.0× 1013
explosioninaukiliarybuilding 50th 1.6× I0ll

95rh 3.1× I0-I°

mean 3.4× I0s

H 2inducedSLB inturbine 5rh 9.0× I0II
building 50rh 1.0× I0s

95rh 1.4 X 10-7

mean 4.3x I07
f

CSR damagefrom H2fireor 5rh 1.0x 10-9
explosioninturbinebuilding

(nonseistnic) 50th 3.4x I0"s
95rh 1.6x 10-6

mean 2.5 × 10-7

CSR damage from H2 fire or 5th 8.0 × 1012
explosion in turbine building

(seismic) 50th 2.0 X 10-9

95th 5.0 × 10-7
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7. GENERIC ANALYSES

7.1 Introduction

The previous chapter documented the GSl-106-related risk of a specific W PWR with a plant
specific risk analysis. The purpose of the generic analysis documented in this chapter is to address the
risks associated with other types of PWRs and other physical arrangements of vital equipment (AFW,
diesels, electrical switchgear, essential service water (SW), component cooling water, etc.) relative to
hydrogen supply and .distribution systems.

7.2 Methodology for Generic Plant Analysis

The following two subsections respectively describe the methods used to quantify GSI-106-related
risks from in-plant hydrogen sources and external hydrogen storage facilities.

7.2.1 Methodology Utilized for Evaluating In-Plant Hydrogen Supply and Distribution
System Risk. Recognizing that it was not practical to evaluate in detail the risks associated with each
and every PWR in the United States, a simplified approach is warranted that considers the risks associated
with the different PWR design characteristics and different hydrogen system configurations.

Large quantities of hydrogen are not present near primary coolant system piping, hence pipe
break loss-of-coolant and steam generator tube rupture scenarios due to hydrogen release events need not
be considered in evaluating the risks associated with GSI-106. Given that large quantities of hydrogen
are not present near the primary coolant system piping or the control rod drive motors on top of the
reactor vessel, transient events with failure to scram the reactor (ATWS type events) due to hydrogen
release events need not be considered in evaluating GSI-106 risks. This leaves only transient-induced
core melt scenarios.

The remaining transient-induced core melt scenarios are of two types: transients with failure of
decay heat removal systems and transient-induced LOCAs. Transients with failure of decay heat removal
systems are a broad class including everything from simple turbine trips to steam line breaks. A basic
feature of such scenarios is that ali forms of core cooling are lost, the reactor coolant system is at
elevated pressure, and coolant inventory is released out of the pressurizer PORVs or safety valves.

Conversely, transient-induced LOCAs involve failure of RCS makeup or recirculation following
a consequential RCP seal LOCA (caused by inadequate RCP seal cooling) or PORV LOCA (caused by
stuck open PORVs or safety valves). This category includes events such as station blackout and loss of
component cooling water.

To quantify the GSI-106 associated risks for various plants, core melt frequency expressions were
developed, including the initiating event frequency (typically the hydrogen release scenario frequency for
random and seismic-induced releases) and the probabilities of various mitigating systems failing.
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The standard event tree quantification approach was not utilized because of a lack of the necessary
plant specific information needed to quantify ali event tree paths. Due to considerations of equipment
location in a given plant, .a coupling can exist between the initiator frequency and one or more of the
system failure probabilities. This was handled by modifying the CDF expression as follows:

CDF = .[(initiator)P(system A) P(system B)

---flH2 release)P(H2fire or explosion disabling

system A and _ystem B)

A key facet to this type of analysis is the vital area analysis in which hydrogen release and burn
scenarios are equated with specific system failure scenarios. Because the intent was to screen a broad
cross section of the PWRs in the United States, the level of detail is not what would be employed in a
plant specific vital area analysis as discussed in Section 6. Instead, the analysis focused on the key
systems involved in the mitigation of the two transient categories. In particular, for transients with loss
of decay heat removal, attention is focused on AFW and systems needed for feed-and-bleed (F&B)
cooling. For transient-induced LOCAs, attention is focused on normal and emergency ac power, essential
SW, and component cooling water, lt is acknowledged there may be some unique plant design feature
posing a special vulnerability not considered in the above, but this would properly be a plant-specific
versus generic issue concern. In any case, it is beyond the scope of this program to attempt to identify
each and every plant-specific safety issue.

Considering first the transient with loss of decay heat removal scenarios, it is noted that plants
can be grouped into several categories. A number of plants have AFW and F&B systems located in
separate buildings away from the hydrogen supplies and distribution systems. In these plants there would
be no expected couplings between the initiator event and AFW failure. The complement to this category
would be plants that have AFW systems located in the same buildings as a hydrogen system. In this
category two levels of AFW dependency can be identified. Many plants are designed in such a way that
if ali AFW is lost, F&B cooling can be employed. In general this category embodies almost ali W and
Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) PWRs.

ABB Combustion Engineering (CE) PWRs in general do not have the same capability. Newer
CE PWRs such as the System 80 design do not have PORVs. Older CE PWRs were not originally
designed for F&B cooling and typically have smaller PORVs, low capacity positive displacement charging
pumps, and lower head HPl pumps resulting in only marginal F&B capability. Attempts have been made
to credit F&B capability in PRAs on some CE PWRs. The problem is that Generic CE Owners Group
emergency procedures direct operators to first attempt AFW recovery, then attempt main feedwater
recovery, and then depressurize the steam generators and attempt feeding the steam generators with the
condensate systems. Should ali of these fail, operators are then instructed to attempt an augmented F&B
cooling procedure that utilizes steam generator PORVs, pressurizer PORVs, pressurizer sprays, and
charging and HPl pumps. Analyses carried out by Los Alamos National Laboratory using TRAC and
INEL using RELAP5 indicate these older CE plants have at most about 20 minutes from the time of
losing feedwater to successfully entering the augmented F&B cooling mode.39'4° Given that a relatively
short time windo_ exists and that three other recovery actions are given higher priority, it is unlikely that
operators will get to the F&B cooling mode in time. Because of these ,_'onsiderationsF&B cooling is not
credited as a viable decay heat removal mechanism (for CE plants) in this generic PRA evaluation.
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Because of the inabilityto credit F&B on CE PWRs, there is a higher dependencyon AFW which
needs special consideration. On some CE plants the AFW system is located in the lowest levels of the
turbine building and on others it is located in a portion of the auxiliary building. We now have the
following categories (or PWR configurations) to examine:

• PWRs with no AFW in buildings containing hydrogen systems

• W and B&W PWRs with AFW in the turbine building

• CE PWRs with AFW in the turbine building

• W and B&W PWRs with AFW in the auxiliary building

• CE PWRs with AFW in the auxiliary building.

These categories exhaustively cover the possible configurations of interest for transients with loss
of decay heat removal. Considering now the transient-induced LOCA scenarios, plants can be again
grouped into two major categories. The majority of PWRs do not have systems such as emergency
diesels, essential SW, or component cooling in buildings where large hydrogen systems are located.
Hydrogen release and burn scenarios at these plants would not result in a loss of RCP seal cooling and
subsequent RCP seal LOCA or station blackout-induced PORV LOCA. The complement of this group
includes PWRs with vital systems located either in the turbine or auxiliary buildings.

Summarizing the specific categories, Table 11 shows the specific PWR configurations to be
evaluated and the specific accident scenarios considered in these evaluations.

7.2.2 Methodology Utilized for Evaluating Hydrogen Storage Facility Risks. The
separation criteria for the hydrogen storage facility (tank farm) are based on EPRI Report NP-5283-
SR-A.'2 In that report, guidelines for the installation and separation of the hydrogen water chemistry
(HWC) system at BWRs are specified. These guidelines have been reviewed and accepted by the NRC.
The non-HWC storage installations (such as the hydrogen storage facility) are similar to installations
addressed in the EPRI guidelines, therefore, these guidelines are considered applicable.

lt was not unexpected that numerous plants were found not meeting the EPRI separation distance
L

guidelines (approximately two dozen). However, not meeting the EPRI guidelines does not directly imply
high risk since credit for certain existing mitigating site-specific features could also be judged to result
in low overall risk. An informal telephone survey of the two dozen plants verified that in some cases
licensees could take credit for such mitigating features. For example, an intervening permanent structure
between the hydrogen storage facility and the safety-related structure of concern could be justified as
sufficient to prevent hydrogen from entering building intakes. However, even so, not ali plants examined
during the informal telephone survey were in this category.
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Table 1 1. Generic plant configurations.

Important Accident Scenarios
Configuration Plant Applicability Applicable to Configuration

I Ali PWRs with AFW and vital T/DHRa

equipment outside of turbine and T/LOCAb
auxiliary buildings

II Babcock & Wilcox and Westinghouse T/DHR
with AFW in turbine building (Feed and bleed credited)
distribution system level

III Combustion Engineering with AFW in T/DHR
turbine building distribution system (Feed and bleed not credited)
level

IV Ali PWRs with vital equipment in T/LOCA
turbine building distribution system (Station ac blackout, or loss of
level CCW, SW)

V Ali PWRs with vital equipment in T/LOCA
turbine building generator floor level (Station ac blackout, or loss of

cow, sW)

VI Babcock & Wilcox and Westinghouse T/DHR
with AFW in auxiliary building (Feed and bleed credited)

VII Combustion Engineering with AFW in T/DHR
auxiliary building (Feed and bleed not credited)

VIII Ali PWRs with vital equipment in T/LOCA
auxiliary building (Loss of CCW, SW)

a T/DHR means "transient-induced loss of decay heat removal."
b T/LOCA means "transient-induced loss-of-coolant accident."

Although the assumption is made at this point that most plants can confirm credit for their
mitigating features, that still leaves a smaller group of plants deserving closer scrutiny. Three plants
presented in Subsection 7.5 as Plants A, B, and C were identified during this survey as requiring a more
detailed risk analysis.

Analysis top the hydrogen storage facility was broken into two separate accident scenarios:
damage due to the facility exploding locally and damage due to the facility leaking hydrogen that
exploded away from the storage facility (such as leakage into building air intakes). For plants that had
physical barriers between the storage facility and other vital buildings, credit was given for elimination
of explosion risk but not the risk due to hydrogen leakage.
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7.3 Transients with Loss of Decay Heat Removal

7.3.1 Turbine Building Nonseismic Analysis. In nuclearpowerplantsdesignedwithnosafety-
relatedsystemsin the turbinebuilding,theissueof combustiblegasfires or explosionsbecomesoneof
economiclossversusa nuclearsafetyconcern. In theseplants,a combustiblegasfire or explosionin
the turbinebuildingislikelyto causea turbinetripor plantshutdown,butnodirectdamageto anysafety-
relatedsystems.However,a reviewof a numberof U.S. nuclearpowerplantdesignsrevealsthat in
manyolderplants,AFW systemswere locatedin the lowerlevelsof theturbinebuildings.

The location of the AFW in the turbine building in a number of earlier designed nuclear power
plants was a reflection of the classification of AFW as an auxiliary system not explicitly credited in
licensing safety analysis at the time. In these older plants, AFW was typically actuated by operatorsfrom
the control room when the main feedwater (MFW) was not available after a plant trip. Following the
accident at Three Mile Island (TMI)-2 and subsequent investigations by the NRC and industry, AFW
systems were recognized to be critical safety features for assuring long-term decay heat removal. TMI
action plan activities required the installation of safety-grade automatic actuation of AFW. 41 AFW
systems are now extensively credited for decay heat removal (DHR) in transients, small LOCAs, and
various 10 CFR 50 Appendix R safe shutdown scenarios following fires.

In the eveot of AFW failure, W and B&W nuclear power plants typically have charging systems
and PORVs that are capable of' removing core decay heat via F&B cooling. Most CE nuclear power
plants, on the other hand, do not have high-capacity PORVs and typically utilize piston-driven charging
pumps that have at best marginal F&B cooling capability within 20 minutes of plant trip.39'4° The CE
System 80 plants do not have PORVs and hence have no F&B capability. Thus, CE plants are more
dependent on the reliability and availability of AFW for transients, including those initiated by
combustible gas release fires in the turbine building. A reasonable, limiting type of fire scenario would
thus be for a CE plant with its AFW located in the turbine building.

For plants with the AFW system located in the turbine building, the physical separation between
the main generator (with its large volume of hydrogen) and the AFW system is on the order of hundreds
of feet with many barriers along the way. The main generator is located on the top elevation in the
turbine building, while the AFW system is necessarily very low in the building for net positive suction
head considerations., Implementation of 10 CFR 50 Appendix R requirements have resulted in the AFW
trains being separated in different fire zones. Thus, there are a number of substantial barriers in the
horizontal as well as vertical direction. Therefore, it is judged that only an extremely large fire or
explosion could disable the AFW system. It is assumed that such an event would also destroy the MFW
system, causing a plant trip.

Large fires in the turbine building have always been considered in the plant fire protection and
fire-fighting procedures due to the large quantities of turbine lube oil available as fuel. The amount of
lube oil on hand can fuel a fire large enough to totally destroy the turbine building. The quantity of
hydrogen available to initiate or exacerbate a large fire varies greatly from plant to plant and can be in
the 100,000 scf range. However, the capability to deal with large turbine building fires would exist even
if there was no hydrogen to consider. The design of fire barriers, while not able to stop a large fire,J

would slow the spread sufficiently to give the plant operators and firefighters an opportunity to place the
plant in a safe condition.
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Several foreign turbine building fires have been extremely large and damaging• The fire at
Vandellos-I in Spain in October of 1989 did damage comparable to that postulated here. Unfortunately,
not enough intbrmation is available on foreign hydrogen systems and the number of years of system
operating experience to make an evaluation of the frequency of large hydrogen releases and large fires.
The applicability of foreign data in light of differing regulation and design requirements for safety
equipment train separation and fire protection systems must be considered before using the data to
investigate U.S. commercial reactor systems.

In order to estimate the frequency of major hydrogen releases which could cause physical damage,
the frequency of hydrogen releases is multiplied by the probability of major fire or explosion• The
frequency of hydrogen releases may be obtained from the hydrogen event data base. To determine the
probability of a sufficiently large hydrogen fire or explosion damaging multiple trains of safety-related
equipment via mechanistic analysis (on a plant-specific basis) is beyond the scope of the present analysis•
One can develop a value based on engineering judgment by considering the scenario required to yield a
hydrogen fire or explosion of sufficient magnitude to damage the safety system• This would involve two
items:

* Assuming a major release of the generator hydrogen, the early ignition of the leaking
hydrogen would not occur

* Given the continued accumulation and eventual delayed ignition of the released hydrogen,
the propagation of a blast wave or fire front throughout the turbine building would
proceed in such a manner that equipment enclosed in the various turbine buildings fire
zones is heavily damaged and rendered inoperable.

The probability of the first item, P(delayed ignition), is assessed to be less than 1 x 10-l for the
turbine building environment at the hydrogen distribution system, level• The la ge amount of
operating electrical equipment (e.g., pump motors, fan motors, etc.) in ,'heturbine building provides an
ignition source necessary for early ignition of the released hydrogen. At the generator floor level,
P(delayed ignition) was assessed to be less than 1 x 102., Based on discussions with INEL hydrogen
combustion experts, the leakage of high-temperature hydrogen into the ionized air surrounding the
generator would almost certainly cause immediate ignition, which results in a lower probability of delayed
ignition than at the distribution system level• Note that: P(delayed ignition) = 1 - P(ignition).

The probability of the second item, P(blast propagation), is assessed to be less than 1 x 10"l.
This takes into consideration spatial interactions (i.e., location of hydrogen sources in the turbine building
with respect to safety-related equipment) and the likelihood of the blast wave damaging redundant safety-
related equipment following zone boundary breach.

While modeling uncertainties exist between building designs, physical separation of redundant
safety equipment trains, and explosive potential, a mean estimate of 1 × 10-2 may be assumed to be

• o|

reasonable for the condlUonal probability of disabling multiple trains of safety-related equipment at the
hydrogen distribution system level. For hydrogen-initiated accident sequences at the generator floor level
in the turbine building, a mean estimate of 1 X 10-3 was assumed tO be reasonable tbr the conditional
probability stated above.
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For this analysis it is postulated that the AFW system is damaged by the hydrogen fire or
explosion. The frequencyof this event is the frequencyof turbinebuildinghydrogen fires andexplosions
thatare large enoqgh to causedamage to the AFW system. To date there have been no hydrogen-related
fires or explosions in the United States that have impacted the AFW system, lt was assumed that only
those hydrogen events that were reported as fire and/or explosions in the data base would have the
potential to have released large amountsof hydrogen(assuming early ignitiondid notoccur). Thus, these
values were used in the calculationof the large release event frequency.

The frequencies for large hydrogen release events at the two different levels in the turbine
building are calculated from the Bayesian analysis of a noninformativeprior distribution[see Equations
(1) and (2), respectively] and are:

f(H 2 large release event at distribution system level)ra = 2(1)+1 = 1.1 x 10-3/ry
2(1424 ry)

2(8) + 1 = 6.0 x 10-3/ry
flH 2 large release event at generator floor level)ra = 2(1424 ry)

The probability of F&B failure is assumed to be 4.5 'x 10"2. This F&B probability is the average
of four different F&B failure rates from different plant PRAs and is dependent almost exclusively on the
human error probabilities and not on design configurations. Table 12 lists the plants lsed and the source
of the F&B failure number.

Table 12. Various feed and bleed failure rates from PRAs.

Plant Failure Rate for F&B Source

Surry 7.1 x 10-2 NUREG-I150

Sequoyah 2.2 × 10-2 NUREG-1150

Millstone 3 7.7 x 10.2 Plant PRA

Oconee 3 1.0 x 10.2 NSAC-60

Average 4.5 x 10.2
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Given the fact that the AFW system is disabled by the delayed-ignition of the accumulated
hydrogen, the CDF (Configuration II) for this scenario is:

CDFa_'ww/ tr&B(no_eismic) = f(H2 large release event at distribution system level)P(delayed ignition

at distribution system level) P(blast propagation) P(failure to F&B)

= (1.1 x lO-3/ry) (1 x lO-i ) (1 x lO-t) (4.5 × 10-2)

= 5.0 X 10-7/ry

For the PWR case where F&B is not possible (CE plants), the F&B failure rate is set equal to
1.0. Therefore, the CDF (Configuration III) is:

CDFA_ww/otr&B(tmnseismic) = f(_tt2 large release event at distribution system level) P(delayed ignition

at distribution system level)P(blast propagation)P(faUure to F&B)

= (1.1 x lO-3/ry)(1 x lO-!) (1 x lO-1) (1.0)

= 1.1 x lO-5/ry

Since a hydrogen fire or explosion could damage the steam line, a steam line break (SLB)
scenario is investigated. As calculated earlier (Subsection 6.2.3), the frequency for ali fires and
explosions in the turbine building at the generator level is 6.0 x 10"3/ry. The conditional probability of
a fire or explosion causing a SLB is calculated from the data to be:

0+0.5
P(SLBff-I2 fire or explosion) - 8 + 1 - 0.06

Thus, the SLB initiating event frequency is 3.6 x 10-a/ry. The CDF from the hydrogen-induced SLB
initiating event is _:alculatedusing the W plant origina! PRA SLB analysis.

The hydrogen initiating event frequency is multiplied by the W base case conditional core damage
probability to get a hydrogen-induced CDF. The original mean conditional core damage probability from
SI,B is 1.02 × 104. The CDF (which applies to ali configurations) from hydrogen initiated steam line
breaks is calculated by:

CDFsLB (nota'eismic) = J(steam line break)(core melt/SLB)

= (3.6 x 10-4/ry)(1.02 × 10-4) = 3.7 × 10-a/ry
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7.3.2 Turbine Building Seismic Analysis. Another means of initiating a large fire or explosion
in the turbine building is a seismic-induced failure of the hydrogen distributk.,nsystem, lt is judged that
only a large fire or explosion could disable the AFW. lt is assumed that a seismic event would lead to
a LOSP (due to low seismic capacity ceramic insulator failure) and that the large hydrogen event would
incapacitate the main feedwater system.' The seismic hydrogen piping fragility frequency is assumed
to be the same as that analyzed for the W base case plant ir_Section 6 (i.e., 5.3 x 105/ry).

The conditional probabilityof damaging multiple safety-relatedcore cooling systems in the turbine
building due to seismic induced hydrogen system releases is assumed to be 1 x 10 .3 (see related
discussion in Subsection 7.3.1). The F&B failure rate i_;also assumed to be 4.5 x 10-_, which as noted
previously is dominated by human error a_,,dnot equipment failure. Therefore, the resulting CDF
(Configuration II) for this scenario (for a PWR with F&B capability) is:

CDFArvcw/F'&s(seismic) = f(seismic pipe failure in turbine building) P(delayed ignition at

distribution system level) P(blast propagation) P(failure to F&B)

= (5.3 x 10-5/ry)(1 x l0 -I) (1 x l0 -I ) (4.5 x 10-2)

= 2.4 × 10-S/ry

For the case where F&B is not possible (CE plant), the F&B failure rate is equal to 1. Thus, the
CDF (Configuration III)is:

CDFAFww/o F&B (seismic) = f(seismic pipe failure in turbine building)P(delayed ignition at

distribution system level) P(blast propagation) P(failure to F&B)

= (5.3 x 10-S/ry)(1 x l0 -l) (1 × l0 -l) (I.0)

= 5.3 x 10-7/ry

7.3.3 Uncertainty Analysis for Turbine Building T/DHR Scenarios. An uncertaintyanalysis
wasperformedusingtheMonteCarlosamplingcapabilityof the computercode@RISK. Table 13lists
the randomvariables,theirdistributions,andthe associatedparametersthat were used. AppendixB
containsa detailedderivationonthe hydrogeninitiatingevent(gamma)distributionsandtheconditional
probability(beta)distributions.A lognormaldistributionwasassumedfor the uncertaintydistributions
whereoperatingdatawasnotavailable.The standarddeviationvaluesfor thedelayedignitionandblast

The analysis of seismic initiated hydrogen system failures focuses primarily on seismic/hydrogen
system interactions. Seismic interactions with the offsite electrical grid are considered because virtually
ali U.S. plants are perceived to have the same vulnerability. Additionally, the proper definition of the
initiating event requires postulation of LOSP, Direct seismic interactions with other decay heat removal
systems, while an important consideration to overall risk, are not considered in this analysis because this
is beyond the scope of GSI-106 related concerns.
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Table 13. Random variables for turbine building T/DHR CDF analysis.
P

Random Variable Distribution Parameters

f(H 2 large release event at Gamma _ = 1.5
distribution system level) fl = 7.02 x 104/ry

f(seismic pipe failure) Lognormal mean = 5.3 x 105/ry
std.dev. = 1.87 x 10"/ry

P(delayed ignition lat Lognormal mean = 1 x 10"l
distribution system level) std.dev. = 2.47 x 10"l

P(blast propagation) Lognormal mean = 1 x 10t
std.dev. = 2.47 × 10l

P(F&B failure) Lognormal mean = 4.5 × 10 -2
std.dev. = l.ll × 10"l

f(H2 large release event at Gamma c_ = 8.5
generator level) fl = 7.02 x 10-4/ry

P(SLB\H 2 fire or explosion) Beta c_l = 0.5
t_2 -" 8.5

P(core melt\SLB) Lognormal mean = 1.02 x 10-4
std.dev. = 9.44 x 105

propagation probabilities comes from the assumption that the lognormal error factor is equal to 10. The
results from the T/DHR analysis are given in Subsection 7.3.7. The uncertainty analysis results are:

* Feed and Bleed available (Configuration II)

Turbine BuiMing (AFW, nonseismic)

CDFsth = 2.0 x 10-1°/ry CDFso_ = 2.0 x 10-S/r),

CDF95th = 1.I × 10-6/ry CDFmean = 6.9 x 10-7/ry

Turbine BuiMing (AFW, seismic)

CDFs_ -- 9.0 x 10-14/ry CDFso_ = 3.0 x 10-11/ry

CDF95_ - 1.3 x 10-8/ry CDFmean = 8.3 X 10-9/ry

* Steam Line Break (Ali configurations)

Turbine Building (SLB, nonseismic)

CDFs_- 9.0 x 10-11/ry CDFsoth--1.1 × 10"8/ry

CDF95_h= 1.3 x 10-7/ry CDFmean = 3.3 × 10-8/ry
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• Feed and Bleed not available (Configuration 111)

Turbine Building (AFW, nonseismic)

CDF5_ -- 2.0 x lO-airy CDFsoth -- 2.0 x lO-6/ry

CDF95a_- 3.3 x lO-5/ry CDFmean- 9.5 X lO-6/ry

Turbine Building (AFW, seismic)

CDF5_ -- 1.0 x 10-ll/ry CDF5o_ -- 2.1 x 10-9/ry

CDF95_ = 4.4 x 10-7/ry CDFmean-- 2.4 × 10-7/ry

7.3.4 Auxiliary Building Nonseismic Analysis. If a largehydrogenfire or explosionevent is
postulatedto haveoccurredinsidetheauxiliarybuilding,it will leadto a reactortrip eitherautomatically
or manually [induced by the plant operators in the control room (out of tolerance condition)]. The turbine
should trip immediately as a result of the reactor trip signal, and the AFW should start when the level
in the steam generators falls. As long as AFW is being supplied to the steam generators, secondary
cooling is ensured (there are numerous pathways for the steam to escape from the steam generators).
Core cooling will be achieved either through natural or forced circulation.

As noted previously, for W and B&W reactors, if AFW cooling should fail, the operators can
start a high pressure safety injection pump and manually open the PORVs to provide F&B cooling to the
primary system. Some CE reactors (notably the CE System 80 reactors) do not have PORVs, and thus
have no possibility of cooling the core by F&B function. Older CE reactors have at best marginal F&B
cooling capability provided it is initiated within 20 minutes of plant trip.

For this analysis it is postulated that the AFW system is damaged by a large hydrogen fire or
explosion. The frequency of this event is the frequency of auxiliary building hydrogen fires and
explosions that are large enough to cause damage to the AFW system. To date there have been no
hydrogen-related fires or explosions in the United States that have impacted the AFW system. The
frequency of hydrogen fires or explosions in the auxiliary building is 5.5 x 10-4/ry. lt was assumed that
only the reported fires and explosions in the data base would have the potential to have released large
amounts of hydrogen (assuming early ignition did not occur). Thus, the frequency of large hydrogen
release in the PAB is assumed to be equal to the frequency of hydrogen fires or explosions in the PAB.
Again, the mean conditional probability of damaging multiple safety-related systems in the auxiliary
building is assumed to be 1 × 10-2 (see Subsection 7.3.1). The F&B failure rate is assumed to be the
same (4.5 × 10-2)as calculated in Subsection 7.3.1. Therefore, the resulting CDF (Configuration VI)
for this scenario is:

CDFaFww/ee_a(nonseismic) = f(H2 large release event in PAB) P(delayed ignitiop in PAB)

P(blast propagation)P(failure to F&B)

= (5.5 × 10-4/ry)(1 × l0 -!) (1 × l0 -l ) (4.5 × 10-2)

= 2.5 × 10-7/ry
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For the PWR case where F&B is not possible, the F&B failure rate is set equal to 1.0. Thus,
the CDF (Configuration VII) is:

CDFaFww/oe&S(nonseismic) = f(H2 large release event in PCB)P(delayed ignition in PAB)

P(blast propagation)P(failure to F&B)

--(5.5 x 10-4/ry)(1 x 10-1) (1 x l0 -l) (1.0)

--5.5 × 10-6/ry

7.3.5 Auxiliary Building Seismic Analysis. A largeseismic-inducedhydrogenfire or explosion
in the auxiliary building may disable the AFW system if a plant has the AFW system in the auxiliary
building. As with the turbine buildingseismic analysis, a LOSP is postulated to occur due to the fragile
natureof the ceramic insulators. Similar to the turbinebuilding analysis, seismic induced failures of
d_ay heat removal systems and vital auxiliariesarenot postulatedbecause these issues are not associated
with GSI-106.

Again, the conditional probabilityof damaging multiple safety-related systems in the auxiliary
building is assumed to be 1 x 102. The F&B failure rate is assumed to be the same (4.5 x 10"2)as
calculated in Subsection 7.3.1 and is dominated by human error and not equipment failure. Thus, the
CDF (ConfigurationVI) for this scenario is:

CDFaFww/F&B(seismic)= f(seismic H2 pipe failure in PCB)P(delayed ignition in PAB)

P(blast propagation)P(failure to F&B)

= (5.3 x 10-5/ry)(1 x 10-1) (1 x 10-1) (4.5 x 10-2)

= 2.4 x 10-S/ry

For the PWR case where F&B is not possible, the F&B failure rate is set to 1. The CDF
(Configuration VII) is:

CDFAFww/oF_s (seismic) = f(seismic H2 pipe failure in PAB) P(delayed ignition in PAB)

P(blast propagation) P(failure to F&B)

= (5.3 x 10-5/ry)(1 x 10-l) (1 x l0 -l) (1.0)

= 5.3 × 10-7/ry

7.3.6 Uncertainty Analysis for Auxiliary Building T/DHR Scenarios. An uncertainty
analysis was performed using the Monte Carlo sampling capability of the computer code @RISK.
Table 14 lists the random variables, their distributions, and the associated parametersthat were used.
The standarddeviation values for the delayed ignitionandblast propagationprobabilitiescomes from the
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Table 14. Random variables for auxiliary building T/DHR CDF analysis.

Random Variable Distribution Parameters

f(H2 large release event in Gamma t_ = 0.5
PAB) _ = 1.09 x 103/ry

f(seismic piping failure) Lognormal mean = 5.3 x 10"S/ry
std.dev. = 1.87 x 10-3/ry

P(delayed ignition in PAB) Lognormal mean = 1 x 10l
std.dev. = 2.47 x 10l

PColast propagation) Lognormal mean = 1 x 10-l
std.dev. = 2.47 x 10-l

P(failure to F&B) Lognormal mean = 4.5 x 10°2
std.dev. = 1.11 x 10l

assumption that the lognormal error factor is equal to I0. The results of the T/DHR analysis are given
in Subsection 7.3.7.

The uncertainty analysis results for the auxiliary building T/DHR are:

• Feed and Bleed available (Configuration VI)

Auxiliary Building (AFW, nonseismic)

CDFsth = 1.0 × 10-11/ry CDFsoth = 4.0 × 10-9/ry

CDF95th = 4.8 × 10-7/ry CDFmean = 1.8 × 10-7/ry

Auxiliary Building (AFW, seismic)

CDFsth = 9.0 × 10-14/ry CDFsoth = 3.0 x 10-11/ry

CDF95th = 1.3 x 10-8/ry CDFmean = 8.3 X 10-9/ry

• Feed and Bleed not available (Configuration VII)

Auxiliary Building (AFW, nonseismic)

CDFsth = 1.0 x 10-9/ry CDFsoth = 2.0 x 10-7/ry

CDF95th = 1.8 x 10-5/ry CDFmean = 4.4 x 10-6/ry

Auxiliary Building (AFW, seismic)

CDFsth = 8.0 x 10-12/ry CDFso_ = 2.0 x 10-9/ry

CDF95th = 5.4 x 10-7/ry CDFmean = 3.4 X 10-7/ry
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7.3.7 Summary of Transients with Loss of Decay Heat Removal. For the T/DHR
analysis, two plant areas were evaluated: the turbine building and the auxiliary building. A seismic and

a nonseismic analysis were performed for both plant areas. The resulting mean values from the Monte
Carlo analysis are:

• For turbine buildings with steam line (ali configurations), the mean for the CDF analysis is."

CDFnonseismie = 3.3 × 10"S/ry

• If AFW equipment is located in the turbine building on the distribution system level, the mean
values for the CDF analysis are:

(with F&B) CDFnonseismic = 6.9 x 10"7/ry
(with F&B) CDFscismie = 8,3 × lO'9/r_E
(Configuration II) CDFtot,,1 = 7.0 x lO-7/ry

(without F&B) CDFaonseismic = 9.5 × 106/ry

(without F&B) CDFsei_mic = 2.4 x 107/ry
(Configuration III) CDFtotaI = 9.7 × 10-6/ry

• IfAFW equipment is located in the auxiliary building, the mean values for the CDF analysis are."

(with F&B) CDFnon_i,,mic = 1.8 x lO7/ry
(with FZ&B) CDF,ei_mie = 8,3 × lO'9/ry
(ConfigurationVl) CDFtotaI = 1.9 x lO7/ry

(witho,at F&B) CDFnonsei_mic = 4.4 x lO6/ry
(without F&B) CDF_eismi¢ = 3.4 x lO7/ry
(Configuration VII) CDFtota I = 4.7 x 106/ry

7.4 Transient-Induced Loss-of-Coolant Accident

7.4.1 Turbine Building Nonseismic Analysis. At one WPWR, a key portion of the component
cooling water (CCW) system (e.g., CCW h_at exchangers) is located in the turbine building. At many
PWR plants (including the base case plant), loss of CCW (caused by a large hydrogen explosion failing
CCW heat exchangers) would have serious consequences on the plant's ability to zool the reactor coolant
pump (RCP) seals. Cooling to the RCP seals is performed redundantly by CCW flow to the thermal
barrier heat exchangers, and by RCP seal injection (which is provided by the charging pumps). But loss
of CCW leads to loss of the charging pumps, so both means of cooling the RCP seals are lost if CCW

is lost. Loss of cooling to the RCP seals leads (with high probability) to failure of the RCP seals, with
a resultant small LOCA. Since the oil coolers of the HPSI pumps and the charging pumps are cooled
by CCW, loss of CCW also leads to loss of the ability to mitigate the LOCA, unless a recovery action
can be performed. Using the conditional probabilities developed in Subsection 7.3.1, The CDFs due to
hydrogen-caused seal LOCA at the two levels in the turbine building (by applicable PWR plant

configuration) are:
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• Distribution system level (Conjtguration IV)

CDFccw (nonseismic)= f(H2 large release event in turbine building at distribution system level)

P(delayed ignition at distribution system level)P(blast propagation)

-- (1.1 × 10"3/ry) (1 × l0 -l ) (1 × 10-l)

= 1.1 × 10-S/ry

• Generator',floor level (Configuration I/)

CDFccw (nonseismic) = f(H2 large release event in turbine building at generator floor level)

P(delayed ignition at generator floor level)P(blast propagation)

= (6.0 × lO-S/r),) (1 x 10-2) (1 x lO-l )

= 6.0 x lO-6/ry

7.4.2 Turbine Building Seismic Analysis. If the hydrogen system is not seismic category 1,
anothermeans of initiatinga large fire or explosion in the turbinebuilding capableof disablingCCW is
a seismic-inducedfailure of the hydrogen distributionsystem. Once again, it is judged that only an large
fire or explosion could disablethe CCW. lt is assumed thatsuch an event would also causea LOSP(due
to the low fragility ot' ceramic insulators). The seismic hydrogen piping fragility frequency is assumed
to be the same as that analyzed for the W base case plant in Section 6 (i.e., 5.3 x llYS/ry). The
conditional probability of damaging multiple safety related systems in the turbine building is assessed
similar to that in Subsection 7.3.1 (i.e., by a hydrogen event in the turbine building). The resulting
CDFs for these scenarios are:

t

• Distribution system level (Configuration IV)
I

CDFccw (seismic)= f(seismic pipe failure in turbine building) P(delayed ignition at

distribution system level)P(blast propagation)

= (5.3 x 10-S/ry)(1 x 10, _) (1 x 10-_)

= 5.3 X 10-7/ry

• Generator floor level (Configuration I/)

CDFccw (seismic) = f(seismic pipe failure in turbine buiMing) P(delayed ignition at
!

generator floor level) P(blast propagation)

-(5.3 x lO-5/ry)(1 x 10-2) (1 X lO-l)

= 5.3 X 10-S/r),
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If plant emergency diesel generatorsare containedwithin the turbine building (such as the case
for one PWR), a stationblackoutconditioncould result if an earthquake(which is assumed to also cause
a LOSP) ruptures_e hydrogen piping system, and the resultinghydrogen explosion damages the diesel
generators. Damage of the core due to a transient-inducedseal LOCA would resultunless offsite power
was restored. Assuming no immediate restoration of power (consistent with NUREG-1150 seismic
analyses29), the CDF for this scenario is:

CDFdies,l,.(seismic)-- f(seismic pipe failure in turbine building) P(delayed ignition

at distribution system level)P(blast propagation)

= (5.3 × lO=5/ry)(1 × 10-1) _1 X 10-1)

= 5.3 X lO-7/ry

The above accident scenario (e.g., diesels damaged by hydrogen explosion) is assumed to have
risk significance only if the initiator is a seismic event.

7.4.3 Uncertainty Analysis for Turbine Building T/LOCA Scenarios. An uncertainty
analysis was performed using the Monte Carlo sampling capability of the computer code @RISK. The
uncertainty distributions for the initiating event frequencies were developed from the LER data base as
described in Section 3 and Appendix B. Table 15 lists the random variables, their distributions, and the
associated parameters that were used. The standard deviation values for the delayed ignition and blast
propagation probabilities comes from the assumption that the lognormal error factor is equal to I0. This
large error factor is used to model the uncertainty inherent within the parameter. The results of the
T/LOCA analysis are given in Subsection 7.4.7.

Table 15. Random variables for turbine building T/LOCA CDF analysis.

Random Variable Distribution Parameters

f(H2 large release event at Gamma c_ = 1.5
distribution system level) fl = 7.02 × 10-4/ry

!

f(H2 large release event at Gamma c_ = 8.5
generator floor level) fl = 7.02 × 10-4/ry

f(seismic pipe failures) Lognormal mean = 5.3 × 105/ry
std.dev. = 1.87 x 10-3/ry

P(delayed ignition at Lognormal mean = 1 × 10_
distribution floor level) std.dev. = 2.47 x 10I

P(delayed ignition at generator Lognormal mean = 1 × 10-2
floor level) std.dev. = 2.47 x 10-2

P(blast propagation) Lognormal mean = 1 × 101
std.dev. = 2.47 x 10-l
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The uncertainty analysis results for the turbine building T/LOCA scenarios are:

• Turbine building distribution system level (CCW, nonselsmic) (Configuration IV)

CDFsth = 2.0 × lO-g/O, CDFsoth = 2.0 x 10-6/0,

CDFgsth = 3.3 x lO-S/ry CDFmean = 9.5 × lO-6/ry

• Turbine building distribution system level (CCW, seismic) (Configuration IV)

CDFsth = 8.0 x 10-t2/ry CDFsoth = 2.0 x 10-9/ry

CDF;sth = 5.4 x 10-7/ry CDFmean = 3.4 X 10-7/ry

• Turbine building generator floor level (CCW, nonseismic) (Configuration V)

CDFsth = 3.0 × 10-8/ry CDFsoth --8.0 x 10-T/ry

CDF95th = 2.0 x 10-S/ry CDFmean = 5.3 X 10"6/ry

• Turbine building generator floor level (CCW, seismic) (Configuration V)

CDFst h = 1.0 × 10-12/ry CDFsoth = 1.0 × 10-t°/ry

CDF95th = 4.8 × 10-S/ry CDFmear̀ = 2.0 × 10-S/ry

• Turbine building (diesels, seismic)

CDFst h = 8.0 × 10-12/ry CDFsoth = 2.0 x 10-9/ry

CDF95th -- 5.4 x 10-7/ry CDFmean = 3.4 X 10-7/ry

7.4.4 Auxiliary Building Nonseismic Analysis. Plant visits were conducted at 15 PWRs to
gather information on the configuration and characteristicsof the hydrogen gas system supplying the
VCT. After a thorough review of plant information, it was determined that a large variability _'xists
among VCT hydrogengas systems. For example, at someplants,portionsof the hydrogen supplysy,;tem
piping inside the auxiliary building are seismically anchored and welded while at other plants this pipe
is of a nonseismiccarbon steel threaded type. Some plants have excessflow check valves installed in
the hydrogen pipe supply to the VCT in order to limit the amount of hydrogen that could be introduced
inside the auxiliary building during a guillotine-type pipe break. At some plants the ventilation flow rates
and direction are designed to dilute hydrogen to less than its lower flammability limit of 4.1% by volume.
Only very few plants (3 of the 15 plants visited) employ sleeved piping for the hydrogen system inside

z
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the auxiliary building. However, the largest variability associated with the VCT hydrogen supply system
is the actual routing and length of the pipe inside the auxiliary building. The pipe length can be as low
as 15 ft or as high as 300 ft, while the routing can be'(and is) in plant areas containing vital (safety-
related) components.

Considering the large PWR population of 78 plants, a similar number of hydrogen system piping
configurations and hydrogen event scenarios can be envisioned. However, these scenarios could be
grouped (as appropriate) to reflect the changes to plant safety functions [i.e., reduced system(s)
availabilityl caused by the hydrogen fires or explosions.

If a large hydrogen fire or explosion event is postulated to have occurred inside the auxiliary
building [e.g., plant without excess flow check valves and large (over 1200 scf) hydrogen storage
facility], it will lead to a reactor trip either automatically or be manually induced by the plant operators
in the control room (out of tolerance condition). The turbine should trip immediately as a result of the
reactor trip signal, and the AFW should start when the levels in the steam generators fail. As long as
AFW is being supplied to the steam generators, secondary cooling is ensured (there are numerous
pathways for the steam to escape from the steam generators). Core cooling will be achieved either
through natural or forced circulation.

If the CCW system is located in the auxiliary building (as is the case for most PWRs), the
possibility of a reactor coolant pump seal LOCA is present given that a large hydrogen fire or explosion
damages the CCW system. If the CCW system is disabled, the reactor coolant pumps are expected to
operate for approximately 30 minutes before their seals begin to degrade. Once the pump seals fail, a
seal LOCA will occur and core damage will eventually result.

As discussed in Subsection 7.3.1, determining the probability of a large hydrogen fire or
explosion damaging multiple trains of safety-related equipment via mechanistic analysis (on a plant
specific basis) is beyond the scope of the analysis. One can develop a value based on engineering
judgment by considering the scenario required to yield a hydrogen fire or explosion of sufficient
magnitude to damage the safety system. The determination of this value would involve two things:

" Assuming a major hydrogen release, the early ignition of the hydrogen would not occur

• Given the continued accumulation and eventual delayed ignition of the leaking hydrogen,
the propagation of a blast wave or fire front throughout the auxiliary building would
proceed in such a manner that CCW fire zone boundaries are breached, damaging the
enclosed equipment.

The probability of the first item, P(delayed ignition), is assessed to be less than 1 x 10q for the
auxiliary building environment (similar to that of the turbine building distribution level). The large
number of operating electrical equipment (e.g., pump motors, fan motors, etc.) in the auxiliary building
provides an ignition source necessary for early ignition of the released hydrogen.

The probability of the second item, P(blast propagation), is assessed to be less than 1 x IIY_.
This takes into consideration spatial interactions (i.e., location of hydrogen source in the auxiliary
building with respect to safety-related equipment) and the likelihood of the blast wave damaging safety-
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related equipment following zone boundary breach. Therefore, while uncertainties clearly exist in

building designs and explosive potential, a mean value of I x 10-2 may be assumed to be reasonable for
the conditional probability of disabling multiple trains of safety-related equipment in the auxiliary
building.

The frequency for large hydrogen release events (assumed to equal the frequency of reported
hydrogen fire or explosion) in the auxiliary building is calculated from the Bayesian analysis of a
noninformative prior distribution [see Equation (l)l:

J(H2 large release event in PAB) - 2(0) +1 - 5,5 X 10-4/ry
2(917 ry)

Thus, the CDF (Configuration VIII) is (with no credit given for F&B due to the unavailability
of the high pressure safety injection pumps):

CDFccw (,,,._et_mic)= f(H2 large release event in PAB) P(delayed ignition in PAB)

P(blast propagation)

= (5,5 × 10-4/ry)(1 x l0 -l ) (1 x l0 -l )

= 5.5 × 10-6/ry

7.4.5 Auxiliary Building Seismic Analysis. Another meansof initiating a large fire or explosion
in the auxiliary building is a seismic-inducedfailure of the hydrogendistribution system. Once again, it
is judged that only an large fire or explosion could disablethe CCW. Also, it is assumedthat a seismic
event would causea LOSP.

As discussedin Subsection7.4.4, the mean conditionalprobability of damaging multiple safety
related systems in the auxiliary building is assumed to be 1 x 10r2. Therefore, the resulting CDF
(Configuration VIII) for this scenario is:

CDFccw (seismic)= f(seismic pipe failure in PAB) P(delayed ignition in PAB)

P(blast propagation)

= (5.3 × 10-5/ry)(1 × l0 -l ) (1 × l0 -t )

= 5.3 x 10-7/ry

7.4.6 Uncertainty Analysis for Auxiliary Building T/LOCA Scenarios. An uncertainty
analysis was performed using the Monte Carlo sampling capability of the computer code @RISK.
Table 16 lists the random variables, their distributions, and the associatedparameters that were used.
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The uncertainty distributions for the initiating event frequencies were developed from the LER data base

as described in Section 3 and Appendix B. The standard deviation values for the delayed ignition and
blast propagation probabilities comes from the assumption that the lognormal error factor is equal to 10.
The results of the T/LOCA analysis are given in Subsection 7.4.7.

Table 16. Random variables for auxiliary building T/LOCA CDF analysis.

Random Variable Distribution Parameters

f(H2 large release event in Gamma t_ = 0.5
PAB) /_ = 1.09 × 1003/ry

f(seismic pipe failure) Lognormal mean = 5.3 x 105/ry
std.dev. = 1.87 x lff3/ry

P(delayed ignition at Lognormal mean = 1 x i002
generator level) std.dev. = 2.47 × 1002

P(delayed ignition at Lognormal mean = 1 x 10°1

distribution system level) std.dev. = 2.47 x 100t

P(blast propagation) Lognormal mean = 1 × 100t
std.dev. = 2.47 × 10-l

The uncertainty analysis results are:

* Auxiliary building (CCW, nonseismic) (Configuration VIII)

CDF5th = 1.0 x 10-9/ry CDFsoth = 2.0 x 10-7/ry

CDF95_ = 1.8 × 10-5/ry CDFmean = 4.4 X 10-6/ry

• Afixiliary building (CCW, seismic) (Configuration VIII)

CDFs_ -- 8.0 x 10-12/ry CDFso_ = 2.0 × 10-9/ry

CDF95th = 5.4 X 10-7/ry CDFmean = 3.4 x 10-7/ry

7.4.7 Summary of Transient-Induced Loss-of-Coolant Accidents. For the T/LOCA
analysis, two plant areas were evaluated: the turbine building and the auxiliary building. A seismic and
nonseismic analysis was performed for both plant areas. The resulting mean values from the Monte Carlo
analysis are:
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• If vital equipment (such as the CCW) is located in the turbine butMtng on the distribution system
level, the mean values for the CDF analysis are:

CDFnon_ismic = 9.5 x 10"6/ry
CDF_ismic = 3.4 × 1O'7/ry
CDFtota I = 9.8 × 106/ry (Configuration IV)

• If vital equipment (such as the CCW) is located in the turbine buiMlng on the generator level, the
mean values for the CDF analysis are:

CDFnonseismic = 5.3 × lff6/ry
CDF_ismic = 2.0 × lO'S/rv
CDFtota! = 5.3 × 10"6/ry (Configuration V)

• If vital equipment (such as the CCW) is located in the primary auxiliary building, the mean values
for the CDF analysis are:

CDFnon_ismi o = 4.4 × 10"6/ry
CDF_ismic = 3.4 × 10"7/rv
CDFtota I = 4.7 × 106/ry (Configuration VIII)

• If the diesel generators are located in the turbine building on the distribution system level, the
mean valuefor the CDF analysis is:

CDFseismi e = 3.4 × 10"7/ry

7.5 Plant-Specific Hydrogen Storage Facility Analysis

The plants presented in this section were identified during the informal survey (see Subsec-
tion 7.2.2) as three examples (Plants A, B, and C) which invoked a need for more detailed risk
calculation. The following sections provides this more detailed risk assessment.

7.5.1 Hydrogen Storage Facility Explosion Analysis.

7.5. 1. 1 Plant A. This plant has a hydrogen supply for the VCT of 14,400 scf contained in
two tanks. Using the EPRI guidelines, the allowable separationdistance is about25-28 ft (assuminga
wall static pressure value of 3 psi). The main steam enclosure, the closest safety-related structure,
contains the mainsteam stop valves, main steam safety valves, MFW piping, and AFW motor-operated
valves. The actualdistance to the mainsteam enclosure is approximately30 ft. Destructionof the main
steam enclosure would cause a loss of both MFW and AFW. The top of the main steam enclosure is
constructed of sheet-metal blow-out panelsto minimize damage in the event of a steam explosion from
within the enclosure. The lower portion of the enclosure iSmade of reinforced concrete.
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Plant A is similar in design to the Wbase case plant in that most of the safety-related, nonsupport
systems have similar capacities and capabilities. Thus, upon complete loss of secondary cooling, Plant A
still has the ability to perform F&B cooling using the high pressure injection system and the PORVs.

The frequency of ali hydrogen fires or explosions is calculated from the LER database using the
Bayesian analysis of a noninformative prior distribution (see Appendix B). The frequency of events at
hydrogen storage facilities (HSF) is:

f(H 2 fires or explosions in HSF) = 2(3) + 1 = 2.5 x 10-3/ry
2(1424 ry)

The probability of loss of secondary core cooling is 0. I. This probability is based on engineering
judgment and the fact that the separation distance is right at the outer limits set by the EPRI guidelines
and the main steam enclosure is made of reinforced concrete greater than 18-in. thick. If it is assumed
that there is zero probability that the wall will be breached if the distance was greater than 30 ft, then it

is reasonable to a_sume that the probability of breaching the main steam enclosure and destroying both
the MFW and AFW equipment within should be very low at 30 ft. The failure of F&B cooling
probability is taken from Subsection 7.3.1. The CDF under these conditions becomes:

CDFma_t A = f(H2 fire or explosion in HSF) P(loss of secondary

cooling) P(failure to F&B)

= (2.5 × 10-3/ry) (0.1) (4.5 x 10-2)

= 1.1 x 10-5/ry

The uncertainty parameters (calculated using the Monte Carlo analysis in the @RISK program)
for the above calculation are: mean = 1.0 x 104, 5th = 4 x 108, 50th = 1.4 x 10-6, and 95th = 3.9
x 104.

,'

7. 5. 1.2 Plant B. At Plant B, one of the hydrogen storage locations contains 85 standard
hydrogen bottles (about 200 scf each). At least four bottles are online. These bottles are stored in a
metal shed within close proximity of the two emergency diesel generators. In between is the turbine oil

storage bay, where large quantities of turbine lube oil are stored. An explosion here has the potential
to cause extremely large fires in the area of the turbine building and diesel generator spaces. The
hydrogen storage facility, not being seismically qualified, could be ruptured by a seismic event. In
addition, the earthquake could cause a LOSP (due to the low seismic fragility of the station transformer's

ceramic insulators). The LOSP, coupled with complete damage to the emergency diesel generators,
would lead to a station blackout condition for the plant with a low probability of recovery. An estimate
of the CDF contribution for this sequence would be:
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CDFplant B = f(seismic pipe failure) P(loss of offsite power)

P(fire or explosion\SSE) P(DG damage)

= (5.3 x lO-5/ry) (1) (1) (l)

= 5.3 x lO-5/ry

This assumes that the damage from the explosion would always fail both diesel generators. This
is reasonable due to the large amount of fuel for a major fire supplied by the turbine lube oil storage bay
next to the hydrogen storage facility.

The uncertainty parameters (hand-calculated since the CDF equation has only one lognormal
variable) for the above calculation are: mean = 5.3 x 105, 5th = 1.9 × 108, 50th = 1.5 x 10"6, and
95th = 1.2 x 10 -4.

7.5.2 Hydrogen Storage Facility Leakage into Air Intakes Analysis.

7. 5. 2,. 1 Plant A. The main generator hydrogen supply is 90 ft away from the pump house
containing the essential SW pumps (closest safety-related air intakes). The pump house is constructed
of sheet metal with qo forced ventilation. The essential SW pumps are deep-well pumps with the pumps
down in the sump and the motors at ground level. The loss of SW would mean a loss of the ultimate heat
sink for most of the safety-related systems, including the motor-driven AFW pump trains and the safety
injection systems.

For a catastrophic leak from the hydrogen storage facility to be a risk concern, the rmcombusted
hydrogen cloud would have to drift over to the essential SW pump house and enter the pump house in
sufficient concentration to be exploded by an ignition source.such as a pump motor. The er.plosion would
have to render enough essential SW pumps inoperable to cause insufficient cooling water flow to
necessary safety-related equipment. This transient is typically addressed in the plant's off-normal
operating procedures. Actions in these procedures to restore cooling water flow or reduce the impact of
the loss of flow usually include isolation of nonessential loads, staggering the operation of running
equipment, or cross-connecting to other sources of cooling water such as the fire protection system. In
many configurations, the turbine-driven AFW pump does not depend on any support systems tbr cooling
and, therefore, is available.

The frequency of having a catastrophic hydrogen leak (with no fire or explosion) is based on no
reported occurrences of leaks in over 1424 hydrogen storage facility years of operation. The probability
of an explosion in the pump house is given a value of 0.5. This implies that half the time that a leak
occurs that the wind conditions, leak rate from the hydrogen storage facility, and hydrogen gas dispersion
rate are such l_hatthe hydrogen cloud is ignited and explodes in the pump house, lt was assumed that
if such an explosion did occur, then ali pumps would be made inoperable (with a failure probability of
1.0). qhe failure of the turbine-driven AFW train was that used in the W base case PWR plant analysis
for the failure of the turbine-driven pump train. The probability of failing to recover from the loss of
SW is assumed to be dominated by failure of the plant operators to take the appropriate actions, since
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other water sources, electrical power, and ali other needed support should be available. With the
operators focused :on getting cooling water back and the time available due to the operating AFW train,
a human failure probability of 1 x 10-2 was deemed appropriate.

An expression of the CDF for this sequence is:

CDFetant ,4 = f(H2 leak)P(explosionVeak)P(damage to ali

pumps)P(turbine AFW failure)P(non-recovery)

= (3.5 x 10-4/ry) (0.5) (1) (0.014) (1.0 × 10 -2)

= 2.5 x 10-a/ry

The uncertainty parameters (calculated using the Monte Carlo analysis in the @RISK program)
for the above CDF are: mean = 6.1 x 10-8,5th =6 x I0ln,50th = 1.1 × l0 -s, and95th= 2.9 x
10-7"

7. 5. 2. 2 Plant B. The close proximity of the hydrogen storage facility to the diesel generators
poses a potential for hydrogen leakage into the diesel generator spaces. The resultant explosion would
have the same impacts as described for explosion of the hydrogen storage facility itself.

A leak from the hydrogen storage facility would generate a hydrogen cloud that could escape
from the metal shed around the storage facility. This cloud could then travel along the front or over the
top of the diesel generator spaces. Most likely this cloud would continue on until it dissipated to very
low hydrogen concentrations because there is no forced ventilation into the diesel generator spaces unless
the diesel generators are running. The only time that the loss of the diesel generators would be important
is during a LOSP.

The frequency of having a catastrophic hydrogen leak (with no fire or explosion) is based on
no incidents in over 1424.hydrogen storage facility years. The frequency for the LOSP came from the

NUREG-1150 analysis for Zion. The mean rate for the LOSP was found to be 0.0_8 per year (from
NUREG-1150). This frequency was then used in the Poisson distribution to obtain the probability of
having a LOSP during a one-year mission time. From the Poisson distribution, this probability of LOSP
was found to be 0.075.

The probability of an explosion assumes that the hydrogen cloud is equally likely to go toward
the diesel generator spaces as away from them (a 50-50 chance). If the cloud goes toward the diesel
generators it is assumed that an explosion will occur and both diesel generators will be destroyed. Thus,
the only way to keep the core from damage is to recover offsite power before the station batteries deplete
or the turbine-driven AFW pump train fails. The NUREG-1150 offsite power curve for Zion shows a
six-hour value of 0.05 for failure to recover offsite power. The six-hour value assumes that the LOSP

and the hydrogen explosion would occur simultaneously. Any time between the LOSP and the hydrogen
explosion gives that much more time for the recovery of offsite power.
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An estimate for the CDF from this sequence is:

CDFelant B = f(H2 leak)P(LOSP)P(fire or explosion\leak)

P(no offsite power recovery)

= (3.5 x lo-4/ry)(0.075)(0.5) (0.05)

= 6.6 x 10-7/ry

The uncertainty parameters (calculated using the Monte Carlo analysis in the @RISK program)
for the above CDF are: mean = 6.9 × 10"7, 5th = 4 x J09, 50th = 7.5 × 107, and 95th = 2.9 ×
10-5.

7. 5.2.3 Plant C. The hydrogen storage facility at Plant C consists of a tube trailer with
110,000 scf of hydrogen in 10 tubes at 2500 psig. lt is located about 140-180 ft away from the 4160-V
switchgear area ventilation intake, which is partially protected by the startup transformer. Loss of the
4160-V switchgear room will cause a loss of most safety-related equipment. Important exceptions are
the diesel generators and the turbine-driven AFW pump. A point estimate of the CDF for this sequence
is:

CDFpla'ntc = f(H2 leak) P(explosion\leak) P(damage to ali

electrical equipment)P(turbine driven AFW failure)

= (3.5 × 10-4/ry) (0.5) (1.0) (0.014)

= 2.5 x 10-6/ry

The frequency of having a catastrophic hydrogen leak (with no fire or explosion) is based on no
reported occurrences of leaks in over 1424 hydrogen storage facility years of operation. The probability
of an explosion in the pump house is given a value of 0.5. This implies that half the time that a leak
occurs that the wind conditions, leak rate from the storage facility, and hydrogen gas dispersion rate are
such that the hydrogen cloud is ignited and explodes in the switchgear room. lt was assumed that if such
an explosion did occur, thea ali safety-related equipment except the diesel generators and turbine-driven
AFW pump would be made inoperable (with a f_iilure probability of 1.0). The failure of the turbine-

driven AFW train was that used in the Zion PRA for a turbine-driven pump train with dc power
available.

The uncertainty parameters (calculated using the Monte Carlo analysis in the @RISK program)
tbr the above CDF are: mean = 2.6 × 106, 5th = 3 x 10"9, 50th = 5.8 × 10"7, and 95th = 1.2 x
10-5.
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7.6 Summary of Plant Generic Analyses

The possible hydrogen accident scenarios have been grouped into 11 different PWR configurations
(including three different hydrogen storage facility configurations). Table 17 lists the different
configurations (excluding the hydrogen storage facility configurations), the plant applicabilities, the
important hydrogen accident scenarios corresponding to eac_ configuration, and the calculated CDF for
each configuration.

Table 17. Genericplant configurations.

Important Accident Scenarios CDF
Configuration Plant Applicability Applicable to Configuration (per ry)

I Ali PWRs with AFW and vital T/DHR a 3.4 x 10s

equipment outside of turbine and T/LOCA b
auxiliary buildings

II Babcock & Wilcox and Westinghouse T/DHR 7.3 × 10- 7

with AFW in turbine building (Feed and bleed credited)
distribution system level

III Combustion Engineering with AFW in T/DHR 9.4 x 10-6
turbine building distribution system (Feed & bleed not credited)
level

IV Ali PWRs with vital equipment in T/LOCA 9.4 X 10 -6

turbine building distribution system (Station ac blackout, or loss of
level CCW, SW)

V Ali PWRs with vital equipment in T/LOCA 5.2 × 10-6
turbine building generator floor level (Station ac blackout, or loss of

CCW, SW)

VI Babcock & Wilcox and Westinghouse T/DHR 2.0 × 10-7

with AFW in auxiliary building (Feed and bleed credited)

VII Combustion Engineering with AFW in T/DHR 4.7 x 10-6
auxiliary building (Feed and bleed not credited)

VIII Ali PWRs with vital equipment in T/LOCA 4.7 X 10 -6

auxiliary building (Loss of CCW, SW)

a T/DHR means "transient-induced loss of decay heat removal."
b T/LOCA means "transient-induced loss-of-coolant accident. '°
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8. COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

To assess the cost effectiveness of a particular plant alternative, a dollar-to-person-rem averted

ratio (DPR) is generated. A value of $1000 per person-rem is used by the NRC as an upper bound in
deciding whether corrective measures may be appropriate. The DPR is calculated as cost of alternative
divided by the offsite person-rem averted:

DPR - cost of alternative
offsite person-rem averted

When onsite averted costs (OSAC) (i.e., potential reduction of onsite accident costs) are included
as a cost offset in the expression for the DPR, the ratio becomes:

DPR - cost of alternative - onsite averted cost
offsite person-rem averted

The cost/benefit analysis is comprehensive and follows the guidelines of NUREG/CR-3568, 41 A
Handbook for Value-Impact Assessment, and NUREG/CR-4627, Revision 2, Generic Cost Estimates. 42

8.1 Alternatives Considered

Alternatives are considered for the turbine building, auxiliary building, and hydrogen storage
facility. For each of these plant areas, three alternatives were considered.

8.1.1 Alternatives Considered for the Turbine Building. Three alternatives t't_rthe turbine
building hydrogen distribution systemwere identified in Subsection5.9. They include:

Alternative 1: Install an excess flow check valve on the hydrogen line header and a check valve
on the hydrogen supply line at the generator. This hydrogen system alternative would require the
placement of one excess flow check valve just downstream of the pressure regulator, and one check valve
on the hydrogen supply line at the generator. If properly sized, an excess flow check valve would limit

the amount of hydrogen released due to a pipe break to a concentration level easily dissipated, either by
outside air or by building ventilation. The check valve on the hydrogen line at the generator will prevent
backflow out of the generator given a hydrogen supply line pipe break.

Alternative 2: Periodic hydrogen makeup to the generator. This hydrogen system alternative
would require changing plant procedures to allow periodic hydrogen makeup to the generator. This
procedure was estimated to be an approximately l/2-hour task tor two people each day. This alternative
would allow the isolation of the hydrogen supply from the turbine building to the generator for the
remaining 23-I/2 hours of the day.
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Alternative 3: Ertclose the safety-related equipment in a blast-proof structure. This hydrogen
system alternative is for those plants whose turbine building configuration is considered at higher risk
from hydrogen-initiated events, lt includes the cost of the engineering evaluation and the cost of
performance of a alternative identified by the evaluation.

8.1.2 Alternatives Considered for the Auxiliary Building. Three alternatives for theauxiliary
building hydrogen distribution systemwere identified in Subsection5.9. They include:

Alternative 1: Install an excess flow check valve in the hydrogen supply line leading to the VCT.

This hydrogen system alternative would require the placement of one excess flow check valve (sized for
150% of the maximum daily hydrogen flow) downstream of the pressure regulator in the hydrogen
distribution line for the VCT. The excess flow check valve (if properly sized) would restrict hydrogen
flow out of a broken line to a level that could be easily dissipated by the building ventilation.

Alternative 2: Limit the hydrogen supply to a three 250-scf hydrogen storage facility for the

VCT. This hydrogen system alternative would require the removal of three of the six existing 250-scf
hydrogen tanks present in the auxiliary building and the removal of the supply piping connection to the
main hydrogen storage facility. The three remaining 250-scf tank would be reconnected to form a limited
supply day tank for the VCT. Limiting the amount of hydrogen in the auxiliary building would reduce
the potential of a hydrogen storage facility emptying a large volume of hydrogen inside safety-related
structures.

Alternative 3: Periodic hydrogen makeup to VCT. This hydrogen system alternative would
require changing plant procedures to allow periodic hydrogen makeup to the VCT. This procedure was
estimated to be an approximately l/2-hour task for two people each day. This alternative would allow
the isolation of the hydrogen supply from the auxiliary building to the VCT for the remaining 23-1/2
hours of the day.

8.1.3 Alternatives Considered for the Hydrogen Storage Facility. Three alternatives for
the hydrogen storage facility distribution system were identified in Subsection 5.9. They include:

Alternative 1: Relocate the hydrogen storage facility to a distance within EPRI NP-5283-SR-A

guidelines. 12 This hydrogen system alternative would relocate the hydrogen storage facility to a distance
meeting EPRI NP-5283-SR-A safe separation criteria. This would eliminate any potential of damage to

safety-related equipment presently located near the hydrogen storage facility.

Alternative 2: Install a hydrogen blast wave deflection shield. This hydrogen system alternative
would install a blast wave deflection shield. By deflecting the blast wave from a hydrogen detonation,
a blast shield can greatly lessen the blast impact.

Alternative 3: Install hydrogen analyzer-actuated air intake louvers. This hydrogen system
alternative would require the installation of automatic shutters controlled by hydrogen analyzers. This
alternative would eliminate the ingress of a flammable (or detonable) hydrogen mixture into safety-related
structures via air intake pathways.
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8.2 Core Damage Frequency Results

In Sections 6 and 7 of this report, the hydrogen-initiated CDF contributions tbr the base case
plant and other generic PWR plant configurations were calculated. These represent the CDF contribution
before any plant alternatives (e.g., hardware and procedural changes) are implemented.

Configuration I accident scenarios are characterized by a hydrogen event (at the generator floor
level) leading to a general plant transient or a steam line break. As discussed in Subsection 7.1,
hydrogen-caused plant transients cannot be prevented (unless the hydrogen is eliminated from being used
in plant operations) and main steam lines cannot be shielded from potential hydrogen detonations.
Therefore, it was assumed that the risk associated with the Configuration I accident scenarios constitutes
the base-line risk (3.4 x 10S/ry) and cannot be eliminated by any of the considered alternatives.

Each alternative implemented results in a reduction in the total accident sequence CDF. The
change in CDF (or delta CDF) is the original accident sequence CDF (before CDF) minus the CDF after
(CDF after) the alternative is implemented. The resultant delta CDF is multiplied by the consequences
(or offsite release) to get the total offsite dose. Subsection 8.3 discusses how total offsite dose values
were subsequently utilized in the cost/benefit analysis. Table 18 presents the CDFs for the various
configurations and the delta CDFs for each configuration, which result after implementation of an
applicable alternative. The numbers in this table are the calculated mean values from the uncertainty
analyses performed in Sections 6 and 7.

8.2.1 Delta CDF for Turbine Building Alternatives

Alternative 1: Installing an excess flow check valve on the hydrogen line header would limit the
amount of hydrogen released due to a pipe break to a concentration level easily dissipated, and check
valve on the hydrogen supply line at the generator would prevent backflow out of the generator given a
hydrogen supply line pipe break. Therefore, this alternative would reduce the contribution to risk from
Configurations II, III, and IV, and from the base case plant configuration. The hydrogen risk due to
general transient and SLB would remain for ali four configurations (3.4 × 10S/ry). The delta CDF after
implementation of this alternative represents the removal of the potential for damage to the AFW system
in Configurations II and III, and of the potential for T/LOCA in Configuration IV. lt would not reduce
the risk due to Configuration V.

Alternativk 2: Periodic hydrogen makeup to the generator would allow the isolation of the
hydrogen supply from the turbine building to the generator for the remaining 23-1/2 hours of the day.
Therefore this alternative would reduce the contribution to risk from Configurations II, III, and IV, and
from the base case plant configuration. The hydrogen risk due to general transient and SLB would
remain for ali four configurations (3.4 × 10-S/ry). The delta CDF after implementation of this alternative
represents the removal of the potential for damage to the AFW system in Configurations II and III, and
of the potential for T/LOCA in Configuration IV. lt would not reduce the risk due to Configuration V.

Alternative 3: Enclose the safety-related equipment in a blast-proof structure. This hydrogen
system alternative is for those plants whose turbine building configuration is considered at higher risk
from hydrogen-initiated events. This alternative could potential reduce the contribution to risk from
Configurations II, III, IV, and V, and from the base case plant configuration. The hydrogen risk due
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to general transient and SLB would remain Ibr ali five configurations (3.4 x 10S/ry). The delta CDF
after implementation of this alternative should represent the removal of the potential for damage to the
AFW system in Configurations II and II1, and of the potential for T/LOCA in Configurations IV and V.

8.2.2 Delta CDF for Auxiliary Building Alternatives

Alternative I: Installing an excess flow check valve in the hydrogen supply line leading to the
VCT would restrict hydrogen flow out of a broken line to a level easily dissipated by the building
ventilation. Therefore, this alternative would reduce the contribution to risk from Configurations VI, Vll,
and VIII. The hydrogen risk due to general transient and SLB would remain for ali three configuratioas
(3.4 × 10S/ry). The delta CDF after implementation of this alternative represents the removal of the
potential for damage to the AFW system in Configurations VI and VII, and of the potential for T/LOCA
in Configuration VIII.

Alternative 2: Limiting the hydrogen supply to a three 250-scf hydrogen storage facility for the
VCT would reduce the potential of a hydrogen storage facility emptying its hydrogen volume inside
safety-related structures. Therefore, this alternative would reduce the contribution to risk from
Configurations VI, VII, and VIII. The hydrogen risk due to general transient and SLB would remain for
ali three configurations (3.4 x 10S/ry). The delta CDF after implementation of this alternative
represents the removal of the potential for damage to the AFW system in Configurations VI and VII, and
of the potential for T/LOCA in Configuration VIII.

Alternative 3: Periodic hydrogen makeup to VCT would allow the isolation of the hydrogen
supply from the auxiliary building to the VCT for the remaining 23-1/2 hours of the day. Therefore this
alternative would reduce the contribution to risk from Configurations VI, VII, and VIII. The hydrogen
risk due to general transient and SLB would remain for ali three configurations (3.4 x 10a/ry). The
delta CDF after implementation of this alternative represents the removal of the potential tbr damage to
the AFW system in Configurations VI and VII, and of the potential for T/LOCA in Configuration VIII.

8.2.3 Delta CDF for the Hydrogen Storage Facility Alternatives

Alternative 1: This hydrogen system alternative would relocate the hydrogen steeragefacility to
a distance meeting EPRI NP-5283-SR-A safe separation criteria. This alternative should eliminate the
risk of a hydrogen explosion damage to nearby safety-related equipment and damage resulting from
hydrogen leakage into air intakes for both Plants A and B. The CDF after Alternative 1 is negligible.
Plant C's hydrogen storage facility was located at a safe distance from safety-related equipment (for
explosion effects), and therefore Alternative 1 was not considered.

Alternative 2: This hydrogen system alternative would install a blast wave deflection shield. By
deflecting the blast wave from a hydrogen detonation, a blast shield would reduce the risk of damaging
safety-related equipment presently located near the hydrogen storage facility for Plant A. However, this
will not eliminate the risk associated with hydrogen leakage into air intakes (6.1 x 10S/ry). The physical
configuration of the hydrogen storage facility of Plant B does not allow for Alternative 2 to be
implemented (i.e., hydrogen gas cylinders located adjacent to building wall). Plant C's hydrogen storage
facility was located at a safe distance from safety-related equipment (for explosion effects) and therefore
Alternative 2 was not considered.
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Alternative 3: This hydrogen system alternative would require the installation of automatic
shutters controlled by hydrogen analyzers. This would eliminate the risk due to leakage of a flammable
(or detonable) hydrogen mixture into safety-related structures via air intake pathways for Plants A, B,
and C. However, for Plants A and B this will not eliminate the risk associated with hydrogen explosion
damage to nearby safety-related equipment (1.0 x 10-5/ryand 5.3 x 105/ry, respectively). Since Plant
C's hydrogen storage facility was located at a safe distance from safety-related equipment (for explosion
effects) the CDF after Alternative 3 for this plant is negligible.

8.3 Consequence Analysis

The methddology employed in this consequence analysis is similar to that used in the NRC-
sponsored Adequacy of Decay Heat Removal Studies for Unresolved Safety Issue A-45. 43 To convert
the calculated delta CDF to an offsite dose, a simple functional containment event tree was used. The

generic PWR containment event tree (CET) from that study is shown in Figure 15. The three
containment functions (shown on the CET as top events) are:

Z = overpressure prevention function

C2 = radiation removal function using sprays

F' = radiation removal function using spray recirculation.

The event tree has six end states depending on the success or failure of the three functions (i.e.,
top events). Success or failure of the overpressure protection is plant specific, but is a function of the
status of the fan coolers, the containment spray pumps, and the containment spray recirculation pumps.

I--I Z [ C2 [ F' I I SEQ# I SEQUENCE

,
2 /z/c2F'
3 /zc2

I 4 z/c2/F'5 z/c2 '
6 ZC2

Figure 15. Generic PWR containme=t event tree.
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The CET is used as follows. First, each accident sequence contributing to the CDF is mapped
to one or more of the end-state branches (containment systems sequences) of the CET (e.g., Z/C2F',
ZC2). Each CF_T containment systems sequence is then assigned to a specific release category
corresponding to a specific containment failure mode (with its own timing and mode of release of fission

products). This assignment of CET sequences is performed using values presented in Table 19. Each
containment failure mode (e.g., or,/$) has a probability associated with a particular containment systems
sequence. Under each probability, a release category (numbered 1 to 7) is found. For each sequence,
the containment failure mode probability associated with the release category is multiplied by the
appropriate source term factor presented in Table 20. This yields an individual offsite dose per event
value. Summing ali the offsite dose per event values calculated will then yield a total offsite dose per
event. To calculate the total offsite dose (person-rem per year), the CDF mapped to that containment
systems sequence must be multiplied by the total offsite dose per event.

Table 19. PWR accident sequence to release category mapping.

Containment Failure Mode with

Containment Special Probability and Release Category
Systems Conditions

Sequence (core melt) ot /_ TSe _e

1 x 104 2 X 10.3 1.4 X 10.2 1.8 X 10"l 2.5 X 10"l

/Z/C2/F' 1 5 3 5 7

EMa 1 × 10.4 2 × 10"3 ' 1.4 x 10-2 1.8 ><101 2.5 x 10"!

/Z/C2F' 1 5 3 4 6

LM b 1 x 10-4 2 x 10"3 1.4 x 10 .2 1.8 x 10 "1 2.5 x 10 "1

1 4 2 3 6

1 X 10-4 2 × 10.3 1.4 × 10"2 1.8 X 10t 2.5 × 10"1

/ZC2 1 4 2 3 6

1 × 10-4 2 x 10 "3 1.4 x 10"2 1.8 x 10 "i 2.5 x 10 "1

Z/C2/F' 1 5 3 5 7

EMa 1 x 10-4 2 × 10.3 1.4 x 10.2 1.8 x I0 "1 2.5 x 10l

Z/C2F' 1 5 3 4 6

LM b I × 10.4 2 × 10.3 1.4 × I0"2 1.8 X I0"I 2.5 × I0"I

1 4 2 3 6

1 x 10-4 2 x 10.3 1.4 x 10.2 1.8 x 10-I 2.5 x 10-I
ZC2 l 4 2 3 6

a. EM = early core damage
b. LM = late core damage
Italicized numbers are the release category (see Table 20).
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Table 20. Conditional consequences values.

Lower Bound Source Best Estimate Source Upper Bound Source
Term Population Dose Term Population Dose Term Population Dose

Release within 50 miles within 50 miles within 50 miles
Category (person-rem) (person-rem) (person-rem)

1 1.2 x 106 2.2 x 106 2.6 x 106

2 1.6 x 106 2.4 x 106 3.5 x 106

3 1.0 x lO6 1.8 × 106 3.1 x 106

4 3.7 x 105 7.5 x 105 1.5 x 106

5 1.3 x 105 2.8 x 105 6.4 x 105

6 2.2 x 104 4.1 x 104 9.6 x 104

7 1.2 x 104 1.3 × 104 1.4 x 104

The lower bound, baseline, and upperbound source term factors were derived from more detailed
studies of containment failure and release and are used as generic estimates for a "typical" PWR as
described in NUREG/CR-4762.43 In NUREG/CR-4762, the estimates of the fission product releases were
used to calculate the potential consequences. Th,e NUREG/CR-4762 supplied three sets of Calculations
of Reactor Accident Consequences Version 2 computer code (CRAC) results for the source term as shown
in Table 19. These are the integrated doses (in person-rem) received by the population around the plant
after an accident, integrated out to a distance of 50 miles.

Using the methodology presented above, the ZC2 containment systems sequence of the CET total
best estimate dose over 20 years was calculated to be 7.39 x 106person-rem. The best estimate of the
total of?site dose reduction due to implementation of an alternative is obtained by multiplying the best
estimate dose over 20 years by the delta CDF for that alternative from Table 18. The calculated dose
reductions for the alternatives considered are presented in Table 21.

For the uncertainty analysis, the yearly population dose parameters were found to be 209,000
person-rem, 370,000 person-rem, and 635,000 person-rem, for lower bound, best estimate, and upper
bound, respectively. The yearly dose numbers are multiplied by the calculated mean of the delta CDF.
The resulting person-rem per year, modeled with a triangular distribution (see Subsection 8.8), are then
multiplied by the remaining lifetime of the reactor, which for riffsstudy is assumed to be 20 years.

8.4 0nsite Averted Costs

In addition to the costs associated with the alternative, the potential reduction of onsite accident
costs as a cost offset was evaluated. A Handbook for Value-Impact Assessment 41was used as the reference
for this evaluation. This reference calculates the OSAC using the following equation:

Vop = NU(Fo-FN)
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where

Vop = cost of avoided onsite property damage (OSAC)

N = number of affected facilities

U = present worth of onsite property damage given a release

Fo - original CDF (base case)

F N = CDF afi,er implementing an opt!on.

Table 21. Total offsite dose by PWR configuration (person-rem for 20-year PWR plant lifetime).

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3
Offsite Dose Offsite Dose Offsite Dose

Configuration (person-rem) (person-rem) (person-rem)
'.

Base Case Plant 5.0 5.0 5.0

Turbine Building Alternatives

II 5.2 5.2 5.2

III 69 69 69

IV 69 69 69

V N/A N/A 38

Auxiliary Building Alternatives

VI 1.4 1.4 1.4

VII 34 34 34

VIII 34 34 34

Hydrogen Storage Facility Alternatives

Plant A 74 74 0.45

Plant B 390 N/A 5.1

Plant C N/A N/A 19
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The present worth of onsite property damage given a release, U, is calculated by"

U = C[(e-rt_)/r2][l-e-r(t/-t')](l-e-rra)
m

where

C = cleanup, repair, and replacement power costs
I

tf = years remaining until end of plant life

t i = years before reactor begins operation

m = period of time over which damage costs are paid out

r = discount rate (for 10%, r= 0.10).

When an uncertainty in the calculation e'? Vopis considered, it is appropriate to calculate a low,
best, and high estimate for the worth of U. ql_ese values can then be multiplied by the delta CDF to
yield a low, best, and high cost for Vop. The cost handbook 41recommends low, best, and high estimate
values for input to calculating U (percent value of onsite property damage given a release) as follows:

C = Low--S1,035 x 106

Best--S1,650 x 106

High--S4,950 x 106

m = Low--7.5 years

Best--10 years

High-- 10 years

r = 0.10

tf = 20 ry

ti = 0 ry.

A Handbook for Value-lmpact Assessment 41 states that "the quantity, U, must be interpreted
carefully to avoid misunderstandings, lt does not represent the expected onsite property damage due to
a single accident. Rather, it is the present value of a stream of potential losses extending over the
remaining lifetime of the reactor. Thus, it reflects the expected loss due to a sin?qleaccident; the
possibility that such an accident could occur, with some small probability, at any time over the remaining
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reactor life; and the effects of discounting these potential future losses to present value. When the
quantity, U, is multiplied by the accident frequency, the result is the expected loss over the reactor life,
discounted to present value."

The low, best, and high present onsite property damage costs (including cleanup cost,
repair/refurbishment cost, and replacement energy cost) given a release were calculated and are presented
below:

Low estimate of U = $6.3 x 109/severe accident event

Best estimate of U = $9.0 x 109/severe accident event

High estimate of U = $2.7 x 101°/severe accident event.

For this study, the OSAC was calculated using the delta CDF (from Table 17) for each plant
configuration for each applicable alternative considered. The calculated mean delta CDFs were multiplied
by the low, best, and high estimates of U values shown above to yield the low, best, and high OSAC as
shown in Table 22.

8.5 Cost Estimating Methodology

This subsection presents the general methodology used in performing the cost analysis for the
hydrogen system alternatives considered. This involved an initial design evaluation of the alternative
considered, identification of equipment and materials necessary for each alternative, and an assessment
of the work area within the plant in which each alternative would take place. Ali plant cost estimates are
presented in 1991 dollars and represent implementation costs for the specific improvement and any
recurring costs associated with each plant alternative.

8.5.1 Assumptions. The following general assumptions were made in developing cost estimates for
the alternatives considered:

= Alternatives will be made during normal plant operations or during scheduled shutdowns
such that no replacement energy costs will be incurred by the utility

* Socioeconomic impacts will be considered minimal (since the changes only entail
relatively simple hardware changes) and will not be included as an increment of cost

* Although equipment/component locations for an alternative are specific to the reference
plant, the environmental factors chosen to estimate worker productivity reductions are
ap,oropriate for the entire PWR plant population.
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8.5.2 Cost Categories Considered. Ali costswere computedusingFORECAST2.144 and were
basedon the inputprovidedby the costanalyst. Thecostanalyseswerelimitedto the following:

• Cost of equipment, materials, and structures

* Installation and removal costs (where applicable) and associated overhead

• Engineering and quality assurance costs

• Radiationexposurecosts

• Health physics support costs

• Licensee costs for rewriting procedures, staff training, and other technical subtasks

• Licensee recurring costs

• NRC implementation costs associated with the review of the plant alternatives

• NRC recurring costs

• Onsite averted costs that represent the averted onsite property damages, including
allowances for cleanup, repair, and replacement energy costs.

The following subsection explains the overall methodology and parameters used by FORECAST
2.1 in the cost derivation.

8.5.3 Key Cost Parameters.

8.5.3. 1 Labor and Equipment/Materials Costs. The Energy EconomicData Base
(EEDB)4446built into the FORECAST 2. I code provided the basis for the equipment/material cost and
labor estimate. The EEDB incorporates "as-built" cost information (both material unit cost and
installation labor hours) for nuclear plant construction activities. Additionally, for operating nuclear
power plants there are a number of workplace characteristics that significantly reduce the level of
productivity and thus increase the number of labor hours required to accomplished a task. These
characteristics, discussed in detail in FORECAST 2.1, 44 include access, congestion and interference,
radiation, task management, etc. Since EEDB reflects only new (or "as-built") plant conditions, the
installation and/or removal labor hours were adjusted to properly consider actual conditions existing at
operating nuclear plants.

The total labor costs associated with the alternatives considered include overhead charges to
account for contractor management, administrative support, rent, insurance, etc.
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8. 5.3.2 Engineering and Quality Assurance/Control Costs. Engineering and quality
assurance costs reflect the cost of engineering and design, as well as quality assurance/control (QA/QC)
activities associated with implementing the requirements. For requirements affecting structures/systems

already in place (operating plants) the guidelines of Abstract 6.4 of Generic Cost Estimates, 42 recommend
a 25% engineering and QA/QC factor be applied to the direct cost (i.e., labor and materials cost but
without any overhead charges). Ali cost estimates developed in this study include this engineering and

QA/QC cost component when applicable.

8. 5. 3. 3 Radiation Exposure. Worker radiation exposure estimates were derived based on

guidelines presented in Abstract 4.3 of Generic Cost Estimates. 42 The collective radiation exposure
associated with the implementation of a alternative considered is estimated by taking the product of the
in-field labor hours necessary to perform the task and the work area dose rate associated with that

particular task.

8.5.3.4 Health Physics Support Costs. Health physics requirements for the alternative

considered were developed based on information and guidelines presented in Abstract 2.1.6 of Generic
Cost Estimates. 42 Two factors were considered: the size of the work crew and the magnitude of the
radiation field. The plant health physics personnel perform radiological surveys that are conducted

throughout the tL_ae required to perform the alternative, staff radiological checkpoints, set up anti-
contamination clothing removal areas, as well as determine badging requirements.

8.5.3.5 Other Licensee Costs. Other costs incurred by tiae utility as a result of

implementing the alternatives considered included the costs of re-writing procedures, training the staff
(both maintenance and operations), and changing recordkeeping or reporting requirements. For each of
the above-stated cost categories, the costs were derived following the guidelines presented in Abstracts

2.2.2, 2.2.3, and 2.2.4, respectively, of Reference 42.

8.5.4 NRC Costs. NRC implementation costs account for such one-time NRC activities as

developing inspection guidelines and procedures, ensuring compliance with the regulatory action, and
other technical tasks. Cost for NRC recurring operation includes periodic inspections of nuclear facilities

to ensure compliance with regulations and standards.
i

8.5.5 Cost Estimating Uncertainty. The areas of uncertainty associated with the cost estimating

model for this study included the following"

• Labor rate variations due to plant site location

• Contingency allowance

• Variability of in-plant work environment conditions

• Licensee procedural/administrative/analytical cost

• NRC procedural/administrative/analytical cost

• Discount rate variation in the recurring cost module.
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Each cost estimate was evaluated to determine ali areas of uncertainty applicable. Specific
numerical values were used for each individual cost analysis. However, the following general
assumptions were made:

• Labor rate variations due to plant site location are a consideration when calculating labor
costs. The assumed labor rate variation was as follows: best estimate is 100% of the
labor cost, the high cost estimate is 112%, and the Iow cost estimate is 88%. This
accounts for the geographic variability in labor rates.

• "l;he contingency factor provides the user with a means for including an allowance for
uncertainty and cost variations at the summary cost level. A contingency percentage can
be applied to some or ali of the applicable licensee cost categories (i.e., physical
alternative costs, replacement energy costs, recurring costs and procedural/analytical
costs) and for NRC recurring and procedural/analytical costs. A 10% contingency factor
was assumed applicable to cost categories for the high cost estimate. For the best
estimate and low estimate, no contingency factor was applied.

• The working environment characteristics are reflected in the labor productivity factor.
Radiation, congestion, and access and handling conditions in the area where the
alternative is being performed increase the amount of time spent for that task. For the
best estimate cost calculation, the labor productivity factor for typical work conditions
(as derived by the FORECAST 2.1 code) was used. A labor productivity factor for an
environment reflecting less radiation and congestion was used for the low cost estimate
calculation. Conversely, a higher value for the labor productivity factor, (an environment
reflecting more radiation and congestion) was used for the high cost estimate calculation.

• The licensee procedural/administrative/analytical cost module in FORECAST 2.1 allows
alternatives to reflect uncertainty in the following cost categories: technical specification
change, writing procedures, staff training,, recordkeeping and other technical costs. In
the case of the technical specification change, writing procedures and recordkeeping the
FORECAST 2.1 package allows a change from "simple" to "complex" depending on the
plant specific situation. The value developed tor the simple change is used for the low
cost estimate and the value developed for the complex change is used for the high cost
estimate. For both, the staff training _indother technical costs, uncertainty is reflected
by varying the number of students and/or hours required for the training/evaluation. For
example, training costs will be greater in those plants with additional operators needing
training (e.g., five operator teams versus six teams in other plants).

• The NRC procedural/administrative/analytical cost module in FORECAST 2.1 allows
alternatives to reflect uncertainty in the following cost categories: implementation and
other technical costs. For the low, best, and high cost estimate calculations, implementa-
tion and other technical costs were modified by varying the staff hours and/or hourlyrate.
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* In the recurring cost modules for the licensee and the NRC, ali future costs considered
(e.g., maintenance and testing costs) are discounted to reflect the present value using the
high and low discount rates chosen. The defaults used are a 10% rate, appropriate for
the low cost estimate, and a 5% rate, appropriate for the best cost estimate. No present
value discounting rate was used for the high cost estimate.

8.6 Plant Alternative Cost Estimate

In Subsection 8.1, several alternatives considered for the hydrogen distribution systems were
identified. The alternatives are relisted below to aid in following the cost analysis.

8.6.1 Alternatives Considered for the Turbine Building. Three alternativesfor the turbine
building hydrogen distribution system were identified in Subsection 8.1. They are:

* Install an excess flow check valve on the hydrogen line header and a check valve on the
hydrogen supply line at the generator (Alternative 1)

, Periodic hydrogen makeup to the generator (Alternative 2)
I

. Enclose the safety-related equipment in a blast-proof structure (Alternative 3).

8. 6. 1.1 Alternative 1 - Installation of Valves. The hydrogensystemalternativewould
require the placement of one excess flow check valve just downstream of the pressure regulator, and one
check valve on the hydrogen supply line at the generator. The excess flow check valve will be sized to
allow only that amount of hydrogen for normal daily operation (between 600 and 1000 scf/day). For the
initial generator purge and fill process, a supply line containing a removable spool piece, bypassing the
excess flow check valve (downstream of the pressure regulator), will be installed. If properly sized, an
excess flow check valve would limit the amount of hydrogen released due to a pipe break to a
concentration level easily dissipated, either by outside air or by building ventilation. The check valve
on the hydrogen line at the generator will prevent backflow out of the generator given a hydrogen supply
line pipe break.

The cost of flow check valve is approximately $870 each, and the average cost of the removal
spool piece and associated piping, is approximately $1000. lt was estimated to require 2 person-
days/valve or spool for installation (1 person-day/valve or spool for a welder and 1 person-day/valve or
spool for a fitter). The hourly labor rate from the EEDB data base in FORECAST 2.1 was used.
Licensee recurring costs include $500/year for test and maintenance. Ali cost were adjusted according
to the workplace characteristics and included overhead charges.

In this study, the cost estimates associated with the NRC were primarily derived from guidelines
and input provided in NUREG/CR-35684t and NUREG/CR-4627, Rev. 2.42 For NRC one-time
activities, the best cost estimate assumed that the NRC implementation costs per plant would include 5
person-hours to develop guidelines, and 2 person-days for initial plant inspection. For NRC recurring
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costs, it was assumed that 1 person-day per year was necessary per plant for review and inspection of
plant operation and maintenance activities.

A low, best, and high range of cost estimates were developed following the guidelines described
in Subsection 8.5. Table 23 shows the cost breakdown for this alternative. The total cost values are
$14,600 for the low estimate, $19,900 for the best estimate, and $32,100 for the high estimate. This is
a range difference from the low to the high cost estimate of $17,500. A r0ain contributor to this
difference is the contingency factor (10% included in the high cost e_timate), and the discount rate
included in the recurring costs (see Subsection 8.5.5).

Table 23. Turbine building Alternative 1 cost breakdown.

. Cost Estimate

Category Low Best High
($) ($) ($)

Material and hardware cost 2,000 2,000 2,000

Installation labor 2,900 3,100 3,700

Engineering/QA costs 900 900 1,000

Licensee procedural/analytical 1,000 1,500 2,000

Licensee contingency N/A N/A 900

Total licensee one-time cost 6,800 7,500 9,600

Total licensee recurring cost 4,500 7,000 12,900

Total NRC one-time cost 500 1,000 1,800

Total NRC recurring cost 2,800 4,400 7,800

Total (without onsite averted cost) 14,600 19,900 32,100

8. 6. 1.2 Alternative 2 - Periodic Hydrogen Makeup to the Generator. Alternative 2
would require changing plant procedures to allow periodic hydrogen makeup to the generator. This
procedure was estimated to be an approximately 1/2-hour task for two people each day. This alternative
would allow the isolation of the hydrogen supply from the turbine building to the generator for the
remaining 23-1/2 hours of the day.

For licensee procedural and analytical activities, the best cost estimate included the costs of a
routine operating procedure write-up, $1000 for routine recordkeeping, and staff training (10 students
with two hours classroom and two hours on the job training). For NRC one-time activities, the best cost
estimated that the NRC technical cost per plant would include 40 person-hours.
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The licensee recurring cost, due to the change in operating procedures, is the largest contributor
to the total cost analysis. This alternative would require a yearly licensee recurring cost of 256 hours
(1 person-hour per day × 365 days per year × 0.70 plant availability factor) for the remaining plant life
(20 years). The best estimate for this cost are calculated in FORECAST 2.1 to reflect the labor
productivity factors inherent in this area of the PAB.

A low, best, and high range of cost estimates was developed for Alternative 2 following the
guidelines described in Subsection 8.5. Table 24 shows the cost breakdown for this alternative. The total
cost values are: $65,800 for the low estimate, $106,100 for the best estimate, and $220,000 for the high
estimate. This is a range difference from the low t9 the high cost estimate of $154,200. A main
contributor to this differences is the contingency factor (10% included in the high cost estimate), the
discount rate applied to recurring costs, and the change from a simple to complex operation procedure
rewrite (see Subsection 8.5.5).

Table 24. Turbine building Alternative 2 cost breakdown.

Cost Estimate

Category Low Best High
($) ($) ($)

Licensee procedural/analytical 2,900 3,800 22,500

Licensee contingency 0 0 2,300

Total licensee one-time cost 2,900 3,800 24,800

Total licensee recurring cost 62,000 100,500 191,900

Total NRC one-time cost 900 1,800 3,300

Total NRC recurring cost N/A N/A N/A

Total (without onsite averted cost) 65,800 106,100 220,000

8. 6. 1.3 Alternative 3 - Enclose Safety-Related Equipment. This alternative is for
those plants whose turbine building configuration is considered at higher risk from hydrogen-initiated
events. The turbine building plant configurations were identified in Section 7 of this report. The
contribution to CDF varies from 9.4 × 10-6/ry to less than 3.4 × 10"S/ry,depending on the turbine
building accident scenario. This alternative includes the cost of a plant specific $100,000 engineering
evaluation of the risk inherent to safety-related equipment and the cost of the implementation of an
alternative to reduce risk. To reduce CDF 10S/yr, it is justifiable to spend a maximum cost of $200,000.
To reduce CDF 104/ry, it is justifiable to spend a maximum of $2 million, lt is anticipated that for those
plant configurations considered at the higher risk (in the range of 104/ry), that the alternative would have
a best cost estimate of 1 million dollars.
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The low, best, and high cost estimate breakdown for this alternative is done on an order of
magnitude scale, due to the potential differences in plant configurations and contribution to risk. This
resulted in a low estimate of $100,000 and a high estimate of $10 million as shown in Table 25.

Table 25. Turbine building Alternative 3 cost breakdown.

Cost Estimate

Category Low Best High
($) ($) ($)

I

Engineering costs 10,000 100,C(_0 1,000,000

Alternative costs 100,000 1,000,000 10,000,000

Total (without onsite averted cost) 110,000 1,100,000 11,000,000

8.6.2 Alternatives Considered for the Auxiliary Building. Three alternatives for the
auxiliary building hydrogen distribution system were identified. They are:

• Install an excess flow check valve in the hydrogen supply line leading to the VCT
(Alternative 1)

• Limit the hydrogen supply to a three 250-scf hydrogen storage facility for the VCT
(Alternative 2)

• Periodic hydrogen makeup to VCT (Alternative 3).

8.6.2. 1 Alternative 1 - Excess Flow Check Valve. The hydrogen system alternative
would require the placement of one excess flow check valve (sized for 150% of the maximum daily
hydrogenflow) downstreamof the pressureregulator in the hydrogendistributionline for the VCT. The
excessflow check valve (if properly sized) would restrict hydrogen flow out of a broken line to a level
easily dissipatedby the building ventila.tion.

The average cost of one excessflow check valve is approximately$870 and was estimatedto
require 2 person-day/valvefor installation(1 person-day/valve for a welder and 1 person-day/valvefor
a fitter). The hourly labor rate from the EEDB data base in FORECAST 2.1 was used. Recurring
licenseecostsinclude 10 person-hours/year for testand maintenance. Ali cost were adjustedaccording
to the workplace characteristicsand includedoverheadcharges.

For the bestcost estimate, a minimum healthphysics cost increment($100 per plant) is included,
sincearea radiologicalsurveysandother health physics activitiesstill have to be performed even though
this alternativewill be performed in an area of minimal exposure.
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In this study, the cost estimates associated with the NRC were primarily derived from guidelines
and input provided ixJ NUREG/CR-356841 and NUREG/CR-4627, Rev. 2.42 For NRC one-time
activities, the best cost estimate assumed that the NRC implementation co.stsper plant would include 5
person-hours to develop guidelines, and 1 person-day for initial plant inspection. For NRC recurring
costs, it was assumed that 1 person-day per year was necessary per plant; for review and inspection of
plant operation and maintenance activities.

A low, best, and high range of cost estimates were developed for Alternative 1 following the
guidelines described in Subsection 8.5. Table 26 shows the cost breakdown for this alternative. The total
cost values are: $9,000 for the low estimate, $12,300 for the best estimate and $20,700 for the high
estimate. This is a range difference from the low to the high cost estimate of $11,700. A main
contributor to these differences is the contingency factor .(10% included in the high cost estimate: see
Subsection 8.5.5).

Table 26. Auxiliary building Alternative 1 cost breakdown.

Cost Estimate

Category Low Best High
(S) ($) ($)

Material and hardware cost 900 900 900

Installation labor 1,300 1,400 1,600

Engineering/QA costs 400 400 400

Health physics costs 0 100 300

Licensee procedural/anal ytical 800 1,000 1,300

Licensee contingency N/A N/A 500

Total licensee one-time cost 3,400 3,800 5,000

Total licensee recurring cost 2,400 3,600 6,700

Total NRC one-time cost 400 600 1,100

Total NRC recurring cost 2,800 4,300 7,900

Total (without onsite averted cost) 9,000 12,300 20,700

8. 6. 2. 2 Alternative 2 - Limiting Hydrogen Tank Supply. Alternative2 would require
the removalof threeof thesix existing250-scfhydrogentankspresentin the auxiliarybuildingandthe
removalof the supplypipingconnectionto the mainhydrogenstoragefacility. Thethreeremaining250-
scf tankwouldbe reconnectedto forma limitedsupplyday tankfor theVCT. Limiting the amountof
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hydrogen in the auxiliary building would reduce the potential of a hydrogen storage facility emptying its
hydrogen volume inside safety-related structures.

The removal of three tanks offline and the removal of the connection with the main hydrogen
storage facility were estimated to require 8 and 4 person-hours of labor, respectively. The reconfigura-
tion of the remaining three tanks online, including hookup to the existing pressure reducing station and
pressure regulator, was estimated to require 48 person-hours. The hourly labor rate from the EEDB data
base in FORECAST 2.1 was used. Ali cost were adjusted according to the workplace characteristics and
included overhead charges. Recurring costs were not included, since existing hookup already requires
test and maintenance.

For the best cost estimate, a minimum health physics cost increment ($600 per plant) is included,
since area radiological surveys and other health physics activities still have to be performed even though
this alternative will be performed in an area of minimal exposure.

For licensee procedural and analytical activities, the best cost estimate assumed that it would
require one routine operating procedure to be written, and a $1000 for routine recordkeeping procedures.
For NRC one-time activities, the best cost estimate assumed that the NRC technical costs per plant would
include 40 person-hours. No NRC recurring costs were applied.

A low, best, and high range of cost estimates was developed for Alternative 2 following the
guidelines described in Subsection 8.5. Table 27 shows the cost breakdown for this alternative. The total

cost values are: $6,400 Ibr the low estimate, $8,800 for the best estimate and $30,600 for the high
estimate. This is a range difference from the low to the high cost estimate of $24,200. A main
contributor to this differences is the contingency factor (10% included in the high cost estimate), and the
change from a simple to complex operation procedure rewrite (see Subsection 8.5.5).

8.6.2.3 Alternative 3 - Periodic Hydrogen Makeup to the VCT. Alternative 3
would require changing plant procedures to allow periodic hydrogen makeup to the VCT. This procedure
was estimated to be an approximately I/2-hour task for two people each day. This alternative would
allow the isolation of the hydrogen supply from the auxiliary building to the VCT for the remaining 23-
1/2 hours of the day.

For licensee procedural and analytical activities, the best cost estimate included the costs of a
routine operating procedure write-up, $1000 for routine recordkeeping, and staff training (10 students
with two hours classroom and two hours on the job training). For NRC one-time activities, the best cost
estimated that the NRC technical cost per plant would include 40 person-hours.

The licensee recurring cost, due to the change in operating procedures, is the largest contributor
to the total cost analysis. This alternative would require a yearly licensee recurring cost of 256 hours
(1 person-hour per day x 365 days per year x 0.70 plant availability factor) for the remaining plant life
(20 years). The best estimate for this cost is calculated in FORECAST 2.1 to reflect the labor
productivity factors inherent in this area of the PAB.
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Table 27. AuxiliarybuildingAlternative2 costbreakdown.

CostEstimate

Category Low Best High
(s) ($) (S)

Installationlabor 2,900 3,600 3,600

Removal labor 200 300 300

Engineering/QA costs 400 500 500

Health-physics costs 0 600 600

Licensee procedural/analytical 2,000 2,000 19,800

Licensee contingency N/A N/A 2,500

Total licensee one-time _ost 5,500 7,000 27,300

Total licensee recnrring cost N/A N/A N/A

Total NRC one-time cost 900 1,800 3,300

Total NRC recurring cost N/A N/A N/A

Total (without onsite averted cost) 6,400 8,800 30,600

A low, best, and high range of cost estimates was developed, for Alternative 3 following the
guidelines described in Subsection 8.5. Table 28 shows the cost breakdown for this alternative. The total
cost values are: $65,800 for the low estimate, $106,100 for the best estimate, and $220,000 for the high
estimate. Th's is a range difference from the low to the high cost estimate of $154,200. A main

, contributor to this differences is the contingency factor (10% included in the high cost estimate), the
discount rate applied to recurring costs, and the change from a simple to complex operation procedure
rewrite (see Subsection 8.5.5).

8.6.3 Alternatives Considered for the Hydrogen Storage Facility. Three alternatives for
the hydrogen storage facility distribution system were identified in Subsection 8.1. They are:

• Relocate the hydrogen storage facility to a distance within EPRI NP-5283-SR-A
guidelines (Alternative 1)

® Install a hydrogen blast wave deflection shield (Alternative 2)

= • Install hydrogen analyzer-actuated air inteke louvers (Alternative 3).
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Table 28. Auxiliary buildingAlternative3 costbreakdown.

Cost Estimate

Category Low Best High
($) ($) ($)

I

Lic,_:_seeprocedural/analytical 2,900 3,800 22,500

Licensee contingency 0 0 2,300

Total licensee one-time cost 2,900 3,800 24,800

Total licensee recurring cost 62,000 100,500 191,900

Total NRC one-time cost 900 1,800 3,300

Total NRC recurring cost N/A N/A N/A

Total (without onsite averted cost) 65,800 106,100 220,000

8.6.3. 1 Alternative 1 - Relocation of Hydrogen Storage Facility. Alternative 1
would relocate the hydrogen storage facility. Moving the hydrogen storage facility to a distance meeting
EPRI NP-5283-SR-A safe separation criteria would eliminate any potential of damage to safety-related
equipment presently located near the hydrogen storage facility. The low and best cost estimates for this
alternative are thi_actual cost of the completed alternative, as incurred recently at two PWRs. The low
and best costs do not include a cost breakdown. The breakdown for high cost estimate was developed
from the EEDB data base in FORECAST 2.1. The high cost was estimated to include $25,000 for site
hardware and equipment cost (it is assumed that the old hydrogen storage facility hydrogen vessels,
associated manifolds, and pressure reducing stations are reutilized), and $727,700 for installation labor.
No removal labor was considered. The engineering and QA/QC costs were added at 25% of the direct
costs as described in Subsection 8.5. No health physics or radioactive waste disposal costs were included.
The licensee procedural/analytical costs included 80 person-hours for other technical assistance. NRC
one-time costs were estimated to be $2,000. A contingency factor of 10% was added to the analysis and
no recurring costs were considered. The summary of this cost analysis is shown in Table 29.

8. 6.3.2 Alternative 2 - Installation of Blast Wave Deflection Shields.

Alternative 2 describes the installation of a blast wave deflection shield. By deflecting the blast wave
from a hydrogen d¢tonation, a blast shield can greatly lessen the blast impact. The major cost of this
alternative is the engineering evaluation which will be required to maximize placement of the shield. The
deflection shield itself will be a 10-ft-high by 20-ft-long brick wall on a concrete pad.

For the purpose of this study it was determined that it would require 86 person-hours of labor
to build the shield wall and 14 person-hours to construct the concrete pad. No removal or waste disposal
activity is necessary. A cost of $1200 was designated for the barrier material consisting of 225 blocks
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Table 29. Hydrogen storage facility Alternative 1 cost breakdown.

Cost Estimate

Category Low Best High
(S) (S) ($)

Material and hardware cost N/A N/A 24,800

Installation Labor N/A N/A 727,700

Engineering/QA costs N/A N/A 97,100

Licensee procedural/analytical N/A N/A 5,000

Licensee contin_gency N/A N/A 85,500

Total licensee one-time cost 400,000 500,000 940,100

Total licensee recurring cost N/A N/A N/A

Total NRC one-time cost N/A N/A 2,000

Total NRC recurring cost N/A N/A N/A

Total (without onsite averted cost) 400,000 500,000 942,100

(8 × 16 × 12 in.). A 25% engineering/quality assurance cost was calculated: lt was determined that
the alternative would require 16 person-hours for technical costs. The NRC cost included 8 technical
staff person-hours.

The low and high cost estimates were developed using the methodology described in
Subsection 8.5. Table 30 sliows the cost breakdown for this alternative. The total cost values are:
$12,600 for the low estimate, $14,000 for the best estimate, and $17,500 for the high estimate. This is
a range difference from the low to the high cost estimate of $4,900. A main contributor to these
differences is the contingency factor (10% included in the high cost estimate: see Subsection 8.5.5).

8. 6. 3. 3 Alternative 3 - Installation of Automatic Shutters. Alternative 3 proposes
the installationof automaticshutterscontrolledby hydrogenanalyzers.Thisalternativewouldnotallow
the ingress of a flammable hydrogen mixture into safety-related structures via air intake pathways.

As described in Section 7, some hydrogen storage facility accident scenarios are significant CDF
contributors. The contribution to CDF can be as high as 1.5 × 10-3/ry depending on the hydrogen
storage facility location related to safety-related i_quipment. To reduce the CDF 105/yr, it is justifiable
to spend a maximum cost of $200,000. To reduce to CDF 10-4/ry, it is justifiable to spend a maximum
of $2 million.
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Table 30. Hydrogen storage facility Alternative 2 cost breakdown.

Cost Estimate

Category Low Best High
($) ($) ($)

Material and hardware cost 2,700 2,700 2,700

Installation labor 6,000 6,800 7,600

Engineering/QA costs 2,900 3,100 3,300

Licensee procedural/analytical 800 1,000 1,500

Licensee contingency N/A N/A 1,500

Total licensee one-time cost 12,400 13,600 16,600

Total licensee recurring cost N/A N/A N/A

Total NRC one-time cost 200 400 900

Total NRC recurring cost N/A N/A N/A

Total (without onsite averted cost) 12,600 14,000 17,500

This cost analysis uses an order of magnitude cost estimate technique due to the great range of
difference in hydrogen storage facility location and subsequent contribution to CDF from plant to plant.
The low, best, and high cost breakdown for this alternative are done on an order of magnitude scale.
As shown in Table 31, these resulted in a low cost estimate of $10,000, a best cost estimate of $100,000,
and a high cost estimate of $1 million.

Table 31. Hydrogen storage facility Alternative 3 cost breakdown.

Cost Estimate

I

Category Low Best High
(S) (S) ($)

Licensee costs 10,000 100,000 1,000,000

Total (withoutonsite averted cost) 10,000 100,000 1,000,000
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8.7 Total Cost Results

NRC policy recommends inclusion of the onsite averted cost. As stated in the introduction to
Subsection 8.4, the OSAC is a cost offset in the cost/benefit equation. The best estimate costs, with the
best OSAC included, are shown in Table 32. Some of the OSACs are larger than the cost estimates for
the alternative, and thus, the resulting cost estimates are negative numbers (i.e., a cost savings).

Table 32. Cost of modifications minus OSACs (point estimates).

Configuration Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3
(S) (S) ($)

Base Case Plant, 13,800 100,000 1,100,000

Turbine Building Alternatives

II 14,000 100,000 1,100,000

III -65,000 22,000 1,000,000

IV -65,000 22,000 1,000,000

V N/A N/A 1,000,000

Auxiliary Building Alternatives

VI 11,000 7,100 100,000

VII -29,000 -33,000 65,000

VIII -29,000 -33,000 65,000

Hydrogen Storage Facility Alternatives

Plant A 410,000 -76,000 99,000

Plant B 23,000 N/A 94,000

Plant C N/A N/A 76,000

8.8 Cost/Benefit Uncertainty Discussion

The Handbook for Value-Impact Assessment 41 states that the estimation and presentation of
uncertainties are vital parts of a value-impact assessment. The PRA Procedures Guide 21 and
NUREG/CR-519747 discuss the two contributors to uncertainty" the model uncertainty and the data

uncertainty. The model uncertainty is related to the model's accuracy and completeness for core damage
sequence, containment failure, and consequence. Only the data uncertainty was addressed in this analysis.

Data uncertainty is important to any analysis of this type. If only the point estimate results are
given, much information about the data is lost and an unjustified opinion about the precision of the result
may occur. The larger the standard error or the statistical confidence intervals, the less reliable the point
estimate becomes. The distribution of the data also communicates a greater amount of information for
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the decision-making process than the point estimates alone. For the cost/benefit uncertainty analysis, both
the uncertainty in the cost estimate calculations and the uncertainty in the benefit calculations were
addressed.

In earlier sections of this report, a' distribution for each parameter value was reported. The
distribution of a value in an analysis illustrates the fact that variables are not precisely known and have
an associated uncdrtainty. Sustaining the uncertainty throughout the analysis allows the analyst to
adequately present the uncertainty inherent to the final cost/benefit model.

The cost/benefit ratio uncertainty is calculated using the DPR equations shown in the introduction
to Section 8. A DPR ratio was calculated for both equations, including and excluding the OSAC. The
@RISK computer program Was used for evaluation of the uncertainty in the cost/benefit analysis. Each
of the random variables in a relationship is represented by,a specific distribution function. The @RISK
program uses a Monte Carlo sampling method to determine a resultant cost/benefit distribution by random
sampling, over many iterations, of the contribution risk and cost data distribution functions. Input to the
@RISK program included: the cost (the cost of the alternative), the benefit (offsite person-rem averted)
and the OSAC.

The cost variable was modeled using a triangular distribution with the low, best, and high value
(see Subsection 8.6) as input. The cost value is represented in @RISK by a triangular distribution
function. The triangular distribution is used in cost applications where only three points, a low, best, and
high cost estimate are known. When sampled, ali the cost values will lie in a range from the low cost
estimate to the high cost estimate.

As discussed in lSubsection 8.3, the benefit values are calculated, by multiplying the delta CDF
by its associated consequence. The delta CDF is the original CDF minus the core damage after the
alternative and is represented by a lognormal distribution. The delta CDF distributions are presented in
the uncertainty analysis in Section 7. As discussed in Subsection 8.3, the yearly population dose
parameters are: low) 209,000 person-rem, best) 370,000 person-rem, and high) 634,000 person-rem.
The uncertainty for the yearly dose number is modeled with a triangular distribution and is then
multiplied by the remaining plant lifetime (20 years) and by the delta CDF distribution to obtain the
benefit (offsite person-rem averted).

The OSAC is calculated by multiplying the point estimate delta CDF by the low, best, and high
estimates of U values to develop a triangular distribution as discussed in Subsection 8.4 and presented
in Table 22. This triangular distribution is maintained in the final DPR ratio analysis.

8.9 Uncertainty Analysis Results

The cost, benefit, and OSAC uncertainty distribution are entered in the final DPR ratio
calculations (with and without OSAC) as shown in the introduction to Section 8. The results of the DPR
ratio (with and without OSAC) uncertainty analyses are shown in Table 33 and 34. The resulting DPR
ratio distribution graphs are presented in Appendix F.
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Table 35 presents a summary of the cumulative distribution results, which can be interpreted as
follows: Configuration III, Alternative 1 (without OSAC), has a 44% chance that its DPR will be less
than 1000 S/person-rem, and a 56% chance that its DPR will be greater than 1000 S/person-rem, and
Configuration III, Alternative 1 (with OSAC), has a 100% chance that its DPR ratio is less than 1000
S/person-rem, and a 0% chance that its DPR will be greater than 1000 S/person-rem. In this case
including the OSAC in the DPR makes the ratio a negative number. In such situations the DPR will
always less than 1000.
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Table 35. Cost/benefituncertaintyresults.
With OSAC Without OSAC

Percent Percent Percent : Percent
Configuration Alternative

Probability Probability Probability Probability
< 1000 > 1,000 < 1,000 > 1,000

(S/person-rem) (S/person-rem) (S/person-rem) (S/person-rem)
' Base"Ease l lo 90 5 95

2 < 1 >.99 < 1 >99

3 0 100 O 100

II 1 8 92 4 96

2 1 99 < 1 > 99
3 O 100 0 100

III 1 100 O 44 56

2 69 31 12 88
3 < 1 >99 < 1 >99

IV 1 100 0 44 56

2 69 31 12 88
3 < 1 >99 < 1 >99

V 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A

2 N/A N/A N/A N/A
3 < 1 >99 < 1 >99

VI 1 3 97 2 98

2 3 97 2 98
3 < 1 >99 < 1 >99

VII 1 100 0 33 67
2 100 0 33 67

3 17 83 6 94

VIII 1 100 0 33 67

2 100 O 33 67
3 17 83 6 94

Plant A 1 3 97 2 98

2 100 0 54 46
3 0 100 0 100

Plant B 1 74 26 7 93

2 N/A N/A N/A N/A
3 < 1 >99 < 1 >99

Plant C l N/A N/A N/A N/A

2 N/A N/A N/A N/A

3 4 96 2 98
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report documents the risk analysis of highly combustible gases (predominantly hydrogen)
in PWRs. To conduct the base case risk assessment, a prototypical plant configuration was analyzed.
The plant chosen for this study was a W four-loop PWR that went into commercial operation in 1974.
This choice was based on the availability of a completed Level III PRA with a fire analysis, and an NSSS
design that represented a large fraction of the PWR population.

To address different reactor vendor designs and balance of plant arrangements, the base case PRA
analysis was supplemented with a series of sensitivity analyses.

The technical findings of this evaluation are summarized for both the qualitative and quantitative
aspects of this generic issue:

• Based on a screening analysis and other considerations, station batteries, portable gas
bottle storage areas, and gaseous waste systems pose a negligible level of risk when
compared to other sources.

• Based on the base case W plant analysis, the effects of hydrogen releases and subsequent
burnsare relativelysmall contributorsto theoverall core meltrisk. Table 36 summarizes
the full power (Mode l) base case core melt frequencies (mean values) due to internal
events, seismic events, fires, etc., and the additionalcore melt frequency due to various
hydrogen release scenarios. As discussed in Appendix C, the considerationof hydrogen
release during reactor shutdown (Modes 2-5) are not expected to be significant to risk
because of a numberof operationalconsiderations.

• The relatively low base case CDF risk is attributed to the following features:

- The location of the AFW system away from possible hydrogen sources.

- The feasibility of F&B core cooling in the event AFW became unavailable.

- The location of vital support systems or auxiliaries (diesels, component cooling
water, service water) in different locations away from possible hydrogen sources.

The quantity of hydrogen that can empty inside the auxiliary building is limited.

• Recognizing the specific issues that caused the low risk for the base case analysis, it was
possible to identify different reactor vendor design features and balance of plant
equipment arrangements that would pose significantly larger risks. These include:

PWR plants with the AFW system physically located in the turbine building or
auxiliary building.
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Table 36. Comparison of base case analysis results.

Document Scenarios CDF (/ry)

Internal events 7.9 x l0 s

Seismic events 7.7 x l0 6

Licensee's PRA Fire events 1.4 x I0s

High winds 3.6 x 105

Total 1.4 x 10.4

This base case study H2 fire/explosions 7.1 x 10-7

- CE PWRs that have either marginal or no capabilities of using F&B core cooling
in the event AFW becomes unavailable.

- PWR plants with either diesels, component cooling water, or other vital support
systems located near major potential hydrogen sources.

• The generic configuration (revisedbased case) CDF risk associated with hydrogen release
scenarios for the above design features are summarized in Table 37. These risks are
clearly larger than found in the W base case analysis.

• To address the hydrogen-related risks, a number of possible alternatives were considered.
,Theseincluded:

Turbine Building Alternatives

Alternative 1" Install an excess flow check valve on the hydrogen line header and a
check valve on the hydrogen supply line at the generator. This hydrogen system
alternative would require the placement of one excess flow check valve just downstream
of the pressure regulator, and one check valve on the hydrogen supply line at the
generator. If properly sized, an excess flow check valve would limit the amount of
hydrogen released due to a pipe break to a concentration level easily dissipated, either
by outside air or by building ventilation. The check valve on the hydrogen line at the
generator will prevent backflow out of the generator given a hydrogen supply line pipe
break.

Alternative 2: Periodic hydrogen makeup to the generator, This hydrogen system
alternative would require changing plant procedures to allow periodic hydrogen makeup
to the generator. This procedure was estimated to be an approximately l/2-hour task for
two people each day. This alternative would allow the isolation of the hydrogen supply
from the turbine building to the generator for the remaining 23-1/2 hours of the day.
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Table 37. Generic plant configurations.

Important Accident CDF

Configuration Plant Applicability Scenarios (per ry)
Applicable to Configuration

I Ali PWRs with AFW and vital T/DHR a 3.4 x 108

equipment outside of turbine and T/LOCA b
auxiliary buildings

II Babcock & Wilcox and Westinghouse T/DHR 7.3 X l0 "7

w_th AFW in turbine building (Feed and bleed credited)

distribution system level

III Combustion Engineering with AFW in T/DHR 9.4 x l06
turbine building distribution system (Feed and bleed not credited)
level

IV Ali PWRs with vital equipment in T/LOCA 9.4 x l06
turbine building distribution system (Station ac blackout, or loss
level of CCW, SW)

V Ali PWRs with vital equipment in T/LOCA 5.2 x l06
turbine building generator floor level (Station ac blackout, or loss

, ofCCW, SW)

VI Babcock & Wilcox and Westinghouse T/DHR 2.0 x 10-7
with AFW in auxiliary building (Feed and bleed credited)

VII Combustion Engineering with AFW in T/DHR 4.7 x 10-6
..... auxiliary building (Feed and bleed not credited)

' VIII Ali PWRs with vital equipment in T/LOCA 4.7 x 10-6

auxiliary building (Loss of CCW, SW)

a T/DHR means "transient-induced loss of decay heat removal."
b T/LOCA means "transient-induced loss-of-coolant accident."

Alternative 3: Enclose the safety-related equipment in a blast-proof structure. This
hydrogen system alternative is for those plants whose turbine building configuration is
considered at higher risk from hydrogen-initiated events, lt includes the cost of the
engineering evaluation and the cost of performance of a alternative identified by the
evaluation.

Auxiliary Building Alternatives

Alternative 1: Install an excess flow check valve in the hydrogen supply line leading to
the VCT. This hydrogen system alternative would require the placement of one excess
flow check v',dve (sized for 150% of the maximum daily hydrogen flow) downstream of

!
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the pressure regulator in the hydrogen distribution line for the VCT. The excess flow
check valve (if properly sized) would restrict hydrogen flow out of a broken line to a
level that could be easily dissipated by the building ventilation.

Alternative 2: Limit the hydrogen supply to a three 250-scf hydrogen storage facility
for the VCT. This hydrogen system alternativewould require the removalof three of the
six existing 250-scf hydrogen tanks present in the auxiliary building and the removal of
the supplypiping connection to the mainhydrogenstorage facility. The three remaining
250-scf tank would be reconnected to form a limited supply day tank for the VCT.
Limiting the amountof hydrogen in the auxiliary building would reduce the potentialof
a hydrogen storage facility emptying a large volume of hydrogen inside safety-related
structure,s.

Alternative 3: Periodic hydrogen makeupto VCT. This hydrogen system alternative
wouldrequirechanging plant proceduresto allow periodic hydrogen makeupto the VCT.
This procedurewas estimated to be an approximately l/2-hour task for two people each
day. This alternativewouldallow the isolationof the hydrogen supplyfrom the auxiliary
building to the VCT for the remaining 23-1/2 hours of the day.

Hydrogen Storage Facility Alternatives

Alternative 1: Relocate the ogen storage facility to a distance within EPRI NP-5283-SR-
A guidelines, le This hydrogen system alternative would relocate the hydrogen storage
facility to a distance meeting EPRI NP-5283-SR-A safe separation criteria. This would
eliminate any potential of damage to safety-related equipment presently located near the
hydrogen storage facility.

Alternative 2: Install a hydrogen blast wave deflection shield. This hydrogen system
alternativewould installa blast wavedeflection shield. By deflecting the blast wave from
a hydrogen detonation, a blast shield can greatly lessen the blast impact.

,,
i

Alternative 3' Install hydrogen analyzer-actuatedair intake louvers. This hydrogen
system alternative would require the installation of automatic shutters controlled by
hydrogen analyzers. This alternative would eliminate the ingress of a flammable (or
detonable)hydrogen mixture into safety-related str.;ctures via air intakepathways.

• When averted onsite costs were factored into the cost/benefit analysis, DPR results were
obtained. Table 38 presents these DPR values. A negative DPR value for an alternative
considered indicates an overall cost saving. Table 39 presents the DPR values for the
case where the averted onsite costs were not factored into the cost/benefit analysis.
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APPENDIX A

REPORTS OF HYDROGEN EXPERIENCE
AT COMMERCIAL REACTORS
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Table A-1. PWR/BWR hydrogen event data--offgas system

Event Plant Event Effected
Plant Name Occurrence Status Type° System Comments

Oyster Creek 08/01/77 E Offgas Augmented offgas system
explosion

Millstone 1 12/13/77 89% E Offgas Blown stack loop seals, frozen
fill line-welding equipment and
level switch ep cause explosion

Brunswick 2 04/01/76 C Offgas Catalyst migrated out of H2
recombiner

Vermont Yankee 09/01/73 68% E Offgas Detonation in IOG

Dresden 1 08/01/71 E Offgas Detonation in offgas
system--ground level release

Vermont Yankee 09/08/73 65% E Offgas Detonation in the offgas system

Oyster Creek 03/17/78 E Offgas Detonation in the augmented
offgas system

Brunswick 2 01/01/76 E Offgas Explosion and fire in the filter
house

Monticello 11/01/71 E Offgas Explosion in offgas system

Dresden 3 04/01/76 57% E Offgas Explosion in offgas
system--gaseous release

Dresden 3 11/01/74 E Offgas Explosion in offgas
system--release

Cooper 04/01/76 79% E Offgas Failed H2 analyzer and
personnel error caused offgas
explosion

Cooper 01/07/76 83% E offgas Faulty flow indicator, ice
blockage resulted in H2
buildup and explosion
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Table A-1. (continued)

Event Plant Event Effected
Plant Name Occurrence Status Typea System Comments

Browns Ferry 3 07/17/77 F Offgas Fire in offgas system charcoal
absorber bed

FitzPatrick 12/01/77 F Offgas H2 combustion in air ejector
after condenser

FitzPatrick 01/03/78 F Offgas Hz combustion in air ejector
after condenser

FitzPatrick 01/05/78 F Offgas Hz combustion in air ejector
after condenser:

Vermont Yankee 05/16/80 100% E Offgas H2 detonation in SJAE sample
system initiated H2 recomber
upstream of AOG recombiner

Vermont Yankee 03/01/78 60% E Offgas H2 explosion in isolated
portion of offgas system

Oyster Creek 12/01/87 100% C Offgas High hydrogen concentration
area under plant vent stack

Hatch 1 06/01/79 1% C Offgas High offgas Hz concentrations

Hatch 1 07/01/79 C Offgas High offgas H2 concentrations

Hatch 1 07/02/79 C Offgas High offgas H2 concentrations

La Crosse 03/06/86 39% E Offgas Hydrogen explosion during
offgas sampling

Dresden 2 05/02/85 40% F Offgas Hydrogen/oxygen fire
upstream of re¢ombiner

Vermont Yankee 08/30/73 50% E Offgas Lightning and possible
smoldering material caused two
offgas system explosions

Vermont Yankee 06/01/73 78% E Offgas Lightning caused explosion in
offgas system
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Table A-1. (continued)

Event Plant Event Effected
Plant Name Occurrence Status Typea System Comments

Dresden 2 03/01/73 E Offgas Offgas explosion caused by
weld ing--inadvertent release

Peach Bottom 02/01/80 100% L Offgas Offgas recombiner H2 analyzer
leaked--release

Quad-Cities 1 03/01/74 E Offgas Offgas system explosion

Dresden 2 06/01/76 92% E Offgas Offgas system
explosion--gaseous release

Dresden 2 05/01/75 E Offgas Offgas system
explosion--release

Dresden 3 02/01/74 E Offgas Offgas explosion--filters not
completely grounded

Monticello 06/01/74 E Offgas Offgas ignition

Monticello 08/01/77 95% F Offgas Offgas recombined at air
ejector

Grand Gulf 1 02/27/88 100% E Offgas Offgas system channel
absorber beds ignited

Dresden 1 09/01/77 48% E Offgas Offgas system explosion

Brunswick 2 06/01/77 F Offgas Offgas system over
pressurization and energy
release

Monticello 07/01/74 25% E Offgas Recombiner catalyst
transported--offgas ignition

Browns Ferry 3 07/01/79 40% E Oft'gas Steam valve failures--offgas
explosion

Hatch 1 05/01/78 96% L Offgas Underground offgas line leaked

Monticello 05/01/74 E Offgas Valve closure ignited off gas
explosion
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Table A-1. (continued)

Event Plant Event Effected

Plant Name Occurrence Status Type' System Comments

San Onofre 1 07/17/81 E Offgas Air leakage into N2 system
caused buildup of 02 and H2 in
waste gas--ignited

McGuire 1 05/31/81 C Offgas Concentration of 02 and H2 in
the waste gas shutdown tank
exceeded limits

Zion 1 01/ 12/87 C Offgas Explosive mixture of H2/O2 in
holdup tank 1

Three Mile Island 08/27/83 C Offgas High H2 concentration in a
Island i waste storage tank

St. Lucie 2 06/02/83 C Offgas O2 and H2 concentration above
specifications in waste gas
decay tanks

Sequoyah 1 12/21/82 C Offgas 02 and H2 concentration in
waste gas tank incorrect

Byron 1 07/11/85 98% C Offgas O2/H2 explosive mixture
present in the OD waste gas
decay tank

Crystal River 3 09/01/77 99% L Offgas R/A gas released during PM
on H2 system--valves
leaked--procedure changed

Cook 1 11/18/83 C Offgas Hz concentration in the waste
storage tank exceeded
specifications

Sequoyah 1 07/30/82 C Offgas 02 and H2 concentration in the
waste gas decay tank greater
than specifications

a E = explosion, C = concentration, F = fire, L = leak
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Table A-2. PWR/BWR hydrogen event data--generator system

Event Plant Event Effected
Plant Name Occurrence Status Typea System Comments

Harris 10/09/89 100% F Generator Electrical fault on main
generator output bus causes
plant trip and fire

Cook 2 11/ 13/78 F Generator Fire during removal of bushing
COVerS

H.B. Robinson 01/07/89 F Generator Fires and explosive mixtures
resulted from introduction of

H2 into plant air system

Prairie Is. 2 03/01/76 100% L Generator Hydrogen cooler leak found,
generator ground

San Onofre 3 04/08/85 100% F Generator Hydrogen fire in generator
rotor bearing housing

Indian Point 2 12/19/84 100% E Generator Hydrogen leakage caused two
fires and an explosion

Unknown PWR 02/04/82 F Generator Hydrogen leaked from bad seal
into generator

Sequoyah 04/13/85 18% L Generator Manual shutdown due to H2
leak at generator

South Texas 1 01/20/89 100% F Generator Reactor trip due to main
generator fire

Haddam Neck 01/01/69 L Generator Serious hydrogen leakage from
the generator existed for 18
months (1968 to June 1969)

North Anna 1 05/09/83 100% L Generator Severe H2 leak from inner
cooled turbine generator

Rancho Seco 03/19/84 92% E Generator Explosion and fire

Indian Point 2 02/02/85 100% L Generator Main generator H2 seal oil unit
failed, filter clogged and
allowed a H2 leak
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Table A-2. (continued)

Event Plant Event Effected

Plant Name Occurrence Status Type* System Comments
!

St. Lucie 1 04/03/77 100% F Generator Main generator lead box leaked
hydrogen

Monticello 05/01/71 L Generator A generator H2 leak was
experienced in May

Perry 1 06/30/87 28% L Generator High hydrogen concentration
leak

*E = explosion, F = fire, L = leak
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Table A-3. PWR/BWR hydrogen event data--VCT system

Event Plant Event Effected
Plant Name Occurrence Status Typea System Comments

Ft. Calhoun 05/01/86 100% L VCT Auxiliary building ventilation
isolation radgas released;
valve selector switch left
aligned to VCT

Ft. Calhoun 1 09/01/78 98% L VCT Back leakage from relief valve
HG-105 and isolation valve
HG-101

Ft. Calhoun 1 04/01/77 93% L VCT Back leakage through check
valves CH-284 and HG-100
and relief valve HG-105

Vogtle 1 and 2 02/20/87 PreO L VCT Hydrogen leakage in auxiliary
building

Conn. Yankee 04/01/74 L VCT Regulator diaphragm was
source of gas release

Calvert Cliffs 2 11/09/81 L VCT VCT gas supply valve leaked

Cook 2 10/31/81 100% L VCT VCT sampling valve leaked
radiogas, which also contains
H2 at this point

Salem 1 09/03/82 99% L VCT VCT vent line drain valve
leaked

Ft. Calhoun 1 11/ 18/84 L VCT Vent header leaking gas

Cook 2 10/31/81 100% L VCT Gas from the VCT had leaked
pass valve NS-186 and entered
the WDS

Cook 1 12/04/81 100% L VCT Waste gas vent header
overpressurized during VCT
venting

aL = leak
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Table A-4. PWR/BWR hydrogen event data--storage tank system

Event Plant Event Effected
Plant Narn_ Occurrence Status Type° System Comments

Three Mile Island 1 03/01/74 E Storage Tank Explosion and large fireball at
tank farm caused by ice plug
on rupture disc

Waterford 3 03/03/87 E Storage Tank Deflagration and one hour fire

La Salle 1 & 2 07/20/84 F Storage Tank During recharge of H2 bank, a
tank ruptured disc blew out
and escaping H2 ignited

a E = explosiop, F = fire

Table A-5. PWR/BWK hydrogen event data--battery system

Event Plant Event Effected

Plant Name Occurrence Status Type_ System Comments

Palisades 04/04/79 100% E Battery Battery burst due to explosion
of H 2

t

a E = explosion
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APPENDIX B

UNCERTAINTY ESTIMATE CALCULATIONS

1. Introduction

The hydrogen explosion, fire, and uncombusted release experience for the U.S. commercial
reactor industry was described in Section 2 and Subsection 3.1 of the body of this report. These data will
be used as the basis for the hydrogen event frequency estimates. A hydrogen event is identified as a
hydrogen leak, fire, or explosion, and in the case of the waste gas systems, an event includes hydrogen
concentrations above technical specifications.

! • • • , •

An alternate method of frequency estimation 0.e., development of system models comprised of
multiple components and use of component failure rate data) was also used in an earlier study.B-t This
modeling approach is not used here because it is considered to have greater uncertainty. There is not
sufficient data available for components in hydrogen applications to support this methodology.

The objective in this appendix is to calculate a value for the initiating event frequency and
probability of causing a hydrogen fire or explosion given that a hydrogen event has occurred based upon
the operating experience data in the United States involving ali actual hydrogen releases. Table B-I
summarizes the events reported in Subsection 3.1.

Table B-1. Summary of the hydrogen events in each plant location

Event Location Explosion Fire Uncombusted Other Total
(applicable reactor years) Events Events Leak Events Events

Turbine Building
(1424 BWR/PWR) 2 7 7 0 16

VCT in PAB
(917 PWR) 0 0 11 0 11

Waste Gas System in PAB
(917 PWR) 1 0 1 8a 10

H2 Tank Farm
(1424 BWR/PWR) 2 1 0 0 3

Batteries

(1424 BWR/PWR) 1 0 0 0 1

Total H2 Events 6 8 19 8 41

" Hydrogen concentrations above technical specifications.
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2. Description of Methodology

The PRA Procedures Guides2 outlines two basic methods for analyzing data to estimate constant
failure rates (based on an underlying Poisson distribution of the failures)--the classical method and the
Bayesian method. Initiating event frequency and conditional probability calculations were performed
using the noninformative prior Bayesian method for impact assessment since the Bayesian method
provides slightly higher' frequencies than the classical method.

2.1 Constant Failure Rate Derivation. For the initiating events,a constantfailure rate is
assumed. The Bayesian 5th percentile, mean, 95th percentile, and variance (the standard deviation equals
the square-root of the variance) for a noninformative prior distribution are defined (see Reference B-2,
pp. 5-50) for n events in T years by:

X2o.os(2n+ 1)5th
2T

mean = (2n + 1)

2T (B-l)
X2o.95(2n+ 1)95th -=

2T

variance = (2n+1)
2T 2

where x= (2n * 1) isfrom the chi-squaredistribution.0.05,0.95

The posterior probability density function (PDF) from the PRA procedures guide is a form of the
gamma distribution. The posterior PDF is"

f = TC='k_*e-hT h > 0 (]1-2)

where=i--(#failures).0.5, a2= (# failuzes)-0.5, andT =total time.

The traditional gamma PDF is:

f = e X> 0 (18-3)
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Comparing Equation (B-2) with Equation 03-3) reveals the following relationships:

ot - (# failures) +0.5
03-4)

1
/3 =m

T

These two parameters are used with the gamma function in the @RISK Monte Carlo program to
evaluate the uncertainty for constant failure rate variables (such as frequency of hydrogen fires or
explosions).

2.2 Demand Failure Rate Derivation. For demand driven failure rates, such as the probability

of hydrogen explosion given that there is a leak, the PRA Procedures Guide gives the following Bayesian
equations for a noninformative prior distribution, given n events in D demands.

5th = n +0.5
n +0.5 +(D-n +0.5)Fo.os(2D -2n + 1,2n + 1)

mean = (n +0.5)
(D+l)

03=5)
95th = n +0.5

n +0.5 +(D-n +0.5)Fo.95(2D-2n + 1,2n + 1)

variance = (n +0.5)(D-n +0.5)

[(D+ 1)2 (D +2)1

where Fo.os.o.95(2D-2n + 1, 2n+ 1) is from the F-distribution.

The posterior PDF is a form of the beta distribution. The posterior PDF is:

r(n+I) ]pr-0.5(l_p)n-r-O.S (11-6)f = P(r+0.5)r(n=r+0.5)

wherez=(#failures)andn= (#demands).

ThetraditionalbetaPDF is:

f = r(c_l+o12) pa,-l(l_p)a_-1 (11-7)
r(al)r(a2)
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Comparing Equation (B-6) with Equation (B-7) reveals the following relationships:

! = (# failures)+0.5
0a-S)

c_2 = (# demands)-(# failures)+0.5

These two parameter are used with the beta function in the @RISK Monte Carlo program to

evaluate the uncertainty for demand failure rate variables (such as the probability of fire or explosion

given a hydrogen leak).

3. Uncertainty Derivation Conclusions

The Bayesian method produces a larger mean value than the classical method, but results in a

slightly less conservative distribution since the Bayesian intervals are narrower than the classical intervals.

Table B-2 lists the calculated initiating event frequencies and conditional probabilities for the different

plant locations. The mean value and standard deviation are presented for each location.

Table B-2. Initiating event frequency and conditional probability results

Frequency of Hydrogen Probability of Fire/Explosion
Event location Parameter Event (ry) Given Hydrogen Event

Turbine Building Mean 1.1 x 10.3 8.8 x 10.2
(distribution system level)

Std. Dev. 8.6 × 10-4 4.5 x 10-3

Turbine Building Mean 6.0 × 10.3 5.0 x 10l
(generator level)

Std. Dev. 2.0 x 10.3 1.4 x 10.2

VCT in PAB Mean 1.3 × 10-2 4.2 x 10.2

Std. Dev. _.7 x 10.3 5.5 × 10.2

Waste Gas System Mean 1.1 x 10.2 1.4 x 10l

Std. Dev. 3.5 × 10-3 9.9 × 10.2

Hydrogen Tank Farm Mean 2.5 x 10.3 8.8 x 10l

Std. Dev. 1.3 x 10-3 1.5 × 10-1

Batteries Mean 1.1 x 10.3 7.5 × 10-1

Std. Dev. 8.6 × 10-4 2.5 x 10"l
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4. References for Appendix B

B-I. C. Kido, J. C. Stachew, S. A. Eide, and T. Thatcher, Technical Evaluation Report on
Recommendations for Hydrogen Safety Features for the Hydrogen Distribution Systems in PWRs,
EG&G Idaho, Inc., EGG-NTA-8466, March 1989.

B-2. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, PRA Procedures Guide--A Guide to the Performance of
Probabilistic Risk Assessments for Nuclear Power Plants, Section 5, NUREG/CR-2300, January
1983.
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APPENDIX C

OTHER PLANT OPERATING MODES

1. Hydrogen-Related Operations During Operating Modes

This appendixaddresses the differences between the full-power case and cases where the reactor
is in any other operating mode. In the transition from refueling to full power operation, the reactor goes
through predefined conditions (operating modes) that limit the temperatures, pressures, heat-up rates, etc.
These operating mode definitions are similar for ali PWRs, and these general definitions are summarized
in Table C-I. Table C-I lists the different reactor operating modes along with the critical operating
parameters, including core reactivity, plant power level, and average coolant temperature.

1.1 Generator Cooling System. During somelow poweroperations(e.g., thoseassociatedwith
ascendinganddecreasingpowerto andfrom full power),thegeneratorcoolingsystemremainscharged
with hydrogenand the hydrogensupply is sustainedas it is duringpoweroperation. However, the
hydrogenpressuremayheallowedto droprelativeto itspowerproductionpressure,butthe pressurewill
always remain above atmospheric to prevent oxygen contamination. This potential difference in pressure
is considered to be a minor difference.

Hydrogen is generally purged from the generator during maintenance activities or if the reactor
will be in a shutdown state for a prolonged time period [e.g., cold shutdown (Mode 5), refueling
(Mode 6)].

In conclusion, the hydrogen supply to the generator is highly dependent upon the reactor
operating mode.

As part of ongoing NRC research work on plant shutdown risk contributions, the shutdown PRA
model used excludes low power operations. This is due to the short time periods associated with these
modes relative to total shdtdown time (120 hours versus 2400 hours, or about 5% of the shutdown time).
Hydrogen events may occur during any operating mode and their rate of occurrence is considered here
to be independent of operating mode. However, since the hydrogen sources are not typically present
during generator maintenance activities (the most time consuming), the reactor is not considered to be
vulnerable from hydrogen-induced events.

1.2 VCT. The VCT will remain in service whenever the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) are in
operation. This means the VCT is necessarily in-service during Power Operation through Hot Standby
(Modes 1 through 3), and also for portions of Hot Shutdown (Mode 4). The VCT will be isolated and
purged with nitrogen whenever the RCS is to be opened to atmosphere. This purging is generally
initiated during cooldown in Hot Standby (Mode 4). The VCT is also purged after open-RCS
maintenance activities to remove ali oxygen from the RCS. Since the hydrogen supply lines in the PAB
are typically isolated for long duration shutdown modes, the hydrogen events related to the VCT are
judged not to lead to significant vulnerability of the reactor core.
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Table C-1. Definitionof reactoroperatingmodes

Reactivity Power
Operating Mod_ (Ken-) Level T,vg Comments

1. Power Operation > 0.99 > 5%' > 300°F"

2. Startup > 0.99 <: 5%a > 300°F" Differs from power operation
by power level

3. Hot Standby < 0.99 0% > 300°F ' Reactor is subcritical

4. Hot Shutdown < 0.99 0% 300°F ' > T,v8 May begin cooling via RHR/-
> 200°F SCS/DHR as the pressure is

lowered

5. Cold Shutdown < 0.99 0% < 200°F May or may not be water-
solid. May or may not flood
reactor cavity

6. Refueling < 0.95 0% <: 140°F RCS is vented and vessel
head bolts are untorqued

" The exact value is veador and plant specific. Power levels range from 2 to 5%, and T,vs values
range from 300 to 350°F.

2. Safety System Operability Requirements

The specific requirements for operation/operability of each safety-related system are dependent
upon the reactor operating mode. The limiting conditions for operation (LCOs) portion of the plant's
technical specifications (TS) prescribe the number of trains of each safety system which must be operable
and/or operating for each reactor operating mode. The TS are plant specific, but the standard technical
specifications (STS) developed by the NSSS vendors are representative of the minimum requirements for
each plant. The following sections summarize the LCO requirements in each NSSS vendor's STSs. The
requirements for ali three are similar, and the differences between vendors are not considered to be
major.

2.1 Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) Plants. Thesystemoperabilityrequirementsfor B&W plantsare
summarizedin Table C-2. The B&W STS were usedas the basis for this summaryof LCO
requirements.As showninthetable,Modes1-3havevirtually identicaloperabilityrequirements.Mode
4 representsa transitionmodewhereali of the samebasicfunctionsare requiredas for Modes1-3, but
thedegreeof redundancyis reducedandthe requirementfor theDecay Heat RemovalSystem(DHR)
begins.
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Table C-2. B&W STS system LCO requirements for reactor operating modes
,, ,,,,, ,,,

Mode 1 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5

power Mo_le 2 Hot Hot Cold Mode 6

System operation Startup S_ndby Shu}dow n Shutdown Refueling

Coolant Loops .... Ali 2 OPerable, I operating

Steam Generators Ali ali oPerable, 1 operating
,,,,,

!

Auxiliary Feedwater _e3
,, 1, 11,1 li i i 1,1

MSIV & MSSV Ali
i J iii J J i

Condensate Storage Tank available,,. i . u, , , ,, .

Core Flooding Tanks Ali

Decay Heat Removal 1 .... 2/1* 1

Low Pressure Safety Injection 2 1ii i i iiii i i i iiiii i i _

High Pressure Safety Injection 2 1iiii i i i i iiii i i i i ii i

Makeup Pumps , 2 1 J 1 (or DHR), ,1, , i i s [ , i s , 111 iii i li i

Borated Water Storage Tank available or concentrated B,A, system

Concentrated Boric Acid System available or BWST,, ,,, , .

Pressurizer Code Safety Valves Ali > 1
,, , i ,1,,

PORV Ali >2 (or vent RCS)
., ,,

Component Cooling Water >2, , ,,J

Service Water >2
, ,, ,,

CS, CCF, CTMT Isolation, CTMT available ,,,,,

Electric Power (EDG, AC, DC) 2 _ 1, , ,

a. 2/1 denotes a requirement for 2 trains to be operable, with 1 train required to be operating.

Note: System operability requirements are indicated by shading, and the absence of requirements is indicated by absence
of shading. ,,
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2.2 Combustion Engineering (CE) Plants. Thesystemoperabilityrequirementsfor CE plants
are summarizedin Table C-3. The CE STS were used as the basisfor this summaryof LCO
requirements.As shownin the table, Modes 1-3 have virtually identicaloperabilityrequirements.
Mode4 representsa transitionmodewhereali of thesamebasicfunctionsarerequiredasfor Modes1-3,
but the degreeof redundancyis reducedin somecasesandthe requirementfor the ShutdownCooling
Systembegin.

2.3 Westinghouse' Plants. The systemoperabilityrequirementsfor Westinghouseplantsare
summarizedin Table C-4. The WestinghouseSTS wereusedas thebasisfor this summaryof LCO
requirements. As shown in the table, Modes 1-3 have virtually identicaloperabilityrequirements.
Mode4 representsa transitionmodewhereali of the samebasicfunctionsarerequiredasfor Modes1-3,
but the degreeof redundancyis reducedand the requirementfor the ResidualHeat RemovalSystem
07J'lR) begin.

3. Crucial Factors for Each Operating Mode

Not only are the system operability requirements different for each operating mode, but there are
other factors which affect the thermal-hydraulic requirements for safety. A generalized discussion of
these factors, their variation with operating modes and their potential significance for hydrogen events
are presented below. A summary is provided in Table C-5.

3.1 Decay Heat

3.1.1 Decay Heat Loads. The decayheatof the core is at a maximumfor the caseof prolonged
full poweroperation.The reductionin the decayheatgenerationrateisa functionof time afterreactor
shutdown,andthe relationshipiswelldefined. Therefore,StartupthroughRefueling(Modes2 through
6) will nothavea decayheatloadgreaterthanimmediatelyafterreactortrip from full poweroperation
at theendof a fuel cycle. For the Cold ShutdownandRefuelingmodesof operation,the decayheat
levelswill be significantlylowerthanfor thefull powercaseanalyzedpreviously. In the casewherethe
reactorisbeingrestartedafterrefueling,theheatloadswill be muchlowerthanthe caseof shuttingdown
to beginrefueling(i.e., spentfuel at shutdownhasgreaterdecayheatthanfresh fuel). Overall, thedecay
heat loadsanalyzedfor the full power caseequalor exceedthe heat loadsfor ali other modesof
operation,andare thereforebounding.

3.1.2 Decay Heat Removal Options. As presented in Section 2.1, the options for decay heat
removal are the same for Power Operationthrough Hot Standbyconditions(Modes 1 through 3). These
options include:

* Main feedwater with condenser (no STS requirements)

* Auxiliary feedwater with atmospheric dump valves

• Feed and bleed

• SCS/RHR/DHR (for lower pressures).
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Table C-3. CE STS s_,stemLCO requirementsfor each reactor operating mode

Mode 1 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5
Power Mode 2 Hot Hot Cold Mode 6

System Operation Startup Standby Shutdown Shutdown Refueling

Coolant Loops All operating 2/1 t 2/1 (or
SCS)

_. I'll ii I I tl I it I I II tl I ii

Steam Generators Ali
,i,, Iii I Ill iii I, I I I ,

Auxiliary Feedwater >3.. , ,,,,,

MSIV and MSSV Ali

Condensate Storage Tank available

Accumulators Ali
,,,

Shutdown Cooling System 1 2/1 1 (2 if
water
level <

23 ')
I,

Low Pressure Injection 2 1

High Pressure Injection 2 (1 if P < 1700 psia) ! 1 (or charging pump)

Charging Pumps 2 1 (or 1 HP$1 pump)
.,

RefuelingWaterTank available (orBMT)

Boron Makeup Tank available (orRWT)
, ,-, ,,,

PressurizerSafetyValves Ali > 1

PORV 2 2 (or vented Res)

Component Cooling Water :>2 ,..,.==mml.m.,==,_,i.=

Service Water :>2

CS, CCF, CTMT Isolation, CTMT available

Electric Power (EDG, AC, DC) 2 > 1.., ,,

a. 2/1 denotes a requirement for 2 trains to be operable, with 1 train required to be operating.

Note: System operability requirements are indicated by shading, and the absence of requirements is indicated by the
absence of shading.
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Table C-4. Summary of WestinghouseSTS system LCO requirementsfor operatingmodes

Mode 1 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5
Power Mode 2 Hot Hot Cold Mode 6

System Operation Startup Standby Shutdown Shutdown Refueling

Coolant Loops Ali 2 operable,

1 operating

Steam Generators Ali Ali operable, I (or
1 operating 2 RHR)

, i ii ii i , , i , ,

Auxiliary Feedwater >3
iii iii

MSIV & MSSV Ali

Condensate Storage Tank available

Accumulator Ali
,,=,=,, ,, ,

ResidualHeat Removal I 2 (orI + 2 l (2ifwater
SG) level < 23')

, , ,

Low Pressure Safety Injection 2 1
,,= ,,, ,, , ,,,, i ,i i

High Pressure Safety Injection 2 1
, L,

Charging Pumps 2 1

Refueling Water Storage Tank available (or BIT)

Boron lnjecticm Tank available (or RWST)

Pressurizer Safety Valves Ali > 1
i i i i J ii lili liil

PORV Ali >2 (or vent RCS)

Component Cooling Water >2
.,n i

Service Water >2

CS, CCF, CTMT Isolation, CTMT available

Electric Power (EDG, AC, DC) 2 > 1
, ,,,. , .,,.

Note: System operability requirements are indicated by shading, and the absence of requirements is indicated by the
absence of shading.
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Table C-5. Comparisonof reactorconditionsfor eachoperatingmode

Mode Ia Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5
Power Mode 2 Hot Hot Cold Mode 6

Design Factors Operation Startup Standby Shutdown Shutdown Refueling

Decay Heat Load Addressed <:Mode l b gMode 1 <:Mode 1 <Mode 1 <Mode 1

Decay Heat Removal Addressed =Mode 1 = Mode 1 g Mode 1 < Mode 1 < Mode 1

RCS Coolant Inventory Addressed -Mode 1 -Mode 1 >Mode 1 :>Mode 1 :>Mode 1

RCS Coolant Makeup Addressed =Mode 1 =Mode 1 <:Mode I <Mode 1 <Mode 1

Containment Integrity Addressed =Mode 1 =Mode 1 =Mode 1 <Mode 1 <Mode 1

Boration Systems Addressed = Mode 1 = Mode 1 <:Mode 1 < Mode 1 < Mode 1
,,,

Vital Auxiliary Systems Addressed =Mode 1 =Mode 1 =Mode 1 <Mode 1 <Mode 1

Working Environment Addressed < Mode 1 < Mode 1 < Mode 1 < Mode 1 < Mode 1

Accident Procedures Addressed < Mode 1 < Mode 1 < Mode I < Mode 1 < Mode 1
• ,,,

Ac ,ident Training Addressed < Mode 1 < Mode 1 < Mode 1 < Mode 1 < Mode 1

Time in This Mode Addressed < Mode 1 < Mode 1 < Mode 1 < Mode 1 < Mode 1

a. The risk assessments in the other sections of this document address 100% power operating conditions. The other power
levels less than 100% power are considered in this section.

b. Each parameter is compared for Modes 2 through 6 to its Mode 1 condition. For example, Decay Heat Load for Mode 2
is "< Mode 1."

The number of trains of each system required to be operable is the same throughout the Power
Operation through Hot Standby (Mode 1 through 3) operations, and therefore the decay heat removal
options are the same as those assumed for the full power case.

In Hot Shutdown (Mode 4), th,:decay heat removal options required to be operable involve the
same systems, but generally fewer trains are required to be operable than in Power Operation. In some
cases, the same equipment may be required for another function (e.g., LPSI converted to RHR
application), and therefore the same equipment is in fact still required to be available. There is some
decrease in the redundancy of decay heat removal options available for Hot Shutdown relative to the full
power case analyzed earlier. The heat loads are z to reduced, however, and at least 2 heat removal
options are retained. In Cold Shutdown and Refueling (Modes 5 and 6), the decay heat removal options
and trains per system required to be operable are significantly reduced relative to Power Operation
(Mode 1).

3.2 RCS Coolant

3.2.1 RCS Coolant Inventory. The coolant in the RCS varies depending upon the operating mode
and the maintenance activities which are planned. The water level of the reactor is maintained at
approximately the same levels for Power Operation through Hot Standby (Modes 1 through 3). The mass
of water in the prima; j loop will be at least the same or somewhat greater in Startup and Hot Standby
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(Modes 2 and 3) than at Power Operation, however, since Tsvg is lower and the water density will be
slightly greater. Depending upon the future operating plans, some additional coolant is generally added
during reactor cool-down from Power Operation while coolant is removed for reactor heat-ups. If the
reactor is returning to Power Operation (Mode 1) and is only temporarily brought to Hot Standby
(Mode 3), then there will be a tendency to avoid addition and subsequent withdrawal of coolant. Startup
and Hot Standby (Modes 2 and 3) are therefore enveloped by the assumptions used for the full power
case.

In Hot Shutdown (Mode 4), the reactor water level will be lowered if the gas bubble in the
pressurizer is to be maintained and will be raised to eliminate the gas bubble if the pressure boundary is
going to be opened. The mass of water in the RCS will remain equal to or greater than the full power
case because of the increased density at lower temperatures. Therefore, the mass of water in the reactor
will remain as great or greater than that assumed for the full-power case, and the Hot Standby (Mode 4)
RCS coolant inventory case is enveloped by the full power case.

In Cold Standby (Mode 5), Tavg is considerably lower than in Power Operation. The mass of
water in the RCS in Cold Standby will exceed the mass during Power Operation, and if the system is
water-solid, the difference is quite significant. The exception to this generalization is mid-loop operation
(also referred to as reduced inventory operation) where the coolant level and mass are reduced to their
minimum for _my mode of operation to allow specific RCS maintenance activities. Cold Standby
conditions are therefore enveloped by the Power Operation case, except for mid-loop operations.

The maximum water volume in the RCS is during Refueling (Mode 6) when the refueling cavity
is flooded. There is a large increase in RCS water inventory available to the core at this time. There
is the exception of mid-loop operations, which can also occur in Refueling (Mode 6).

In summary, the mass of coolant in the RCS for Startup through Refueling operations will be
roughly equal to or greater than the mass of coolant in the RCS for the Power Operations case.
Therefore, for the coolant inventory factor, ali operating modes are enveloped by the full power case.
The only exception to this generality is mid-loop operations during Cold Standby and Refueling (Modes
5 and 6) where the coolant inventory is at its minimum.

3.2.2 RCS Coolant Makeup Capacity. As presentedin Section2.1, th'eoptionsfor RCS coolant
makeupare thesamefor PoweroperationthroughHot Standbyconditions(Modes1 through3). These
optionsinclude:

Normal charging flow

* ECCS (HPSI/HPI plus RWST/RWT/BWST)

o Boration system (charging or HPSI/HPI, plus BIT/BMT).

The number of trains of each system requited to be operable is the same throughout Power
Operation through Hot Standby (Modes 1 through 3) operations, and therefore the options are the same
as those assumed for the full power case.
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In Hot Shutdown(Mode 4), the RCS coolant additionoptionsrequired to be operable involve the
same systems, butgenerally fewer trains are requiredto be operablethan in Power Operation(Mode 1).
In some case,s, the same equipment may be required for another function (e.g., HPSI pumps are
converted to a charging application),and therefore the same equipment is still required to be available.
There is, however, some decrease in the coolant inventoryoptions available for Hot Shutdownrelative
the full power case analyzed earlier.

In Cold Shutdown and Refueling (Modes 5 and 6), the RCS coolant addition options and trains
per system required to be operable are significantly reduced relative to Power Operation (Mode 1).

3.3 Containment Integrity

The LCO requirements of the containment isolation, spray, fan coolers, etc., are the same for
Power Operation though Hot Shutdown (Modes 1 through 4). Therefore, for the containment integrity,
these operating modes are the same as the full power case.

For Cold Standby and Refueling (Modes 5 and 6), the containment integrity is considerably
degraded relative to the full power case. On the other hand, there would generally be considerably
greater time available for recovery of containment integrity before core damage can result from any event
(other than fuel handling).

3.4 Boration Systems

The reactivity of the core is controlled by the boron concentration as well as the insertion of rods
(control rods and 'safety rods). The boration systems available for core reactivity control include:

• BIT/BMT with charging or HPSI/HPI pumps

• RWST/RWT/BWST with charging or HPSI/HPI pumps.

The number of trains of each system required to be operable is the same throughout Power
Operation through Hot Standby (Modes 1 through 3) operations, and therefore the options are the same
as those assumed for the full power case. The shutdown margins are also the same (e.g., nominally 1%
6k/k).

In Hot Shutdown (Mode 4), the RCS boration options required to be operable involve the same
systems, but generally fewer trains are required to be operable than in Power Operation (Mode 1). In
some cases, the same equipment may be required for another function (e.g., HPSI pumps are converted
to a charging application), and therefore the same equipment is in fact still required to be available. In
the case of Westinghouse reactors, the BIT is not required to be operable for Hot Shutdown (Mode 4)
operation if the RWST is available. The shutdown margins are the same for Hot Shutdown as they were
for Power Operation (d.g., 1% 6k/k).
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In Cold Shutdownand Refueling (Modes 5 and 6), the RCS borationoptions and the numberof
trainsper system requiredto be operableare significantlyreduced relativeto Power Operation(Mode 1).
The shutdown marginsare the same for Cold StandbyandRefueling(Modes 5 and6), which is nominally
1.0%8k/k.

3.5 Vital Auxiliary Systems

In order for the safety-related systems discussed above to operate properly, they require support
from various auxiliary systems. The main auxiliary systems required include:

• Component cooling system

• Service water system

• Off-site power and distribution system
!

• Emergency diesel generators (EDGs) and distribution system

• DC power and distribution system.

As presented in Section 2.1, the operability requirements for these auxiliary systems remains the
same for Power Operation through Hot Shutdown (Modes ,1through 4). The full power case is applicable
for this range of operation (Modes 1 through 4).

For Cold Shutdown and Refueling (Modes 5 and 6), the electrical power (ac, dc, and EDG)
requirements are reduced to one train of each. There are no CCW or SW requirements explicitly
specified, but availability of these and other auxiliary, systems is implicitly required in the operability
requirements of the safety-related system.

lt is therefore concluded that the vital auxiliary systems operability requirements are at least
implicitly comparable to the corresponding safety related system requirements.

3.6 Human Factors Considerations

3.6.1 Working Environment. Theworking environmentisgenerallymorehecticduringnonpower
operatingmodes(Modes3 through6). This workingenvironmentincreasesthe demandsandstresses
on the operators,and may increasethe chancesof operator error in the event of a hydrogen
fire/explosion. In this respect,operationin thenonpowermodesisnotadequatelyaddressedby the full
powercase.

3.6.2 Accident Procedures. Reactoraccidentproceduresarenotgenerallyintendedto addressthe
nonpowermodesof operation.The lackof proceduresreducesthe operator'sresourcesandtherefore
they are moredependentupontheirown understandingof the phenomenaandappropriatereactions.
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3.6.3 Accident Training. Accidenttraining isgenerallyfocusedon PowerOperation(Mode 1), and
does not specificallyaddressthe nonpowermodes(Modes3 through6). The training is generally
applicableandappropriatefor PowerOperationthroughHot Standby(Modes1 through3).

The appropriatenessof the trainingdecreasesfor Hot ShutdownthroughRefueling(Modes4
through6) becauseof thedifferencesin systemoperabilityandheatremovaldemands.The allowable
time for decision-makingandresponseincreasesfor thesemodesbecauseof the lowerdecayheatloads.

4. Net Impact of Operating Mode on Hydrogen Event Consequences
i i

lt is beyond the scope of this study to quantitatively determine whether the risks associated with
hydrogen events during full power operation are greater than the risks associated with hydrogen events
during other modes of operation. However, various power-state dependent factors were discussed and
a qualitative assessment was performed of the risk associated with off-power conditions. The following
conclusions can be made regarding the hydrogen risk associated with shutdown reactor modes:

• Hydrogen events associated with generator cooling, the VCT, or the tank farm can occur
during any reactor operating mode, and the rate of these hydrogen events is largely
dependent of operating mode.

• Power Operation through Hot Standby (Modes 1 through 3) risks should be bounded by
the full power operating cases presented previously. This conclusion is based upon
system operability requirements, decay heat loads, RCS coolant inventory, RCS coolant
makeup capacity, containment integrity, and operability of vital auxiliaries.

• Hydrogen-induced events during Hot Standby (Mode 4), Cold Shutdown, and Refueling
(Modes 5 and 6) are considered to have insignificant impact on the reactor core. This
conclusion is based upon the fact that hydrogen is typically absent from in-plant
distribution systems, of the considerable reduction in decay heat loads, the increased
coolant inventories, and the lower coolant temperatures (ali of which allow more time for
recovery of damaged systems).
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APPENDIX D

WESTINGHOUSE PLANT DESCRIPTION

1. Plant, Site, and General Characteristics

The plant, site, and general informationfor the Indian Point 2 Station 01)2) is obtainedfrom the
final safety analysis report(FSAR)°'_and the Indian Point ProbabUistJcSafety Study.°'2 Indian Point
Unit 2 is owned and operatedby the ConsolidatedEdison Companyof New York, Inc. The unit employs
a pressurizedwaterreactornuclearsteamsupplysystem furnishedby WestinghouseElectricCorporation.
Westinghouse Electric Corporationwas the primary contractor and had responsibility for the design,
construction, testing, and initial startup of the facility. Westinghouse had contracted with United
Engineers and Consuuctors as architect-engineerto provide engineering assistance in the design and
constructionof the structural and civil works. The reactor is presentlylicensed to operate until September
28, 2013, at a thermal power of 3017.4 MW(t) which correspondsto a design turbine-generatoroutput
of 971 MW(e) net.

Ali systems and components of the facility are classified according to their importance. Those
items vital to safe shutdown and isolation of the reactor or whose failure might cause or increase the
severity of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) or result in an uncontrolled release of excessive amounts
of radioactivity are designated Class I. Those items importantto reactor operation but not essential to
safe shutdownand isolationof the reactoror control of the release of substantialamountsof radioactivity
are designated Class II. Those items not relatedto reactor operationor safety are designated Class III.

Class I buildings andstructuresincludethe containment(includingali penetrations and airlocks,
the concrete shield, the liner, and the interiorstructures),spent fuel pit, control room, diesel generator
room, intake structure,service waterscreenwell and auxiliarybuilding (except for steel superstructure).
Ali these structureswere designed to meet earthquakecriteriaand protect against high winds, sudden
barometric pressure changes, flooding and other naturalphenomena.

2. Description of Plant Systems

The description of plant systems for the Indian Point 2 Station (11)2)is obtained from the Indian
Point ProbabUistJcSafety Study.°'2 This section discusses the system descriptions andsystem models of
the majorfrontline and supportsystems identified as importantfor this analysis. The discussionof the
systems that follow includes:

• A brief functional description of the system with reference to the one-line diagrams that
were developed to indicate which components were included in the model,

• Safety-related success criteria that were applied to the system.
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, Interfaces and safety actuationprovisions between the frontlinesystems and the support
systems.

2.1 Electrical Power System. The electricalpower systemat _adianPoint 2 is shownas a one-line
diagramin Figure D-I. The 480-V Essential Power Supply subsystem consists of the station auxiliary
transformer,four 6.9-kV buses (2, 3, 5, and6), four 480-V essential buses (2A, 3A, 5A, and 6A), and
three diesel generators (21, 22, and 23). Ali ac safeguards equipmentis supplied power from these
480-V buses. The dc power subsystem shown in Figure D-2 consists of four independentbattery
installations (21, 22, 23, and24), each of which is connected to a dc power panel andmaintainedunder
continuous charge by a self-regulating battery charger. Power panels 21 and 22 provide the primary
sources of power to the safeguards equipmentin Unit 2.

In the event of a turbine trip, power is supplied to 6.9-kV Buses 5 and 6 from the station
auxiliarytransformer; power is suppliedto Buses 2 and 3 throughbus tie breakersfrom Buses 5 and 6,
respectively. Ali three diesel generatorsstart automatically upon either detection of an undervoltage
condition on any of the 480-V essentialbuses or a safety injectionsignal. The diesel generatoroutput
breakers will close automatically, loading the diesel generators onto their respective buses, only on
detection of an undervoltage condition on Bus 5A (Buses 2A and 5A are loaded) or 6A (Buses 3A and
6A are loaded). Table D-I shows the 480-V essential buses loading. Table D-2 shows the majordc
power system loads.

The availability of ac electrical power is essential to proper operation of most of the systems
analyzed. To account for this strongsystems interaction, the event trees were constructedwith an eight-
state electric power branchimmediately following the initiating event. Because480-V Buses 2A and3A
are both powered by diesel generator 22, it has been assumed that these two buses always fail
simultaneously. The eight electrical power supportstates are shown in Table D-3.

2.2 Reactor Protection System

The reactorprotectionsystem (RPS) performs the following four functions:

1. Protects the reactor core against fuel rod cladding damage caused by departure from
nucleate boiling or high pow_ density

2. Protects against reactorcoolant system damage caused by high primarysystem pressure

3. Protects the reactor coolant system from sudden loss of its heat sink through the steam
generators

4. In conjunction with engineered safety features systems, detects a failure of the reactor
coolant system and initiatesactions to contain any radioactive fission products.
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Table D-1. 480-V essential bus loads

Bus Load

Bus 2A Pressurizer Heaters BackupGroup 22
ComponentCooling Pump22
Service Water Pump 22 (redundantsupply from Bus 3A)
Service Water Pump 25 (redundantsupply from Bus 3A)
Safety InjectionPump 22 (redundantsupply from Bus 3A)
Fan Cooler Unit 23, De-lcing Pump 21
Rod Power Supply M-G Set 21
MCC 21, MCC 23, MCC 24, MCC 210
Lighting Transformer21 (normal supply)

Bus 3A PressurizerHeatersBackup Group 2 l
Component Cooling Pump 23
Service Water Pump 22 (redundant supply from Bus 2A)
Service Water Pump 25 (redundant supply from Bus 2A)
Safety InjectionPump 22 (redundantsupply from Bus 2A)
Residual Heat Removal Pump 21
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 21
Fan Cooler Unit 24, Charging Pump22, De-lcing Pump 22
MCC 22, MCC 25, Lighting Transformer 22

Bus 5A PressurizerHeatersBackup Group 23
Safety InjectionPump 2 l, ContainmentSprayPump 2 l
RecirculationPump 21, ComponentCooling Pump 21
Service Water Pump 21, Service Water Pump 24
Fan Cooler Unit 21, Fan Cooler Unit 22
Charging Pump 21, Service Air Compressor
MCC 26A, MCC 28, MCC 29
LightingTransformer 23

Bus 6A PressurizerHeatersControl Group
Safety InjectionPump 23, ContainmentSpray Pump 22
RecirculationPump 22, Residual Heat Removal Pump 22
Service Water Pump 23, Service Water Pump 26
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 23
Fan Cooler Unit 25, Charging Pump 23
Rod Power SupplyM-G Set 22
Main Turbine Auxiliary Lube Oil Pump
MCC 26B, MCC 27, MCC 211
Lighting Transformer 21 (emet'gencysupply)
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Table D-2. Major dc power system loads

System Load
I iiiii

Power Panel 21 Main Turbine Emergency Oil Pump
InstrumentBus 21 Static lnvertor
6.9-kV Buses 1, 2, and 5 ControlPower
480-V Buses 3A and5A ControlPower (normalsupply)
TrainA ReactorTrip BreakersControl Power
ControlRod Position IndicationInvertor

ConventionalPlant Emergency Lighting
Control Room Emergency Lighting
Diesel GeneratorBuilding EmergencyLighting
DistributionPanel 21 and 2lA

DistributionPanel 21 Safety InjectionSystem Valves Control Power
Diesel Generator21 Control Power (normalsupply)
Main SteamDump Control
MainGeneratorTrip Relays
Main Turbine Trip Relays
Station Auxiliary TransformerTrip Relays
SafeguardsActuationTrain A Relays
ReactorCoolant System OverpressurizationProtectionTrainA

DistributionPanel 2lA ReactorProtectionTrain A Relays
Miscellaneous PlantFire Protection
System Controls

Power Panel 22 Main Feedwater Pumps EmergencyOil Pump
Air Side Seal Oil BackupPump
InstrumentBus 22 Static Invertor
6.9-kV Buses 3, 4 and 6 Control Power

480-V Buses 2A and 6A Control Power (normalsupply)
Train B Reactor Trip BreakersControlPower
Nuclear Plant Emergency Lighting
DistributionPanel 22 and 22A

D-8



Table D-2. (continued)

i,. i

System Load
i mi i|l ,..i

Distribution Panel 22 Safety InjectionSystem Valves ControlPower
Diesel Generators22 and23 Control Power (normalsupply)
Main GeneratorBackupTrip Relays
Main Turbine Backup Trip Relays
Station Auxiliary Transformer
Backup Trip Relays
Safeguards ActuationTrain B Relays
Reactor ProtectionTrain B Relays

Distribution Panel 22A Reactor Coolant System OverpressurizationProtection TrainB
ReactorAnalog Protection Inverter

Power Panel 23 InstrumentBus 23 Static Inverter
480-V Buses 3A and5A Control Power (reservesupply)
Diesel Generators21 and22 Control Power (reserve supply)

Power Panel 24 InstrumentBus 24 Static Inverter
480-V Buses 2A and 6A Control Power (reserve supply)
Diesel Generators23 Control Power (reserve supply)

i i

Table D-3. Electricpower support states
ii , i i ii

Support State Power Available At
lBlii ii

1 Buses 2A, 3A, 5A, and 6A
2 Buses 2A, 3A, and6A
3 Buses 2A, 3A, and5A
4 Buses 5A and 6A
5 Buses 2A and3A
6 Bus 6A
7 Bus 5A
8 Power not available at 480-V essential buses

i ii i
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To accomplish these functions, the RPS utilizes trip signals from various process sensors
throughout the plant to deenergize undervoltagedevices in two series-connected reactor trip breakers.
Openingthe reactortripbreakersremovespower from the magneticcoils, allowing the rod controlcluster
assemblies to fall into the active fuel region causing the reactor to shut down.

A simplified diagramof the RPS for IndianPoint 2 (11)2)is provided in Figure D-3. There are
four instrumentationchannelsthatprovidetrip signals to both logic channels. Eachlogic channelcontrols
the undervoltagetripdevice for one normallyclosed reactortrip breaker. The reactortripbreakersRTA
and RTB are arranged in series; therefore, opening either reactor trip breaker will remove power from
the rod control clusterassembles. Bypass breakers_YA an_ BYB are providedto facilitatetesting and
maintenanceof the RPS. During testing, a single logic channel supplies both the normal reactor trip
breakerand the trip bypass breaker. This arrangement allows one logic channel to be tested to the
reactor trip breakerwithouttrippingthe reactor.

The RPS interfaceswith the 120-Vac instrumentpower supply system for power to the process
sensors. The reactor tripbreakersand logic channelsare energized from separate 125-V dc buses. Loss
of either source results in a trip signal which leads to a reactor scram.

The success criterionis the availabilityof a signalfrom the appropriateprotective instrumentation
to the reactor protection logic trains and the availabilityof the scram breakers, wiring, and the control
rod drive mechanisms themselves.

2.3 Safeguards Actuation System

The safeguards actuationsystem (SAS) serves to limit plantdamage in the eventof breaks in the
reactor coolant system or the secondarysystems (main steam, feedwater, or steam generators).

The SAS at IP2 is composed of two subsystems. These subsystems are safety injection (SI) and
containmentspra_ (CS). Simplified diagramsfor these subsystems are presented in Figures D-4 and
D-5. An Sl actuation signal initiates feedwater isolation, turbine trip, and reactor trip (via RPS).
Components automatically startedby the SI signal are the auxiliary feedwater pumps, safety injection
pumps, residualheat removal pumps, containmentfan coolers, service water pumps, component cooling
pumps, and diesel generators. The SI actuation signal also initiates phase A containment isolation,
containment ventilation isolation, control room ventilationisolation, andsafeguards sequence. The CS
actuation signal initiates containment spray injection, phase B containment isolation end containment
ventilationisolation.

To accomplish these functions, the SAS uses trip signals from various primary and secondary
plant sensors, andprocesses these signals through various logic matrices. Signals are then sent to the
engineeredsafeguard systems based on the sensed conditions.

Failure of the safety injectionactuationsubsystemis defined as failure of both channels of safety
injection logic or failure in the safety injection instrumentation. Failure of a single channel of safety
injectionlogic includesfailureto actuateany single equipmentactuationrelay. Failureof thecontainment
spray actuation subsystem is defined as failure of both channelsof containmentspray logic or failure in
the containment spray instrumentation.
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2.4 High Pressure Injection System

The high pressure injection system (HPIS) provides cooling water to the reactorcoolant system
in case of a medium (2 to 6 in.) pipe break LOCA, a small (less than 2 in.) pipe break LOCA, and a
secondarysteam break. A simplified diagramof the high pressure injectionsystem for IP2 is presented
in Figure D-6. Three pump trains are shown. These trains are commonly connected to the boron
injectiontank (BIT) and the refueling waterstorage tank.

Upon indicationof a small LOCA, medium LOCA, or a steam break, the system is startedby
an SI signal. Ali tluee pumpsstartand the motor operatedvalves align in their correct positions. The
pumps first take suction from the BIT (as opposed to the RWST) because of the 90 psig overpressure.
When three out of four level detectors indicatea level of 10% in the BIT, the four valves leading to the
BIT will automatically close. Then suction will be taken from the RWST to the two main discharge
headersanddeliver coolant to the four cold leg reactorcoolant system injectionlines. The discharge line
valves to the reactor coolant system cold legs are normally open.

The HPIS system may also be used in the feed and bleed cooling mode. The only difference in
this mode of operationfrom that discussed above is that a SAS is not necessarily generated, so the HPlS
system is manually placed in service.

Success for a medium LOCA is defined as two of three pumpsdelivering cooling waterto one
of four injection legs. Success for a small LOCA is defined as one of three pumps delivering cooling
water to one of four injectionlegs.

2.5 Recirculation System

The recirculationsystem provides long-term core cooling and containmentspray after a LOCA
of any break size. It recirculates the sump waterback into the core and/or spray nozzles after passing
it through the residual heat removal (RHR)heat exchangers.

A simplified diagram of the recirculation system for IP2 is presented in Figure D-7. The
recirculationphase is evaluated in the context of a LOCA. This phase calls for the combined operation
of several systems and components:the RHR system, the contaimnentsump, the recirculationsump and
pumps, the Sl system, and containment spray nozzles. For ease of reference, this group is called the
recirculationsystem.

The system is initiatedby the operatorswhen the water level in the RWST is at "low level" alarm
point (a one out of two system). For core cooling, the system can be operated in three different modes:
high pressure, low pressure, and hot leg recirculation.

The two recirculation pumps are vertical, centrifugal pumps that have air-to-wagr heat
exchangers. The water to these heat exchangers is supplied by the auxiliary componentcooling pumps
or main component cooling loop. The booster pumps are startedby the SI system to protectthe motors
of the recirculation pumps from possible damage caused by containment high temperatureconditions
before the switchover to recirculation.
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Four pumps can take suction from the sumps. The two recirculationpumps take suction from
the recirculationsump, andtwo RHR pumpstake suction from the containmentsump. The configuration
of components in the recirculationsystem is such that the low head pumpstake suction from a sumpand
pass the coolant through the RHR heat exchangers. Any one of the four pumps can provide sufficient
coolant flow to cool the core and simultaneously spray the containment. Depending on the operator
decision andthe pressure in the reactor coolant system and in the containment, the flow is routedfor core
cooling or containment spray, or both. Priority is given to core cooling.

The RHR heat exchangers cool the sump water. Their secondary side is connected to the
component cooling system (CCS) which is cooled by the service water system (SWS) drawn from the
ultimate heat sink (Hudson River). The component cooling outlet valves (for each heat exchanger) are
opened by the safeguards actuationsignal. If heat exchanger cooling is not available, the fan coolers can
remove the heat from the containment atmosphereby condensing the steam generated in the core. In the
recirculation phase, any three of the five fan coolers can remove ali the decay heat following a large
LOCA.

Flow can be directed in fourdifferent directions from the heat exchangers. Core and containment
conditions determine which flow path should be chosen. The path for low pressurecold leg recirculation
is the saw,Tieas for low pressure injection and is opened by the safeguards actuation signal. If the reactor
coolant system (RCS) pressure is above the shutoff head of the low pressurepumps, the flow is directed
toward t_lesuction line of the SI system pumps for high head recirculation. The third path leads to the
containm_.'ntspray headers. Hot leg recirculation is also possible. The isolation valves to the hot legs
are non, ally closed and deenergized. If one heat exchanger train is unavailable, it is possible to align
the othe_rtrain for simultaneous core cooling and containment spray recirculation. Also, if high head
injectio,Lis needed and the connection pipe between the RHR heat exchangers and the SI system pumps
is close_ ,orfailed, the RHR pump flow can be re.alignedtoward the suction side of the SI system pumps.
The he;Jftexchangers are bypassed in this situation. Therefore, this mode of recirculation will be
successful only if the containment fan coolers are available to remove the heat generated in the core.

i

Success criteria for the small LOCA response is that the operator recognizes the need to shift to
recirculation cooling and continues high pressure recirculationas required.

Success criteria which applies to the transient event tree sequences includes the operator
terminating the bleed operation and shifting to RHR cooling, shifting to high pressure recirculation, or
de.pressurizingthe RCS below 150 psig and shiftir_gto low pressure recirculation.

2.6 Containment Spray System
i

The primary functions of the containment spray system (CSS) are to reduce the containment
pressure following a LOCA or a steambreak accident inside containment. Also the CSS removes iodine,
(by sodium hydroxide addition), released to the containment atmosphere in the event of a breach in the
fuel cladding following a LOCA.
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A simplified diagram of the containmentspray system CSS for 11'2is presented in Figure D-8.
The CSS is composedof two 100 percentcapacityspray injectiontrains. Upon the initiationof SI signal,
the appropriatevalve line up is obtained and the CSS pumps start. Each spray train draws water from
the RWST through independentsuction lines and discharges the coolant to its associated containment
spray header.

The success criterion for the CSS is one of the two CSS trains providing flow to any one
containment spray header.

2.7 Containment Fan Cooling System

The purpose of the containment fan cooling system (CFCS) is to limit containment pressure
following a LOCA or a steam line break inside containment. This is accomplished by cooling fans that
cool and circulate the containment atmosphere. This system also removes fission products from the
containmentbuilding atmospherefollowing a LOCA.

A simplified diagram for containment fan cooling system (CFCS) is presented in Figure D-9.
There are five c_x_lingunits. Given a LOCA or steam break followed by a safety injection signal, the
fan coolers will automatically transfer to the accident mode. The fan coolers require electric power to
run the fan motors and service water to cool the atmosphere and condense the steam. The normally
closed service water valves on the common fan cooler discharge are opened by the SI signal to bypass
service waterflow around the normallythrottledtemperaturecontrol valve. Condensatefrom the cooling
coils is routed to the containment sump.

System success criterion is three or more of the five fan cooler units placed in the accidentmode
with their charcoal filter beds available.

2.8 Component Cooling Water System

The component cooling water system (CCS) loop is one of three subsystems of the auxiliary
coolant system (ACS) at 11)2. lt is a closed loop cooling system that is designed to remove residualand
sensible heat from various primary plant components during power, shutdown operations, and under
accidentand transient conditions. The system also provides a barrierbetween the primaryplant and the
environment by preventing radioactive releases from enteringthe environment.

A simplified diagram of the componentcooling water system is presented in Figure D-10. The
CCS loop consists of three horizontal, centrifugal pumps, two heat exchangers which are cooled by
service water, a single surge tank, and the necessary piping and valves to supply the various cooled
equipment.

The success criterionduring normal pl_t operation, is that two out of three pumpsare required
to supplythe necessary flow for plant cooling loads. During accidentconditions, one of the three pumps
is required at the start of the recirculation phase to supply the necessary flow for the plant emergency
cooling loads. A second pump is started when power is available.
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2.9 Service Water System

The service watersystem (SWS) provides water to the variousplantcomponentsthat requireheat
removal for properoperation duringnormaland abnormalplantconditions. The components requiring
service water during abnormal conditions are the three emergency diesel generators (EDG), the five
containmentbuilding fans cooling units (FCUs), and the two component cooling heat exchangers. A
simplified block diagram of the SWS for IP2 is provided in Figure D-I 1. The SWS consists of two
groups of three pumpsand two cooling waterheaders. The first group of pumpssupplies cooling water
to the essential plant services through the nuclear header. The essentialplant services for this analysis
consists of the EDGs and the FCUs. The other group of three pumps supplies cooling water to the
nonessentialplant through the conventionalheader. Operatoraction is requiredto manually realignand
changeheader services.

System failure is defined as "No or Insufficient Flow from the Service Water System." This is
defined as the failure of two of three service water pumps selected for supplying water to the nuclear
service header, or the failure of one of three pumps selected for supplying water to the conventional
service header.

2.10 Auxiliary Feedwater System

The auxiliaryfeedwater (AFW) system provides emergencycooling for the primarysystem when
mainfeedwateris not available. The AFWsystemalso prevents overpressurizationof the primarysystem
by supplyingcoolant to the steam generator.

A simplified diagramof the AFW for 11)2is provided in Figure D-12. The AFW for IP2 is a
three train system, two electric motor driven pumpsand one steamturbinedriven pump. Eachpump can
drawsuction from a primaryor secondary watersupply. The primarywater supply is the 600,000 gallon
condensate storage water tank. From this volume, 360,000 gallons are dedicated for AFW system use.
If the primarywater supply is not available, there is a secondary water supply for the auxiliary pumps.
The secondary water supply is a 1.5 million gallon city water storage tank. There is a sufficient water
supplyto remove residualheat generatedby the reactorfor at least 24 hoursfor hot shutdownconditions.
Coolant to the steam generatorsis suppliedby eight parallel lines. Eachline contains a check valve, and
two locked open manual isolation valves, that are in series with an air operated control valve. Motor
driven pump 21 supplies coolant to steam generators 21 and 22 and motor driven pump 23 supplies
coolant to steam generators 23 and 24. The turbine driven pump 22 supplies coolant to ali four steam
generators.

The motor driven AFW pumps will automatically startduringa loss of either of the two main
feedwater pumps, a low steam generatorlevel in any one of the four steam generators, a unit trip initiated
by a safety injection system, or a unit trip with a loss of offsite power with no safety injection signal.
The turbinedriven pump will automaticallystarton receipt of indicationof low steam generatorlevel in
any two of the four steam generators, or loss of offsite power concurrentwith a main turbine generator
trip with no _afety injection signal.

The success criterionfor the AFWsystem following ali events except an ATWS is flow from any
one AFW pump to eny of the four steam generators.
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2.1 1 Alternate Safe Shutdown System

This system information was obtained from the Indian Point Unit 2 Fire Protection Program
Plan.D-3

The functions of the IF2 alternatesafe shutdownsystem (ASSS) m'eto:

• Provide the necessary shutdown functions for a fire that dam_$es the capabilityto power
and control equipmentfrom IP2 sources

• Provide the capability to perform only selected safe shutdownfunctions wherf_these have
been lost due to a fire

• Satisfy the performance requirementsof Section UI.L of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R

• Provide the capability to perform the above shutdownfunctions independentof fire zones
that, if involved in a fire, would requirethe use of the ASSS.

The ASSS provides the capability to performthe following criticalsafety functions: maintenance
of reactor subcriticality,core cooling f3r hot shutdown (through naturalcirculation, and primarysystem
pressure and inventory control), reactor coolant system integrity, secondary heat removal for hot
shutdown, long-termdecay heat removal, and process monitoring. Following the unlikely loss of normal
andpreferred alter_ate power, additionalindependent and separate power supplies from the rpl 480-V
switchgear are provided through the ASSS for a numberof safe shutdowncomponents.

The Unit 1 480-V switchgear is supplied from the Buchanan 13.8-kV system through separate
transformers. These are powered by one of three gas turbines.

Independentpower supplies from rPl auxiliaries are hardwired to manually operated transfer
switches to power one train of the following safe shutdown components to maintain the ASSS safe
shutdownfunctions listed below:

• Component cooling pump 23

• Auxiliary boiler feed pump 21

• Service water pump 23

• Service water pump 24

• Charging pump 23

• MCC 27, RHR pump 21 or SI pump 21 (through use of casualty cables).
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To perform the necessary safe shutdownfunctions, pneumatic instrumentationfor the ASSS has
been provided in the fan house to supplement existing local displays for the following functions:
pressurizerlevel, pressurizerpressure, and steam generatorlevel. Additionally, source range neutron
monitoring instrumentationand reactor coolant system hot h_gand cold leg temperatureindicationhave
been provided as part of the ASSS.

The ASSS is designed to function given a loss of offsite power. The system is designed to be
independentbf IP2 fire zones as much as practical. In certainlocations, power is fed from the alternate
safe shutdown system as well as the transfer switches located in IP2 fire zones. Exemption requests
justify those locations where three-hourfire barriersdo not separatethe ASSS components from IP2 fire
zones, and whereASSS components are located within II'2fire zones. The ASSS uses separate raceways
(generally dedicated conduit) from IP2 raceways. The conceptual design of the AS$$ is to provide
separate power supplies and switchgear to power lit2 safe shutdown equipment. Transfer switches are
located in close proximityto equipmentserved, and may also be used to select the power source (IP2 or
ASSS).

3. References for Appendix D

D-I. Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., Indian Point Unit 2 Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report, Revision 3, July 1985.

D-2. Power Authority of the State of New York _ld Consolidated Edison Company of New York,
Inc., Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study, 1982.

D-3. Power Authority of the State of New York and Com_olidatedEdison Company of New York,
Inc., Indian Point Unit 2 Fire Protection Plan, Revision 3, October 1987.
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APPENDIX E

WESTINGHOUSE PRA MODEL

1. introduction

The Indian Point 2 (IP-2) PRA modelwas used as the basis for the base case and generic studies.
This appendix presents the detailed PRA model for the general turbine trip events as described in the
Indian Point 2 Probabilistic Safety Study, 1982.

2. Turbine Trip--Event Tree 11

The turbine trip event tree applies to three separate causes of turbine trip sequences. The first
is turbine trip resulting from the loss of offsite power; that is, a load rejection transient in which no
offsite power is available to supply the emergency buses. Next is turbine trip resulting from the loss of
service water. The third includes ali other turbine trips. The same tree structure applies to ali three
cases, but because of system interdependencies, they are quantified separately. The event tree uses the
following symbols to identify system and operator functions:

ET-I 1 1.0 Initiating Event Turbine Trip
K-3 2.0 x 10-5 Reactor Trip
L-1 1.9 × 10-5 AFWS Actuation and Secondary Cooling
OP-2 6.1 x 10-3 Primary Cooling Bleed and Feed
R-3 5.0 × 10-4 Recirculation Cooling
CF-2 5.0 x 10-6 Fan Coolerg
CS 8.1 × 10.5 Containment Spray
NA 9.6 × 10-4 Sodium Hydroxide Addition

Turbine trips are relatively mild transients that plants experience several times each year. In
general, no problems should occur following turbine trip. The reactor should trip immediately as a result
of the turbine trip signal, and the auxiliary feedwater should start when the levels in the steam generators
fall. As long as auxiliary feedwater is being supplied to the steam generators, the multitude of pathways
for the steam to escape from the steam generators ensures secondary cooling. Cooling of the core will
follow by natural circulation or forced circulation. The turbine driven auxiliary feedwater system is
designed to operate without service water and without offsite electric power. Therefore, successful
termination of the turbine trip transient requires only a reactor trip and actuation of auxiliary feedwater.

2.1 Initiators

While any of the accidents or transients already discussed should eventually lead to turbine trip,
the events considered here are those that essentially begin with the turbine trip. These trips are direct
or are caused by load rejection or loss of service water. In these cases, the turbine trip is the first event
shown in the sequence.
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3. Basic Turbine Trip Event Tree (ET-1 1)

3.1 Systems and Plant Functions

The top events of the turbinetrip event tree (ET-I I), K-3 through NA, are described in detail
to provide an understandingof the systems andoperator functions involved.

1. 1(-3, Reactor Trip. The success of K-3 dependson the actual tripof control rods. This
is based on automatic signals generatedby the logic based on occurrenceof turbine trip,
or by the logic based on low-low level in any single steam generator. On turbinetrip
resultingfrom loss of offsite power, electric power to the control rods is lost. Therefore,
the only cause for failure of reactortrip is the mechanical failure of the rods to insert.

2. L-I, AFWS Actuation and Secondary Cooling. The success of the auxiliaryfeedwater
system depends on the start of one motor-driven pump or the turbine-drivenpump in
response to an automaticactuationsignal or operatoraction. The automaticsignals to
start the auxiliary feedwater pumps for this event tree come from low-low steam
generator level.

Secondarycoolingis achievedby removingheat from the steamgenerator. This is doneby
automaticallyor manuallyopeninga relief valve(s) associatedwith a steamgenerator(s)receiving
auxiliaryfeedwater. Heat is also removedby safetyvalves,steamdumpsto the maincondenser,or
blowdown. Only the steamreliefs andsafetiesare modeledfor secondarycoolingsincethey are
adequate.

Heat removal from the primarysystem can be provided by one steam generator. Given these
conditions,the reactorcorewillbe cooledbyforcedfloworbysingleor two-phasenatur_circulation
tothesteamgenerator.

3. OP-2, Primary Cooling Feed and Bleed. If auxiliary feedwaterc/Joling should fail, the
operatorcan starta high head safety injectionpump and manuallyopen the PORV block
valves and PORVs to providefeed andbleed (F&B) cooling to the primarysystem. For
success of this branch, the operatormust determinethat such action is necessary and then
take the proper action. In addition, the appropriatevalves must be open and the
appropriate pump must start. Water from the refueling water storage tank is also
required.

4. R-3, Recirculation Cooling. When L-I is failed and short-termcooling is provided by
F&B, long-term cooling must be accomplished using at least one RHR or recirculation
pump. The success of R-3 depends on service water and component cooling and fan
cooler operation. It can be accomplished in three ways. If the plant is completely
depressurizedto less than 150 psig, low pressurerecirculationis possible using an RHR
or recirculationpump. If the plant is depressurizedto less than 600 psig, either high
pressure recirculationor preferrednormal RHR cooling is possible. At pressuresgreater
than 600 psig, only high pressure recirculationcan be used. Success depends on the
operatorrecognizing what actionto take and the successful operationof RHR pumps and
other equipment.
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5. CF-2, Fan Coolers. Containment fan coolers provide long-term cooling for the
containment atmosphere. They prevent overpressure and can effectively supply cool
recirculationwater to the containment sumps. Fan coolers are only shown on the event
tree for core melt sequences in which the fan coolers are useful in protecting the
containment from overpressurefailure. For CF-2, the probability thatCF fails (less than
three out of five operate properly and service water cooling is available) is calculated
conditional on the failure of R-3.

The reasons for R-3 failure include service water failure (this also fails the fan coolers) and
failure of both component cooling to the RHR heat exchangers and failure of the fan coolers. This
co:,nplicatedcalculation could be avoided by restructuringthe tree .as SW-CF-R-3 rather than R-3-CF.
However, the second structure describes the transient sequence progression more clearly.

6. CS, Containment Spray. Containmentspray protectsthe containment from overpressure
failure and scrubs the containment atmosphere of radionuclides. Thes_ functions are
important because they reduce the chance and severityof releases should core melt occur.
Event CS includes the successful generation of an automatic actuation signal. Automatic
actuation occurs on high-high containment pressure. One of two pumps must operate for
this analysis to be successful. Intermittentmanual operation can be effective as long as
water is available in the RWST. In this event tree, it is very unlikely that sprays will
provide any useful function. They are requiredif F&B cooling is required and R-3 fails.
In such a case, the operator will probably use the remaining RWST water to continue
F&B to save the core rather than use it for sprays after melt. Another possibility is that
the RWST is refilled after melt but before containment overpre,ssure.

3.2 Tree Structure

1. ,Displayed Dependencies

a. When K-3 reactor trip fails, no other branches are taken from the event tree.
The sequences branch to the ATWS tree (ET-13) for further analysis. The
reason for this is that the definitions of functional success in the original tree may
change during an ATWS.

b. When K-3 reactor trip and L-I are successful, no other branches are taken since
cooling is successful.

c. When L-I fails, but OP-2 and R-3 succeed, the core is protected. No further
branchesare needed,and the transientis ended.

d. Ali remainingcases lead to core melt, and containment protection is examined.
When CS fails, NA cannotsucceed.

2. Systems Interaction. Most dependencies caused by systems interaction have been
discussed in the previous section. Others are as follows:
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a. Ali active systems depend on electric power. This is handled in the
quantificationof the event tree by making separatequantificationrunsof the tree
for each state of electric power. The results from each run are then combined
based on the likelihood of the plant being in a specific electric power
configurationfollowing the initiating event.

b. Diesel generatorsrequireservice water for cooling.

c. Successful recirculation cooling (R-3) requires service water and component
cooling. Service water provides a heat sink for component cooling and for the
fan coolers, if required. Component cooling removes heat from the recirculation
or RHR pumps, and from the RHR heat exchangers, if required. Closed loop
RHR cooling requires an RHR pump and heat exchanger. Open loop
recirculation cooling requires a recirculationor RHR pump and an RHR heat
exchanger or the fan coolers.

3. Degraded Core States. Ali degradedcore statesbranchto the ATWS tree (ET-13)or are
assigned to the accidentsequence types TE and SL (for early and late failures). Ali are
transientsequences. Depending on the success or failure of fan coolers and containment
spray, the assignments are as follows:

Plant Event System Failure
Sequence Responsible for

Core Melt CF-2" CS"

TEFC L-1 and OP-2 1 1
TEF 1 0
TEC 0 1
TE 0 0

SLFC R-3 1 1
SLF 1 0
SLC 0 1
SL 0 0

• 1 = Success
0 = Failure

4. Steam Break Outside Containment-Event Tree 6

The steam line breakoutside containmentevent tree 6 appliesto those transients that begin with
a steam line break outside containment. The normal progress of this transient is high head safety
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injection, reactor trip, MSIV trip, and auxiliary feedwater system actuation resulting from the safety
injection signal. This is followed by the operator's taking control of the AFWS and secondary cooling.
The steam line break outside containment event tree used the following symbols to identify systems and
operator functions:

SA-2 1.3 x 10-4 Sl Signal and High Head Pumps
K-3 2.0 × 10-5 Reactor Trip
MS-I 1.5 × 10-2 MSIV Trip
L-I 1.9 x 10-5 AFWS Actuation and Secondary Cooling
OP-1 6.1 x 10-3 Feed and Bleed Cooling
R-3 5.0 × 10-4 Recirculation Cooling
CF-2 5.0 x 10"6 Fan Coolers

CS 8.1 x 10-5 Containment Spray
NA 9.6 x 10-4 Sodium Hydroxide Addition

The event tree is used to quantify the frequency of degraded core states. Such conditions can
occur only when the functions previously described are unsuccessful. Cooling can be provided by AFWS
and steam generator cooling or by direct primary F&B.

4.1 Initiators

The steam break outside containment event tree (ET-6) is initiated by random events. Similar
events may also be caused by external event influ6nces.

4.2 Systems and Operator Functions

The top events of the steam line break outside containment event tree (ET-6), SA-2 through NA,
are described in detail to provide an understanding of the systems and operator functions involved.

1. SA-2, Safety Injection Signal and High Head Pumps. The actuation signals generated for
ET-6 are:

a. Low pressurizer pressure

b. High steam flow with low Tavgor low steam pressure.

The success of SA-2 requires the generation of a safety injection signal end the start of
one of the three high head injection pumps.

2. K-3, Reactor Trip. The success of K-3 depends on control rod insertion in response to
an automatic reactor trip signal. Automatic trip signals may be generated from the
following:

a. Low pressurizer pressure
b. Safety injection actuation
c. Low-low steam generator level.
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3. MS-l, MSIV Trip. The success of MS-1 depends on the automaticmanualclosure of ali
the MSIVs. The automaticisolationsignal is generatedfrom the high steam flow safety
injection signal. The emergencyoperating procedures direct the operatorto manually
close the MSIV for the faulted steam generator.

4. L-I, AFWS Actuation and Secondary Cooling. AFWS success requires the start of one
motor-driven or turbine-drivenpump in response to an automaticsignal or operator
action. The automatic signal is derived from safety injectionactuationor low-low steam
generator level. The success of secondary cooling requires the automatic or manual
opening of a relief or safety valve. The steam dump to the condenser is not available
since the MSIVs are presumed closed. The emergency operatingprocedures direct the
operatorto secure feed to the de,pressurized (faulted) steam generator.

5. OP-1, Feed and Bleed Cooling. If auxiliaryfeedwater cooling should fail, the operator
can manually open the PORV block valves and PORVs to provide F&B cooling to the
primary system. For success for this branch, the operator must determine that such
action is necessary and then takethe proper action. In addition, the appropriatevalves
must open.

6. R-3, Recirculation Cooling. When L-I is failed ar,d short-termcooling is provided by
F&B, long-term cooling must be accomplished using at least one RHR or recirculation
pump. The success of R-3 depends on service water and component cooling and fan
cooler operation. It can be accomplished in three ways. If the plant is completely
depressurizedto less than 150 psig, low pressure recirculationis possible using an RHR
or recirculation pump. If the plant is depressurized to less than 600 psig, either high
pressurerecirculationor preferrednormalRHR cooling is possible. At pressuresgreater
than 600 psig, only high pressure recirculationcan be used. Success depends upon the
operatorrecognizing what actionto takeand the successful operationof RHR pumpsand
other equipment.

7. CF-2, Fan Coolers. Containment fan coolers provide long-term cooling for the
containment atmosphere. They prevent overpressure and can effectively supply cool
recirculationwater to the containment sumps. Fan coolers are only shown on the event
tree for core melt sequences in which the fan coolers are useful in protecting the
containment from overpressurefailure. For CF-2, the probabilitytha'cCF fails (less than
three out of five operate properly and service water cooling is available) is calculated
conditional on the failure of R-3. The reasons for R-3 failure include service water
failure (this also fails the fan coolers) and failure of both component cooling to the RHR
heat exchangers and failure of the fan coolers. This complicated calculation could be
avoided by restructuringthe tree as SW-CF-R rather than R-CF. However, the second
structuredescribes the transient sequence progressionmore clearly.

8. CS, Containment Spray. Containment spray protectsthe containment from overpressure
failure and scrubs the containment atmosphere of radionuclides. These functions are
importantbecause they reducethe chance and severity of releases should core meltoccur.
Event includes the successful generation of an automatic actuation signal. Automatic
actuation occurs on high-high containment pressure. One of two pumps must operate for
this analysis to be successful. Intermittent manual operation can be effective as long as
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water is available in the RWST. In this event tree, it is very unlikely thatsprays will
provide any useful function. They are needed if F&B cooling is requiredand R-3 fails.
In such a case, the operator will probablyuse the remaining RWST water to continue
F&B to save the core ratherthan use it for sprays after melt. Another possibility is that
the RWST is refilled after melt, prior to containmentoverpressure.

9. NA, Sodium Hydroxide Addition. The success of this system depends on the proper
lineupof the sodiumhydroxide tankwith the containmentspray system to providea high
pH containmentsprayfor additionalscrubbingof radioactive iodine from thecontainment
atmosphere.

4.3 Tree Structure

1. Displayed Dependencies

a. If steam generator isolation (MS-I) fails, the steam generators rapidly boil dry
and, although the auxiliary feedwater system could supply water to the steam
generators for cooling, currentoperating procedures may cause the operators to
secure flow in the auxiliary feedwater system. Thus, when MS-1 fails, L-1
(auxiliary feedwater system) is modeled as failed. The operating procedures are
written to maintain water level in the steamgenerator and to stop feeding a steam
generator if that level cannot be maintained. This prevents excessive cooldown
in faulted steam generators.

b. If reactor trip(K-3) fails, then no further branches are on the tree.

c. If safety injection actuation (SA-2) and MS-1 fail, then core damage is modeled
and the tree branches directly to the containment pressure control events.

d. If SA-2 and L-1 fail, core damaged is modeledand the tree branches directly to
the containment pressure control events. If L-1 is successful, the transient is
completed.

e. If L-I and primary F&B (OP-l) fail, core damage is modeled and the tree
branches directly to containment pressure control events.

f. If containment spray fails, then sodiumhydroxide (NA) fails.

2. Systems Interaction. Most dependencies caused by systems interactionwere discussed
in the previous section. Others are as follows:

a. When OP-1 requires _Lhatthe operatorbegin F&B cooling, the only action to be
taken is to open the PORV block valves and the PORVs since safety injection,
the high head pumps, has already actuated.
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b. R-3, recirculation cooling, depends on startinga recirculation or RHR pump.
Hence, success of R-3 must includes successful pump operation in addition to
valve realignment.

c. Successful recirculation cooling (R-3) requires service water and component
cooling. Service water provides a heat sink for component cooling and for the
fan coolers, if required. Component cooling removes heat from either the
recirculationor the RHR pumps and fromthe RHR heat exchangers, if required.
Closed loop RHR cooling requires an RHR pump and heat exchanger. Open
loop recircuiadon cooling requires a recirculationor RHR pump and an RHR
heat exchangeror the fan coolers.

d. Ali active systems require electric power.

e. Service water is required for diesel generatoroperation.

3. Degraded Core States. Ali degraded core states branch to the ATWS tree (ET-13) or are
assigned to the accident sequence types TE and SL (for early and late failures). Ali are
transient sequences. Depending on success or failure of fan coolers and containment
spray, the assignments are as follows:

Plant Event System Failure
Sequence Responsible for

Core Melt _ CSa

TEFC L-1 and OP-1 1 1
TEF 1 0
TEC 0 1
"lE 0 0

SLFC R-3 1 1
SLF 1 0
SLC 0 1
SL 0 0

s I = Success
0 = Failure
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APPENDIX F

COST/BENEFIT UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

The uncertainty analysis for each cost/benefit calculation is performed via propagating separate
distributions (represented by probability density functions) representing the uncertainties in costs and in
benefits through the expression for DPR. The results of the calculation are a probability density function
for the DPR which when integrated yields the cumulative distribution function, mean value, and upper
and lower bounds on DPR.

lt should be noted that the predicted cost/benefit ratio mean value is larger than the point estimate
values. This is because of the fact that in the expectation of a nonlinear function such as the DPR, the
effects of uncertainties in the cost and benefit add to the mean. This is because for any general function
of n random variables Z = f(X l, X2, ... Xn), the mean or expected value of Z may be obtained by a
Taylor series expansion in terms of the various moments of each of the random variablea. Thus:

i n I _ " _f

_-i @X_@ZfVar (Xi) + _-i_=E(Z) = f(E(Xl),E(X 2),...,E(xn)) +_ ._ @X-_@xjCOVar(Xi,Xj)__
i_j

+higher order terms.

Computation of the expected value of the cost/benefit ratio, considering uncertainties, would yield
the ,'ollowing expression:

E (DPR) = E (Cost) + E (Cost) Var (Benefit)
E (Benefit) E (Benefit) _

The implication of this is that uncertainties in the benefits (namely risk reduction) predominately
contributed to the overall mean or expected value of the cost/benefit ratio.

Twenty-eight case models were investigated and the results are presented in this appendix.
Figures F-1 through F-28 show the cumulative probability distributions (CDF) for the different cases.
The distributions are presented only for the cases where the onsite averted cost is included. The vertical
dashed line contained on each CDF signifies the value of the mean.

a. G.J. Hahn and S. S. Shapiro, Statistical Models in Engineering, New York: Wiley, 1967.
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Figure F-lT. Configuration VI (modification3) cost/benefit CDF.
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Figure F-18. ConfigurationVII (modification3) cost/benefit CDF.
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Figure F-19. Configuration VIII (modification3) cost/benefit CDF.
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Figure F-20. Base Case (modification 1) cost/benefit CDF.
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Figure F-21. BaseCase(modifcation 2) cost/benefit CDF.
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Figure F-22. Base Case (modification 3) cost/benefit CDF.
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Figu_ F-23. Plant A (modification 1) cost/benefit CDF. ......
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Figure F-24. Plant A (modification2) cost/benefit CDF.
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Figure F-25. Plant A (modification3) cost/benefit CDF.
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Figure F-26. Plant B (modification 1) cost/benefit CDF.
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Figure F-27. Plant B (modit3cation3) cost/benefit CDF.
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Figure F-2g. Plant C (modification 3) cost/benefit CDF.
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